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Chapter One

Introduction to the Study

. . . despite the rapid progress that has
been made, women still remain the largest
pool of talent available for increasing
the size and quality of the science and
engineering labor force. (National Science
Foundation and Department of Education, 1980,
p. 64.)

Women's representation among science and engineering degree-recipients

at all levels increased quite remarkably over the past decade (Vetter, 1981).

This evidence of women's growing interest in and training for scientific and

technical careers has received widespread publicity. However, reports that

the number of women scientists and engineers increased at nearly double the

rate for men between 1974 and 1976 (NSF and Department of Education, 1980) can

be misleading and foster premature complacency. We must not forget how

seriously underrepresented women were in these fields and, thus, how many

women will have to enter the scientific and engineering labor force before

their representation even begins to approach equity. In 1979, women comprised

42 percent of the labor force, while accounting for only 3 percent of the

nation's engineers, 5 percent of the dentists, 11 percent of the physicians,

16 percent of science and engineering technicians, 19 percent of all life and

physical scientists including 15 percent of the chemists, and 26 percent of all

computer specialists (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980). Women with doctorates

in the sciences (including the social sciences and psychology) accounted for

10 percent of the nation's faculty at the rank of assistant professor and

above in 1977, and for 5 percent of all federally employed scientists and

engineers in 1978 (National Research Council, 1979 and 1980).
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Certainly, improvements in women's status in the scientific and

engineering labor force will be reflected in statistics on new and recent

entrants long before we see evidence of substantial progress in these kinds of

aggregate statistics. However, white, black, and Hispanic women continue to be

seriously underrepresented among recipients of degrees in scientific and

technical fields and their underrepresentation increases at each degree level

from baccalaureate to doctorate (see Table 1). While these data clearly

document women's underrepresentation compared against their representation in

the population as a whole and even against their representation among degree

recipients at each level, except among persons awarded medical degrees, the

absolute numbers of black and Hispanic women earning doctorates is even more

telling: In 1978-79, only 31 black and 17 Hispanic women were awarded doctorates

in these five fields and over two-thirds were earned in the biological sciences.

Our educational institutions must learn more about how to identify, encourage,

and retain women with scientific and mathematical talent.

This research project examined the characteristics and persistence of

young women who entered college during the seventies expressing an interest

in science, math, and engineering. It specifically sought to identify those

aspects of their educational experience that contributed to interest and success

in these fields. This focus on the educational experience stemmed, first,

from our belief that educators can and do influence young women's interest and

achievements in science, math, and engineering and, second, from our desire to

pursue research that would produce findings with practical implications for

improving women's representation in the scientific and engineering labor

force. It is clearly easier to manipulate curricular, environmental, socio-

logical, and psychological aspects of the educational experience than it is

r
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TABLE 1

Representation of Black, Hispanic, and White Women Among
Recipients of Bachelor's, Master's, Doctor's, and First

Professional Degrees in all Fields and in Selected Fields: 1978-79
a

(in percentages)

Level and Field of Degree Black Hispanic White

Bachelor's Degrees (N=911,637) 3.9 1.7 42.2

Biological sciences (N=48,674) 2.8 1.8 34.7
Computer and information science (N=8,392) 2.9 0.7 23.6
Engineering (N=58,003) 0.4 0.2 7.,6
Mathematics (N.11,534) 2.9 1.2 36.5
Physical sciences (N=22,659) 1.2 0.6 20.3

Master's Degrees (N=281,811) 4.4 1.2 44.5

Biological sciences (N=6,415) 1.9 0.2 33.5
Computer and information science (N=2,528) 0.9 0.4 17.0
Engineering (N.11,417) 0.2 0.1 6.2
Mathematics (N=2,571) 1.4 0.6 34.7
Physical sciences (N=4,713) 0.4 0.3 17.2

Doctorates (N=28,774) 1.9 0.5 26.8

Biological sciences (N=3,205) 0.7 0.3 23.4
Computer and information science (N=188) 0.5 --- 14.9
Engineering (N=1,635) 0.1 0.1 3.2
Mathematics (N=568) 0.2 0.2 16.2
Physical sciences (N.2,617) 0.2 0.2 9.9

First Professional Degrees (N=68,344) 1.5 0.6 20.9

Dentistry (N=5,437) 1.0 0.5 9.6
Medicine (N=14,837) 1.8 0.9 19.6

a
Data presented in this table are based on preliminary tabulations provided

by the National Center for Education Statistics (LACES) and exclude degrees
awarded to nonresident aliens.
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to alter any societal, familial, or socioeconomic conditions or influences

that might be associated with young women's interest in science careers.

Design of the Study

The study design included: (1) a trends analysis of changes in the

characteristics of the pool of science-oriented college freshmen from 1971

to 1979; (2) a longitudinal study of the educational and occupational choices

of some 7,000 members of the freshman class of 1971 over an eight year-period,

with particular attention to patterns of persistence in and recruitment into

science fields; and (3) interviews with thirty professional women in scientific

and technical fields that focused on critical influences on their career

decisions. These women were approximately the same age as the members of

the longitudinal sample. The common dependent variable in each phase of our

study was success in the pursuit of a scientific, mathematical, or engineering

goal. Our four success measures were based on intended or actual behavior rather

than on any assessment of the quality or quantity of individual accomplishments

and become progressively more restrictive in terms of who is classified as

successful:

(1) planning at the time of college entry to pursue a major or
career in science, mathematics, or engineering;

(2) earning a bachelor's degree in one of these fields;

(3) pursuing a graduate degree in one of these fields; and

(4) being employed in a scientific, engineering, or science-
related professional field.

The independent variables of most interest were precollegiate educational

experiences, although we also examined measures of self-concept and family

background.

The trends analysis utilized the Cooperative Institutional Research

Program's data bank which includes information on thousands of entering college

11 13



freshmen based on annual surveys. Changes in the educational backgrounds,

career goals, and college choices of men and women who entered college

aspiring to majors or careers in science and engineering were traced through

the decade of the seventies. This analysis presents the data separately by

sex for Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and Whites in order to identify

differences between men and women and among the four groups of women.

While the size of the data base and the amount of information available

for each student make the trends study comprehensive and generalizable to a

greater degree than could be attained with most data bases, the study is

limited by its reliance on secondary data. The freshmen surveys are designed

for general trends measurement and to collect baseline data for possible

follow-up studies, not for in-depth analysis of any major or occupational area.

For example, it would have been desirable to have more objective academic

information on students.

The longitudinal analysis also relied on existing data: survey data

on freshmen who entered college in 1971 merged with their responses to a

follow-up survey conducted in early 1980. This phase of the study focused

specifically on women, although data on white males are presented to provide

a basis for gauging women's success against that of the group that provides the

"norm" for success in scientific and technical fields. The longitudinal

analysis tracks this cohort through the scientific pipeline, from college

entry into graduate school and the labor force. It also examines variables,

especially high school variables, related to graduation from college with a

degree in science, mathematics, or engineering.

The longitudinal analysis is limited by its reliance on data that were

collected for other purposes and by the small numbers of minority respondents.

1.4
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especially minority women with an interest in the sciences. Because the

undergraduate and graduate fields were coded into broad categories, we could

lot conduct separate analyses for the physical sciences and mathematics.

Despite its limitations, this data base does provide invaluable information

on a national sample covering a period of over eight years.

The interviews were intended to "flesh out" the statistical profiles

generated by the survey research data and to provide further information about

high school, college, and graduate or professional school facilitators of

and barriers to careers in scientific and technical fields. The fourteen

interviews with Chicano and Puerto Rican women were especially helpful,

compensating to some extent for the very small numbers of women from these

groups in the longitudinal analysis. Although we cannot generalize from the

experiences of thirty women, these interviews complement and are very useful in

understanding the trends data and the findings of the longitudinal analysis.

When they are combined, the data from these three phases of the study

provide a unique package of information about women's scientific aspirations

and accomplishments. There are data comparing men and women, women from four

different racial-ethnic groups, and women in the biological sciences, the

physical sciences and mathematics, and engineering. We examine trends over

time, Predictors of scientific success during the undergraduate years, and

the progress of one cohort of college freshmen through the scientific pipe-

line over an eight-and-a-half year period. Finally, we take an in-depth look

at the family backgrounds, the educational experiences, and the career progress

of thirty young women who pursued much of their training for scientific and

technical careers during the seventies.

/



Major Findings

The findings of the study are presented and discussed in detail in

the chapters that follow, but highlights are summarized below: The trends

analysis shows that:

o Despite small gains, women continued to be underrepresented among
college freshmen expressing interest in science fields throughout
the seventies. The field that showed the greatest increase in
popularity among women was engineering.

o Minority women are not only underrepresented among college freshmen
planning to pursue degrees and careers in science and engineering,
minority students who do indicate an interest in these fields enter
college with poorer academic preparation than their white peers.

o By the end of the decade, the goals and aspirations of science-
oriented minority women were as high and, in come cases, higher
than those of science-oriented white women despite their generally
poorer academic backgrounds;

o Over the seventies, we see a shift in the career aspirations of
science-oriented freshmen women away from such traditionally female
fields as teaching, nursing, and the allied health professions and
toward engineering and the medical professions.

The longitudinal analysis shows that:

o High school mathematics preparation is critical to successful
completion of an undergraduate degree in the sciences, mathematics,
and engineering. Variables reflecting the strength of precollegiate
mathematics training accounted for more variance between students
who achieved this outcome measure and their peers who majored in
nonscience fields than any other variables in the study.

o Parental education, occupation, and other measures of students'
socioeconomic background are not highly significant predictors of
successful completion of an undergraduate degree in scientific
and technical fields when college graduates are studied. Apparently
these background factors which are so important to access and persistence
in college are not especially influential determinants of major field
choices.

o Most of the students who earn undergraduate degrees and who pursue
graduate degrees it the sciences, mathematics, and engineering enter
college planning to major in these or other science fields. The drift
into these fields from nonscience fields is small in comparison with
the drift out of the sciences.

o When the science persistence rates of white, black, and Hispanic Women
are compared with those of white men, we find that women, especially



minority women, who enter college planning to major in the sciences
or math are less likely than white men to graduate with a degree in
these fields or in any science-related field.

o White women who do earn undergraduate degrees in the sciences and math
go on to pursue advanced degrees at rates substantially lower than
those of their black female and white male peers. Students who earn
degrees in the biological sciences are more likely to pursue advanced
degrees in science-related fields than are physical science and math
majors. Similarly, a higher proportion of male than female science
and math majors who go on for advanced degrees remain in scientific
and technical fields.

o Students who earn bachelor's degrees in engineering are most likely to
hold jobs related to their undergraduate field of study, followed by
biology majors and then physical science and math majors.

Analysis of the interview data suggests that:

o Parental emphasis on educational attainment and encouragement of or,
at least, neutrality toward their daughter's interest in science,
math, or engineering are far more important to science achievement
than parental education, occupation, or income.

o Interest in science and math develops early and is reinforced by
academic success in these subjects and by teachers who are remembered
as outstanding members of their profession. These women entered col-
lege with strong preparation in science and math and few entertained
the idea of majoring in a nonscience field.

o High school counselors, at best, provided information about how to
apply to college; their efforts to provide career guidance were
ineffective. Almost half of the minority women who attended high school
in the states reported that counselors had discouraged their educational
and career aspirations, the usual explanation given being that the
counselor perceived their aspirations as unrealistically high.

o Our respondents emphasized the importance of a strong high school back-
ground in science and, especially, math to subsequent success in
scientific and technical fields. They are convinced that many young
women foreclose their career options before they even enter college by
avoiding these courses in high school.

o The individuals most frequently cited as role models were teachers,
college instructors, and older students--usually women. However, the
interviews suggest that there is no more powerful source of discourage-
ment than a negative experience working with a woman in one's field.
Young woman need confirmation that pursuing a scientific or technical
career will not necessitate sacrificing other interests, including
their prospects for marriage and having a family.

o Hands-on research experience is critical to the development of scien-
tific interests, of skills that are essential to success, and of self-
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confidence in one's abilities. Since such experience also tends to
confirm or disconfirm one's interest in a research career, the earlier
students become involved in research the better.

o At the undergraduate level, financial considerations and parental
constraints on geographic mobility play a more important role in the
college choice process than does quality of an institution's science
program. At the graduate level, reputation of the institution, the
specific department, or of individual professors are more important
than cost or location in deciding where to continue one's education.

o Almost all of our respondents relied on financial aid to help them
meet their undergraduate educational expenses, and a number of the
Chicanas and black women received no financial help from their families.Many of these women quite simply could not have pursued advanced
degrees without substantial financial aid support.

o Our respondents did not encounter bias against women in scientific
and technical fields until they began pursuing graduate or profes-
sional degrees. In fact, the support and encouragement of their
undergraduate professors was often critical to their decision to
pursue advanced degrees.

o Few of these women entered college with long-range educational or
career plans and most began to consider attending graduate or pro-
fessional school during their junior or senior year. When women
decided to go to graduate school, they almmt invariably saw college
teaching as their future occupation. Their career interests diversified
during graduate school as they learned about other professional options,
discovered whether they enjoyed teaching, and watched postdocs and young
faculty members struggle to gain a foothold in the academic labor market.

In sum, our research results indicate that interest in science and math develops

early and that elementary and secondary schools play a critical role in rein-

forcing this interest and in providing the skills that are a prerequisite for

subsequent success. Women college freshmen are less likely than their male

peers to express an interest in pursuing science-related majors and careers and

this appears, at least in part, to be due to women's poorer preparation and

lower self-confide,:cc in science and math. Even among those students who do

express an interest in science and math, women appear less confident than men

and are more likely to swita to nonscience majors. Women who succeed in

earning undergraduate degrees in the sciences, math, and engineering appear to

1-: r13
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be exceptionally good students with strong high school preparation in science

and math. The support and encouragement of high school teachers and college

faculty appear to be important to women's persistence and achievement in

scientific and technical fields.
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Chapter Two

The Trends Analysis

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the changes that occurred

during the seventies in the composition and characteristics of the pool of

freshmen who entered college expressing an interest in science-related majors

or careers. The analysis examines not only the proportional representation of

women and minorities but also changes over time in the high stool background,

parental education, degree and career aspirations, and type of college chosen

by these science-oriented students.

We used data from the Cooperative
Institutional Research Program (CIRP)

annual surveys of several hundred thousand freshmen entering colleges and

universities across the nation for the trend analysis. This data base includes

information on each respondent's sex, intended college major, degree and career

goals, as well as over 200 other personal, educational, and affective variables:*

We examined trends in major field and career aspirations over a nine-year

period, 1971 to 1979, using data from every other year.

Table 2, which summarizes the total representation of students by race-

ethnicity and sex for the data bases analysed, illustrates several general

trends that are important to establish the context for the more specific analysis

of women in science, mathematics, and engineering. First, the relative number

of women entering college increased by 6.6 percent during the seventies: from

45.6 percent of the freshman class of 1971 to 52.2 percent of the entering class

of 1979. Second, minority participation showed a similar though smaller increase

over this period, from 8.6 percent to 12.8 percent of all freshmen. Thirdly,

the representation of black women is consistently greater than that of black men,

and this differential has increased over time.

*
Details on the annual studies can be found in The American Freshman: NationalNorms for Fall 1971 through 1979 (see references).
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TABLE 2

Distribution of Cooperative Institutional Research Program Participants
by Race/Ethnicity and Sex: 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977 and 1979

(in percentages)

Year of

Survey
Number of

Participants
White Black Chicano Puerto Rican

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

1971 171,509 50.1 41.3 3.0 3.3 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.1

1973 189,733 47.1 41.5 3.7 4.1 0.7 0.6 0.3 0:2

1975 186,406 46.4 40.1 4.3 4.7 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.3

1977 198,641 44.6 42.4 4.0 4.8 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5

1979 190,151 42.6 44.6 4.0 5.3 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5

Note: The rows do not add to 100% since Native and Asian Americans are not included in the
table. To aid in interpretation it should be noted that total male participation was.
54.4% in 1971, 52.8% in 1973, 53.2% in 1975, 50.7% in 1977, and 48.4% in 1979.

/
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In order to ex:, our first "success" variable, aspiration to a major

or career in science or engineering at the time of college entry, subgroups

were selected from each annual %asiple on the basis of anticipated major or

anticipated career. The major fields of interest included the biological

sciences, engineering, physical sciences, ma' c atics and computer science;

the careers of interest were enpfneer, research scientists, computer programmer

or analyst, and statistician. (A representative questionnaire can be found in

Appendix A.) Subfiles were generated for each of the five years by selecting

all students who ind4cated a major and/or career preference in one of these

areas. The composition of these subfiles by race-ethnicity and sex are shown

in Table 3.

Clearly, there is some progress over time: Women's participation in

scientific fields increases from 25.2 percent to 30.3 percent over this nine-

year period. However, this 5.1 percent increase is even smaller than

the 6.6 percent increase in women's representation among college freshmen over

these same years. Thus, our data suggest that very little actual change in

the direction of women choosing science has occurred over the past decade.

Is the "double bind" theory applicable in science and engineering--that

is, does being minority and being female create double disadvantages that must

be overcome to enter and succeed in these fields? Our data sugoest that once

college Is attained, being female is a far better predictor of non-science

choices than is being minority. Relative to their representation in college,

minority men are not underrepresented in the sciences. Chicano and Puerto

Rican women are more underrepresented than white women who are, in turn, more

underrepresented than black women. Nonetheless, compared with black men whom

they outnumber, black women are underrepresented among freshmen aspiring to

scientific majors and careers.

07
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TABLE 3

The Trends Data Base: College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and /or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and

Sex: 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977 and 1979

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979
(N=60,250) (N=63,140) (N=63,831) (N=58,392) (N=62,486)

Whites

Males 69.7 68.6 65.5 62.0 62.8

Females 23.0 23.0 24.9 28.2 25.9

Blacks

Males 4.2 4.5 4.8 4.7 5.7

Females 2.0 2.5 3.1 3.5 4.0

Chicanos

Males 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6

Females 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2

Puerto Rican

Males 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6

Females 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Total

Males 74.8 74.1 72.6 67.7 69.7

Females 25.2 25.9 27.4 32.3 30.3



Academic Background

Although women are underrepresented among science-oriented freshmen,

those women who do indicate an interest in science-related majors or careers

appear to be high achievers. Using average high school grade as a measure

of academic achievement, we find that science-oriented freshman women are not

only more likely than all freshmen and all women to report that they were "A"

students in high school, they are more likely to have earned an "A" average

than their science-oriented male peers (see Table 4). Although we find this

pattern across all four racial-ethnic groups, a far greater proportion of

Whites than of any of the other three groups enter college with anpg4OwlIgh

school grade average.

The data presented in Table 4 also provide strong evidence of grade

inflation over the seventies. For example, only 10.2 percent of white men

reported an "A" average in 1971, compared with 18.6 percent in 1979. This

same pattern is seen among all four groups, with occasional exceptions

(Chicano men in 1975, for example). The greater variablity in the grades

reported by Puerto Rican women is probably due to the very small size of this

sample.

These data suggest that high achievers are over-represented in the

sciences; that women are higher achievers than men of the same racial-ethnic

background; and that white students in the sciences enter college with higher

grades than any of the other groups being studied. Finally, although the

proportions of science-minded students with "A" averages have increased over

the years, this increase reflects an overall pattern of grade inflation.

Other measures reflecting the quality of high school academic prepara-

tion show far smaller differences between the sexes but confirm our impression

that Whites going into the sciences are better prepared than minority students.



TABLE 4

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Reporting High School "A" Averages

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 10.2 15.2 17.8 17.9 18.6

Females 18.6 26.0 28.7 27.6 30.0

Blacks

Males 2.5 5.0 4.5 5.6 5.8

Females 5.9 10.9 9.2 10.9 10.2

Chicanos

Males 6.4 10.2 20.0 10.8 18.1

Females 6.2 14.2 18.9 19.9 21.9

Puerto Rican

Males 5.9 11.4 9.1 10.5 14.8

Females 16.2 24.7 16.7 20.4 15.1

All Freshmen 5.7 7.5 8.0 8.6 9.2

I
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Although most science-oriented students participated in college preparatory

programs during high school, as Table 5 shows, a greater proportion of white

women than of any other group reported enrollment in such programs.

In 1975 and 1977, the freshman questionnaire asked students to indicate

how well their high school had prepared them for college in mathematics and

science. As Table 6 shows, white women feel somewhat less well prepared in

mathematics than white men, but far better prepared than any of the male or

female minority students. Although black men and women report feeling well

prepared in mathematics in about equal proportions, both groups of Hispanic

men feel considerably better prepared than their female counterparts and than

black students. An almost identical pattern emerges from the data on science

preparation for Whites and Blacks. However, the differences between Hispanic

men and women are negligible in 1975, and actually favor females in 1977.

Table 7 shows the proportions of freshmen from each group who antici-
7

pate needing remedial or special Lelp in mathematics and science. Since the

question was phrased somewhat differently in each questionnaire, the results

can not really be compared except to note that white women anticipated less

need for special assistance in math or science in 1979 than any other group,

male or female. Black freshmen were most likely to anticipate needing special

math assistance in both years and help in science in 1977.

While no real academic trends--other than grade inflation-are obvious,

these data do suggest that white women entering science are the best prepared

as measured by grades and participation in a college prep high school program;

white men are the best prepared in mathematics and science as measured by

their self-evaluations; and Whites are better prepared than minority students.

Minority women in science are slightly better prepared than minority men, as

assessed on the basis of grades and type of high school program, but the

iI")



TABLE 5

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Reporting Participation in g High
School College Preparatory Program

(in percentages)

1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 95.3 94.9 94.6

Females 96.7 96.1 95.7

Blacks

Males 80.7 82.2 85.5

Females 86.0 84.2 81.8

Chicanos

Males 91.2 85.8 92.8

Females 92.9 89.7 88.7

Puerto Rican

Males 83.0 81.0 80.2

Females 90.1 84.3 80.3

aThis information was not collected in 1971 or 1973.
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TABLE 6

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Reporting They Were Very Well Prepared
in Mathematics and Science in High School

(in percentages)

Mathematics Science
1975 1977 1975 1977

Whites

Males 53.7 52.7 55.8 54.7

Females 50.0 47.6 52.9 50.6

Blacks

Males 34.9 36.4 42.0 39.8.

Females 37.0 36.2 44.5 40.7

Chicanos

Males 45.9 45.3 39.6 38.4

Females 35.5 39.7 37.9 42.9

Puerto Rican

Males 41.9 43.9 48.3 40.8

Females 34.3 34.3 48.0 49.5



TABLE 7

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Anticipating a Need for Remedial or Special
Help in Mathematics and Science

(in percentages)

Mathematics Science
1977 1979 1977 1979

Whites

Males 12.4 5.8 4.5 3.8

Females 18.2 3.8 8.1 2.3

Blacks

Males 38.7. 13.1 20.6 11.2

Females 46.7 11.9 28.4 9.1

Chicanos

Males 27.4 8.8 17.8 9.1

Females 35.8 5.3 22.6 6.6

Puerto Rican

Males 37.1 10.3 16.2 12.3

Females 33.6 9.2 14.5 17.0

a
This question was only asked in 1977 & 1979.



results are mixed for math and science preparation. Blacks and Puerto

Ricans appear to have received the poorest high school preparation. Just

as sex is the better predictor of choice of science or engineering, race-

ethnicity is the better predictor of quality of precollegiate academic prep-

aration. Clearly, and this is true for all years we examined, being Black,

Mexican-American or Puerto Rican predicts having received poorer academic prep-

aration for a college science major than does being white.

Parental Education

Parental education is one measure of the socioeconomic status of a

student's family. As Tables 8 and 9 show, science-oriented white women have

the best educated parents of any of the eight student groups. For all groups,

there is an increase over time in mothers' and fathers' educational attainment,

but minorities, regardless of gender, have less well educated parents than

white freshmen. White students' fathers were more likely to be college grad-

uates in 1971 than were the fathers of any of the minority student groups in

1979. Similarly, white women's mothers were more likely to be college graduates

in 1971 than any group in 1979 except for white men. It is interesting to note

that Chicano students have the least well educated mothers. Blacks are the

only group whose mothers appear to be at least as well educated as their fathers.

Now the question of the "double bind" has a clearer answer. Being female

predicts not choosing science; being minority predicts entering the sciences at

the college level with poorer academic preparation and a less advantaged socio-

economic background (as reflected in parental education). Being female and

minority does appear to be a double handicap to success in science, mathe-

mathics, and engineering.

30
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TABLE 8

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors it Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Stud. Its Reporting their Fathers are At Least College Graduates

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 33.1 41.7 45.9 45.8 47.6

Females 40.6 48.0 51.8 52.0 51.4

Blacks

Males 14.1 17.0 18.0 21.7 23.4

Females 15.5 18.2 19.9 20.8 18.9 -

Chicanos

Males 9.4 13.3 20.1 16.1 23.2

Females 10.6 18.8 22.3 22.4 27.1

Puerto Rican

Males 13.3 36.8 22.9 28.3 29.7

Females 18.9 23.3 30.4 24.9 32.5

0
31
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TABLE 9

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Reporting their Mothers are At Least College Graduates

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 20.7 25.2 29.3 28.6 29.9

Females 27.0 31.0 32.9 34.0 34.6

Blacks

Males 15.6 16.6 19.6 21.8 25.7

Females 16.2 18.8 21.4 21.7 21.9

Chicanos

Males 3.8 7.8 11.4 7.9 14.3

Females 8.2 9.2 13.6 11.7 12.6

Puerto Rican 1h

Males 13.5 16.1 17.5 20.1 21.8

Females 16.2 19.5 27.9 24.3 23.4
.,6111.



Degree and Career Aspirations

Do young men and women from these four groups differ in their educational

and occupational aspirations? Table 10 shows the proportions of each group

who, at the time of college entry, reported that the highest degree they

hoped to attain was a bachelor's, a master's or doctorate, or a medical

degree. The vast majority of science-oriented freshmen enter college planning

to complete at least a bachelor's degree: In 1971, over four-fifths of every

group except the Chicano students planned to earn a bachelor's or higher degree

and, in 1979, 95 percent of White, Chicano, and Puerto Rican men and white

women planned to earn at least a baccalaureate, as did 93 percent of black men,

92 percent of black women, 90 percent of Chicanas, and 89 percent of Puerto

Ricanas. The student group whose aspirations show the largest increases over

time are the Chicanos and, interestingly, this upward shift in their degree

aspirations occurs in the early seventies, between 1971 and 1973.

Over the years, degree aspirations have risen. A larger percentage of

all science-oriented freshmen, especially women, entered college hoping to

pursue graduate or medical degrees in the late seventies than in the early

seventies. A slight reversal in this trend can be seen in the late seventies,

especially among white men and women. Similarly, there is a rather dramatic

increase in the popularity of medical degrees during the early seventies that

peaks in 1973 or 1975, depending on the student population, and then declines

in the late seventies. Nonetheless, except for white men, a larger proportion

of each group asp4ed to medical degrees in 1979 than in 1971.

Perhaps the most interesting pattern reflected in these data is the

similarities across groups. Although women tend to express a somewhat stronger

interest in obtaining medical degrees and a somewhat lower interest in graduate
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TABLE 10

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Degree Aspirations: Bachelor's and Above

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males

Bachelors 30.2 18.4 23.3 27.0 28.2
Graduate 47.9 52.8 50.5 56.2 56.6
Medical 11.0 23.4 20.7 12.0 10.2

Females

Bachelors 39.3 20.1 22.6 26.5 27.5
Graduate 41.6 46.6 44.4 52.0 51.6
Medical 9.2 28.2 28.0 15.7 16.0

Blacks

Males
Bachelors 24.8 15.1 21.0 19.6 20.2
Graduate 54.7 58.2 52.1 60.5 60.0
Medical 9.0 19.4 16.8 12.0 12.5

Females

Bachelors 24.4 9.5 15.7 13.9 16.8
Graduate 52.5 51.2 44.8 58.3 58.3
Medical 12.4 34.5 31.6 19.3 17.1

Chicanos

Males
Bachelors 35.0 14.0 18.0 24.1 23.6
Graduate 35.8 50.2 48.4 52.1 58.5
Medical 5.6 25.6 26.4 14.1 12.7

Females

Bachelors 29.9 15.0 15.5 20.1 12.4
Graduate 36.1 38.0 43.8 51.9 51.1
Medical 4.1 37.0 33.2 21.3 26.3

Puerto Rican

Males
Bachelors 32.0 19.7 23.1 23.6 16.1
Graduate 43.8 47.8 49.2 55.0 63.7
Medical 10.5 26.5 20.8 15.5 15.0

Females

Bachelors 36.1 9.1 9.8 18.8 16.8
Graduate 30.6 48.1 48.8 46.9 51.3
Medical 19.4 37.7 32.9 29.2 20.4



degrees than their male peers, all students have high degree aspirations.

Despite differences in high school preparation and parental education, white

and minority freshmen who express an Merest in science fields, whether they

are male or female, enter college hoping to achieve highly similar educational

objectives.

One of the items that appears on the freshman survey asks students to

indicate the personal importance of realizing a series of "life goals". Two

of these life goals--"Making
a theoretical contribution to science" and

"Becoming an authority in my field"--seemed particularly germane to our assess-

ment of science-oriented students' aspirations. As Table 11 shows, the import-

ance students ascribed to making a theoretical contribution to science increased.

substantially during the early seventies but shows little subsequent change.

Furthermore, minority students consistently attach greater importance to achiev-

ing this goal than their same-sex white peers, although black and white women

are nearly the same in their valuing of this goal. The differences between men

and women are relatively small although, within each racial-ethnic group, we

find that men tend to rate this goal as very important more often than women.

This pattern is consistent with women's greater expressed interest in becoming

doctors, professionals who apply their scientific training in medical practice,

and men's greater interest in graduate training which places more emphasis on

research.

Becoming an authority in one's field is an ambition that reflects a desire

to become engaged in independent thinking and scientific advancement that is

most common among scientists and engineers active in teaching and research.

Certainly, it also reflects a desire to master knowledge and skills that are

needed to excel in one's field and to gain the respect of one's colleagues. As
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TABLE 11

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and /or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Who Rate Making a Theoretical Contrilption
to Science as a Very Important Life Goal"

(in percentages)

1971 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 25.9 33.8 35.9 33.7

Females 20.9 32.9 32.7 34.0

Blacks

Males 25.7 37.5 36.7 38.3

Females 22.5 37.5 32.5 32.2

Chicanos

Males 21.9 40.5 40.9 37.9

Females 25.0 33.8 36.2 42.1

Puerto Rican

Males 32.3 41.4 42.6 41.6

Females 22.2 47.5 37.7 36.7

aThis question was not asked in 1973.



Table 12 shows, the importance students attached to becoming an authority

in their field increased during the seventies, peaking in 1977 for some

groups and continuing to show gains in 1979 for others. Again, we find that

minority students tend to attach greater importance to achieving this goal

than white students, and that men are somewhat more likely than their female

peers to place a high value on this goal.

The most striking trends data are those showing changes over time in

students' career aspirations. As Table 13 shows, interest in pursuing an

engineering career increased among all student groups during the seventies,

most dramatically among women. In 1971, 4 percent of black women, 2 percent

of white women, and none of the Chicano and Puerto Rican women who expressed

an interest in science wanted to become engineers; the comparable figures for

1979 are 23 percent, 18 percent, 17 percent, and 13 percent. In contrast,

men's interest in engineering careers shows only about a 1.5 fold increase

over this same period. In 1971, nearly fifteen times as many men as women--

proportionally- -were interested in engineering careers; by 1979, the differences

had shrunk to about 2.5 times more men than women.

Next to engineering, scientific research was the most popular career goal

among science-minded freshmen. However, the popularity of this career has

declined over time (see Table 14). Interest in careers in scientific research

peaked in 1973, and continued to decrease in subsequent years. It is interest-

ing to speculate about what has led to this marked loss of interest in research.

Has the well-publicized demand for engineers encouraged scientifically talented

students to go into engineering? Are high school students receiving less

exposure to research and less information about research careers and, thus, not

considering this career option? Or is scientific research less appealing as the

result of some shift in societal values and attitudes? Whatever the explanation,



TABLE 12

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Who Rate Becoming In Authority in Their Field
as a Very Important Life Goal

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 22.1 26.8 32.1 36.8 32.4

Females 18.4 23.6 28.0 33.0 29.2

Blacks

Males 31.9 37.6 41.7 43.1 43.5

Females 29.2 32.4 37.6 43.7 40.0

Chicanos

Males 24.4 32.9 39.5 39.3 39.5

Females 22.9 18.4 28.1 32.8 33.3

Puerto Rican

Males 33.6 24.2 37.2 39.9 35.3

Females 27.8 19.8 36.3 37.0 36.6

/



TABLE 13

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal: Engineer

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 30.3 29.6 32.9 47.7 47.1

Females 2.2 4.5 9.7 14.0 18.3

Blacks

Males 28.5 32.7 33.9 47.4 47.4

Females 3.6 4.3 9.6 16.3 23.2'

Chicanos

Males 28.3 27.0 27.2 49.6 43.0

Females IND 3.3 8.8 19.5 16.6

Puerto Rican

Males 40.3 38.4 35.0 55.1 41.1

Females mg.. 6.3 7.5 10.9 12.8

0 3J
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TABLE 14

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal: Scientific Researcher

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 12.8 15.4 10.2 12.1 8.7

Females 16.7 25.1 15.6 17.2 15.0

Blacks

Males 7.3 10.8 5.9 5.2 3.3

Females 10.5 18.0 6.5 5.8 3.9 .

Chicanos

Males 6.4 11.0 7.7 5.8 6.9

Females 12.2 17.5 8.8 8.9 9.9

Puerto Rican

Males 7.5 8.8 7.7 5.1 4.0

Females 21.6 ?0.0 7.5 10.0 4.3

40



white women have consistently indicated the greatest interest in this type

of career and seem to be less disaffected than any other group of women.

Although minority women, like white women, indicate a somewhat higher level

of interest in research careers than their male peers, the proportion of

minority women interested in scientific research decreased substantially

between 1973 and 1979.

Medical careers as doctors, dentists, and veterinarians became more

attractive to women and Hispanic men during the seventies (see Table 15).

Although medical careers were not as popular among freshmen in the late-

seventies as they were in the mid-seventies, the only groups expressing less

interest in these careers in 1979 than in 1971 are white and black men.

Medicine and engineering combined account for the career goals of 28 percent

of the science-oriented white and Puerto Rican women, 38 percent of the black

women, and 40 percent of the Chicanas who entered college in 1979.

The health professions, which include all health-related careers except

medicine and nursing, are more attractive to women than to their male peers

(see Table 16). Over time, the health professions have become less popular

with women, although they show a sudden increase in popularity among Puerto

Rican women in 1979. Minority men, particularly Chicanos, indicate a greater

interest in the health professions than do white men.

Since 1971, business careers have become less popular across all groups

of science-minded students. As Table 17 shows, the most dramatic decline in

their popularity occurred in the early seventies with a relatively stable

popularity from then on. Differences between men and women and across racial-

ethnic groups are small, although business careers are least appealing to

Puerto Rican students.

Like the health professions, secondary school teaching has become a less

attractive career goal for women during the seventies (see Table 18). While
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TABLE 15

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal: Physician, Dentist or Veterinarian

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 10.1 19.1 16.5 9.3 7.7

Females 6.4 19.0 18.0 10.0 10.5

Blacks

Males 9.3 16.2 13.5 9.5 8.8

Females 10.6 29.2 26.4 16.6 14.9

Chicanos

Males 6.7 22.5 25.3 12.6 12.1

Females 4.1 30.8 31.6 20.0 23.2

Puerto Rican

Males 10.7 19.7 16.6 9.6 12.6

Females 18.9 29.5 27.4 26.4 14.9

42
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TABLE 16

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal: Health Professional

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 2.9 3.4 3.1 2.5 1.9

Females 11.1 12.5 11.2 9.3 8.0

Blacks

Males 2.0 2.7 2.9 2.3 2.1

Females 7.5 6.8 7.4 6.2 4.3

Chicanos

Males 1.5 2.5 2.3 3.6 3.9

Females 8.2 7.5 10.2 6.8 7.3

Puerto Rican

Males 2.5 2.8 3.9 3.7 2.3

Females 8.1 6.3 12.3 6.4 11.3

.
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TABLE 17

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal: Businessperson

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 5.6 1.5 1.2 1.3 2.3

Females 2.2 1.0 0.7 1.7 1.7

Blacks

Males 8.6 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3

Females 5.1 1.7 0.9 1.4 1.5

Chicanos

Males 6.4 1.4 0.6 1.1 1.7

Females 6.1 2.5 0.9 0.5 2.0

Puerto Rican

Males 3.1 1.1 1.2 0.7 0.9

Females 2.7 1.1 .1*
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TABLE 18

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal: Secondary School Teacher

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 3.3 1.5 0.6 0.6 0.4

Females 9.4 3.7 2.0 1.4 1.1

Blacks

Males 3.7 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.2

Females 6.2 1.8 1.1 0.7 0.5.

Chicanos

Males 3.2 1.4 1.3 1.6 0.6

Females 5.1 1.7 1.9 1.6 0.7

Puerto Rican

Males 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.4

Females 10.8 4.2 1.9 1.8
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women were far more likely than men to indicate an interest in high school

teaching in the early seventies, this difference has virtually disappeared

over time. Men were also less likely to indicate an interest in teaching

in the late seventies than in the early seventies. Looking at these data,

one can not help wondering where high schools will find science teachers in

the coming years. As Table 19 shows, college teaching has also declined in

its popularity as a career goal. This profession is probably not especially

attractive to entering college freshmen simply because of their lack of

familiarity with it. However, the extreme drop in interest in high school

teaching is in an area where freshmen do have personal and recent experience.

The final career goal we looked at was nursing. Since students planning

to major in nursing or to pursue a nursing career were not selected for

inclusion in our subfiles of science-minded students, those students in the

subfiles who aspire to nursing careers obviously represent a very small pro-

portion of college freshmen interested in becoming nurses. Nursing has never

appealed to science-oriented males, as Table 20 clearly documents, and its

popularity with science-oriented freshman women has declined steadily over

the seventies.

Can some general observations be made about the career choice trends

of science students, especially women? First, engineering is growing in

popularity: in 1979 it accounted for the career goals of over 40 percent of

all men in science and engineering and close to 20 percent of all women whereas

in 1971, it attracted 30 percent of the males and only about 2.5 percent of the

women. Since the absolute size of the pool has not really changed substantially,

this represents a significant shift. On the other hand, we see loss of interest

in scientific research in all groups except white women and Mexican-American men;

r.
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I
TABLE 19

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal: College Teacher

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3

Females 0.8 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.2

Blacks

Males 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.1

Females 1.3 1.1 0.5 0.4 0.4.

Chicanos

Males 0.7 ..... 0.4 0.8 0.3

Females 1.0 1.7 1.9 0.5 0.7

Puerto Rican

Males 0.6 0.7 WO 0.4

Females .....,
.111, ....

--
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TABLE 20

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students' Career Goal:

(in percentages)

Nurse

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males - -

Females 5.0 1.6 1.3 1.1 0.8

Blacks

Males 0.2 .1104

Females 5.7 3.7 3.3 2.2 1.2

Chicanos

Males 0.2

Females 5.1 0.8 1.9 0.5 1.3

Puerto Rican

Males

Females 10.8 2.1 1.9 1.8 2.1

.48



we see great declines in the attractiveness of teaching, especially among

women; and there are some declines in the appeal of the health professions.

Medicine has become much more attractive to women and somewhat less attractive

to men. Certainly, our data indicate that women's interest in the traditionally

male fields of engineering, medicine, dentistry, and veterinary medicine

has increased over the past decade, while their interest in the traditionally

female fields--high school teaching, nursing, and the nealth professions--has

declined.

College Choice

Finally, we looked at several aspects of the college choice behavior of

these science-oriented students. We were specifically interested in determin-

ing whether there had been any changes over time in the importance these

students gave to academic reputation in selecting a college and in the type

of higher education institution they chose. Our data show that women are

more likely than their male peers to report that academic reputation was a very

important reason for their college choice (see Table 21). All groups report

a considerable increase in the importance of academic reputation in the early

seventies which may be directly related to the dramatic increases in financial

aid at that time. Since 1975, the proportions of students in each group who

report that reputation played a key role in their choice process has stabilized

or declined slightly. The fact that science-minded women choose colleges for

academic reasons more often than their male peers flows logically from their

stronger academic performance and their greater participation in college

preparatory programs. Whites and Chicanos appear to place somewhat more

importance on academic reputation than do Blacks and Puerto Ricans.

4 'i



TABLE 21

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Reporting Academic Reputation was a
Very Important Reason for Their College Choice

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977 1979

Whites

Males 44.7 62.6 63.6 61.8 62.1

Females 45.0 68.2 69.1 67.6 67.8

Blacks

Males 41.0 58.2 58.4 57.1 58.6

Females 41.7 67.1 66.4 65.1 63.0

Chicanos

Males 32.0 57.4 70.5 61.0 65.7

Females 41.5 76.5 72.2 67.4 67.6

Puerto Rican

Males 41.4 59.4 62.4 51.3 53.1

Females 36.1 69.2 59.8 65.4 61.8
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Because universities are, on average, larger than four-Year colleges

and two year colleges and because they offer graduate programs, they are

more likely to offer an extensive selection of science courses, to have more

and better-equipped laboratory facilities, and to provide students with

opportunities to become involved in faculty research. Thus, in general, we

feel university attendance is most desirable for science-bound students.

(There are obvious exceptions to this generalization, selective four-year

colleges being one example.) On the other hand, we believe that two-year

colleges are the least desirable colleges for these students. Research (Astin,

197:-) & 1977) has shown that students' chances of obtaining a bachelor's degree

arc considerably lowered by enrollment in a community college.

Tables 22 and 23 show that minority students' access to or choice of

universities increased during the past decade, peaking in 1975, while white

students were enrolling in universities at about the same rate throughout

these years. Women appear to have made somewhat greater progress than men in

gaining access to universities. Smaller proportions of white and Puerto Rican

freshmen were entering two-year colleges in 1977 than in 1971, although there

are indications of a slight reversal in this trend. Although Chicanos were

more likely to enter two-year colleges than any other student group, their re-

presentation in these institutions did decrease over time. Women are less

likely to attend two-year colleges than are men, a finding which is consistent

with the greater importance they give to academic reputation in choosing a

college.

As Table 24 shows, ,,,men are more likely than men to attend private

colleges and universities. We find that this holds true for all four years

for which data are .ailable and transcends racial-ethnic differences. Although

choice of a private institution rose across all groups over time, minorities



TABLE 22

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engin@ering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Attending Universities as College Freshmena

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977

Whites

Males 44.8 47.0 47.1 45.5

Females 43.0 45.0 47.5 43.2

Blacks

Males 22.7 17.7 23.5 27.1

Females 26.3 23.7 29.5 33.5

Chicanos

Males 30.3 35.5 48.7 43.8

Females 34.7 45.8 46.5 40.5

Puerto Rican

Males 23.9 37.7 25.2 32.4

Females 21.6 38.9 42.6 40.9

a
Data were not available for 1979.
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TABLE 23

Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Attending Two-Year Colleges as Freshmena

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977

Whites

Males 16.8 9.5 10.0 12.9

Females 12.5 7.9 7.8 9.5

Blacks

Males 16.3 19.0 18.3 13.1

Females 11.3 12.7 13.2 11.5

Chicanos

Males 57.9 32.1 15.5 19.5

Females 37.8 20.8 14.9 17.9

Puerto Rican

Males 18.2 12.3 13.9 14.0

Females 18.9 11.6 7.5 8.2

a
Data were not available for 1979.
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Trends in Characteristics of College Freshmen Aspiring to Careers and/or
Majors in Science, Mathematics and Engineering by Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Students Attending Private Institutions as Freshmena

(in percentages)

1971 1973 1975 1977

Whites

Males 35.5 41.8 41.0 39.9

Females 42.2 48.6 48.0 48.2

Blacks

Males 36.2 35.6 35.8 38.1

Females 40.7 48.3 43.7 46.8

Chicanos

Males 16.7 34.6 44.3 36.4

Females 33.7 50.8 54.9 49.5

Puerto Rican

Males 46.5 40.5 38.5 40.8

Females 37.8 51,6 64.2 57.3

a
Data were not available for 1979.
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and particularly Chicanos have made the greatest progress in this regard. By

1977, science-minded minority students were attending private institutions

in approximately the same proportions as their same-sex white peers. In

fact, Puerto Rican women were considerably more likely to choose private

colleges than any other group of women in 1975 and 1977.

Conclusion

Women continue to be underrepresented in the pool of science-oriented

students at the time of college entry. This underrepresentation has not

changed much since 1971, Id is true for Whites, Blacks, Chicanas and Puerto

Ricanas.

On the other hand, the academic preparation of science-bound students

is more strongly related to their racial-ethnic background than to their sex.

Minorities going into the sciences, regardless of gender, are less well pre-

pared in general and, specifically, in mathematics and science than are Whites.

In addition, white science students' parents are considerably better educated

than the parents of minority students.

In contrast, Blacks and Hispanics appear to place more importance on

becoming authorities in their fields and on making theoretical contributions

to science, though the women are not quite as ambitious as the men. Although

approximately equal proportions of each student group plan on earning at

least a baccalaureate, minorities are more likely than Whites to aspire to

earning advanced degrees.

Career aspirations show both sexual and racial-ethnic patterns and

have changed over the seventies. Engineering is clearly a sex-related

aspiration: although most aspiring engineers are male, women's interest in



this field increased dramatically during the seventies. Similarly, all science-

oriented women, especially minority women, expressed a growing interest in

medical careers over the past decade, although our data suggest a diminution of

interest across all student groups at the end of the seventies. Interest in

pursuing a career in scientific research decreased over the same period and,

in the late seventies, was strongest among white women and weakest among Blacks

and Puerto Ricans. Women's interest in careers as science teachers decreased

dramatically during this nine-year period.

We are considering freshman choice of science and engineering majors or

future careers as a first "success" variable, while completion of degrees and

pursuit of advanced degrees and careers in science or engineering are additional

"success" variables that we will be examining in the next chapter. Our data

indicate that, at the point of choice, all women are disadvantaged, but that

once the choice is made, white women appear to have academic and socioeconomic

advantages over minority men and women. In fact, these data suggest that

minority women face three barriers to scientific achievement--access (or choice

of these fields), academic preparation and home background (as reflected in

parental education).

"Advantage" or at least equality (again, once the choice to pursue science

or engineering has been made) for minority men and women can be found only at

the affective and intentional level. Their aspirations, goals and ambitions

are either nearly the same as or higher than those of white students. While

this could lead to frustration, given their disadvantages, minority women are

striving to achieve the same "success" goals as white women and all men.

The most notable changes in the science-bound pool indicated by the

trends analysis are: (1) many more science-oriented women see engineering as



a career possibility and far fewer express an interest in the more traditionally

"female" careers, (2) more minority students are enrolling in four-year colleges

and universities rather than at two-year colleges, and (3) generally, more

students report that their parents have a college education.

In many respects, the composition and characteristics of the pool

of science-oriented freshman have remained remarkably stable. This finding

validates the worth of the next part of the study which focuses on what

happened to the science-bound women who entered college in 1971. By

examining the educational experiences of these science-oriented women and

identifying factors that contributed to their success, we will be identifying

at least some of the variables that are still important to science achieve-

ment. To the extent that our trends analysis does suggest changes in the

freshman pool of science-bound students, we can qualify our interpretation

of the findings of this longitudinal analysis.



Chapter Three

The Longitudinal Analysis

Having looked at intended behavior, as reflected in freshman major

field and occupational aspirations, we then wanted to examine actual behavior

to determine to what extent students realize or change their educational and

occupational plans. Are science-oriented women, especially minority women

who tend to enter college with a weaker academic background, more or less

likely than white men to remain in science fields? Do the sciences later

attract students who enter college planning to major in nonscience fields?

What personal characteristics and precollege experiences predict successful

completion of an undergraduate major in science, mathematics, or engineering?

Do women go on to pursue advanced degrees at rates that are similar to or

different from those of their white male peers? And, finally, what can we

learn by comparing the occupational profiles of the four groups of women with

that of white men? The longitudinal analysis addresses these questions by ex-

amining the educational and professional progress of 7,133 students who entered

college in 1971 over the next eight years.

Data tracing the careers of over 10,000 members of the freshman class

of 1971 were collected during the first six months of 1980, as part of a

national assessment of the status and progress of minorities in higher education.

This research study, supported by a grant from the Ford Foundation and conducted

at the Higher Education Research Institute under the direction of Alexander W.

Astin, attempted to resurvey 48,252 persons who had participated in the 1971

CIRP survey of entering college freshmen. (A copy of the follow-up survey can

be found in Appendix B.) The follow-up sample was selected to include all

freshmen who reported that they were Chicano (2,682), American Indian (2,336),

5 6'



or Puerto Rican (768), half of the black freshmen (11,045), and approximately

10 percent of the white respondents (31,421). Black and white follow-up

sample members were randomly selected from their respective cohorts in the

1971 data base. Using extensive follow-up procedures, the research team was

able to collect follow-up information on about 20 percent of the sample (10,326)

in early 1980. Details on the sample selection, follow-up procedures, and

response rates can be found in Minorities in American Higher Education (Jossey-

Bass, 1982).

The 7,133 cases selected from this data base for the longitudinal

analysis included all the follow-up respondents who had earned a bachelor's

degree. The main consideration in our decision to limit our analysis to

persons who had received at least a baccalaureate was that our "success"

measures--graduation with a science major, pursuit of an advanced degree, and

professional employment in the sciences--require completion of a four-year

degree program. Furthermore, the larger follow-up data base is biased in favor

of college graduates and is less representative of students who did not complete

a bachelor's degree. Thus, our sample selection criterion helped us to avoid

problems related to nonrespondent bias in the data base.

Table 25 describes the data base used in the longitudinal analysis, by

sex, race-ethnicity, and degree attainment. In comparison with their represent-

ation among respondents to the 1971 freshman survey, minorities are somewhat

overrepresented in this data base. This results from the great oversampling of

minority groups in the follow-up effort. Of these 7,133 college graduates, 518

majored in a physical science or mathematics, 480 in a biological science, 250

in engineering, and 30 in computer science (see Table 26). The distribution

of these majors by sex and race-ethnicity reflects the underrepresentation
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TABLE 25

The Longitudinal Data Base: College Graduates Who Responded
to the 1971 Freshman Survey and the 1980 Follow-up Survey

by Degree Achievement, Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Highest Earned
Degree

Whites Blacks Chicanos
Puerto
Ricans

Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

Bachelor's 1,814 2,524 288 415 80 65 17 14

Master's 496 593 82 155 14 28 8 7

Doctorate 27 19 4 3 1 0 0 0

Professional 274 105 45 35 12 5 1 2

Total number 2,611 3,241 419" 608 107 98 26 23

Percent of
Total Sample 36.6 45.4 5.9 8.5 1.5 1.4, 0.4 0.3
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TABLE 26

The Longitudinal Data Base: Science Majors
by Field, Race/Ethnicity and Sex

Major
Whites Blacks Chicanos

Puerto
Ricans

Men Women Men Women Men Women Men Women

Biological

Sciences 229 186 23 28 4 5 3 2

Physical Sciences
and Mathematics 276 181 27 22 8 2 1 1

Engineering 198 12 23 5 8 0 4 0

Computer science 20 6 3 0 0 0 1 0

Total Number 738 385 76 55 20 7 9 3

Percent of all

science majors 56.6 30.1 6.0 4.3 1.6 .6 .7 .2



of women, especially minority women, among those earning degrees in these

fields. Over one-fourth (28 percent) of the white men in the longitudinal

data base graduated from college with a major in one of these subject areas,

as compared with 12 percent of white women, 18 percent of black men, 9 percent

of black women, 10 percent of Chicanos, 7 percent of Chicanas, 35 percent of

Puerto Rican men and 13 percent of Puerto Rican women. These data clearly

show that women are less likely to earn a degree in these fields than are

their male peers of the same racial-ethnic background. Furthermore, minority

students are less likely than same-sex white students to graduate with a

degree in these subjects. Although our data do not substantiate this latter

statement for Puerto Ricans, our sample of 49 Puerto Ricans is too small to

justify drawing any conclusions about the representation of Puerto Rican

college graduates by major field.

Graduation with a Science Major

To what extent do students who enter college planning to major in

science, math or engineering realize their degree goals? What fields attract

students who change their major field plans? Do these scientific fields

recruit college students from other fields? We addressed these questions by

examining the distributions by field at graduation of students who entered

college planning to major in one of our science fields and the distributions

of students who majored in one of these fields by major field plans at college

entry.

Biological Sciences

Looking first at what happened to the students who entered college

planning to major in a biological science (see Tabl 27), we find that white

1.

62,
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TABLE 27

Field Distribution at Graduation of Students
Who Entered College Planning to Major in a Biological Science

(in percentages)

Women

Field at Graduation
White
(146)

Black
(19)

Chicano
(4)

Puerto

Rican
(1)

White
Men

(146)

Arts and humanities

Biological sciences

Business

Computer science

Engineering

Environmental science

Physical sciences and
mathematics

Preprofessional

Social sciences

Other fields

13.7

39.0

2.7

mOlar.

- -

8.2

13.0

17.8

5.5

15.8

42.1

5.3

10.5

26.3

4. IMP

MEI mI

25.0

00.

11.4

25.0

50.0

-

100.0

6.2

47.3

4.1

0.7

0.7

15.8

4.1

17.1

4.1

I-.



men were most likely to realize their freshman aspirations. Almost half

(47 percent) of the white men who, as freshmen, said they planned to major

in biology did so, compared with 39 percent of white women, 8 (42 percent) of

19 black women, and one of four Chicanas. However, our list of majors in-

cludes two fields that are closely related to the biological sciences:

environmental science and preprofessional fields. (This latter category

includes premedical and prelaw majors but undergraduate law degrees are

awarded in very small numbers and it is, therefore, safe to assume that almost

all of the persons who report earning preprofessional degrees majored in pre-

medical fields.) If we combine these three majors to assess the biological

sciences' retention rate for each group, we find that just over half of the

black women (53 percent), white women (52 percent), and white men (52 percent)

who entered college planning to major in a biological science earned degrees

in biology or in a closely related field. The premedical fields appear to

attract more white and black women than white men who enter college expecting

to pursue a degree in the life sciences.

What fields did the nonpersisting biology aspirants switch into? A

substantial proportion became social science and arts and humanities majors,

although this latter major was more popular with women than men. Some chose

to major in the physical sciences, mathematics, or engineering, and this trans-

fer was more common among men than women. The data suggest that minority

women who leave the biological sciences are somewhat more likely than whites

to end up majoring in a social science.

As Table 28 shows, more students graduated with a major in the bio-

logical sciences than planned to do so at college entry. What fields did

these biology majors plan to major in when they matriculated? Only about 30 per-

cent of the white students and black women who graduated with a major in biology
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TABLE 28

Distribution of Students Who Graduated With a Major in
the Biological Sciences by Field Plans at College Entry

(in percentages)

Women

Freshman Field
White
(186)

Black
(28)

Chicano

(5)

Puerto
Rican

(2)

White
Men

(229)

Arts and humanities

Biological sciences

Business

Computer science

Engineering

Environmental science

Physical sciences and
mathematics

Preprofessiooal

Social sciences

Other fieldsa

Missing data

8.1

30.6

0.5

0.5

1.6

6.5

37.6

8.1

5.4

1.1

28.6

--

10.7

50.0

3.6

3,6

3.6

20.0

20.0

41.11M

60.0

.110,

ow. ea

OD am

50.0

50.0

1.7

30.1

0.9

0.4

2.6

0.4

5.7

45.4

5.7

5.2

1.7

a
Other fields includes students who said they were "undecided."

(t
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had planned to do so as college freshmen. An even larger percentage of

each group had said that they intended to earn a preprofessional degree, most

probably in a premedical field. We suspect that this freshman aspiration

reflects career goals rather than an understanding of college major field

offerings. That is, at many institutions, students who hope to pursue medical

training major in biology or chemistry as undergraduates, not in premedicine,

predentistry, or preveterinary science. Small numbers of white biology majors

had hoped to major in environmental science. If we combine these three fields,

we find that about four-fifths of the black and Chicano women, 76 percent of

the white men, and 70 percent of the white women who earned a degree in a

biological science were consciously headed in that direction when they entered

college.

What fields "feed into" biology? Our data show that about 8-10 percent

of the white students and black women switched into biology from a science- or

math-related field. Sixteen percent of the white women, 8 percent Lf the

white men, 4 percent of the black women and one of the five Chicanas who

majored in biology had entered college plannin9 to major in the arts and human-

ities, the social sciences, or business. Cur data suggest that Whites, especially

white women, are more likely to switch into biology from fields unrelated to

science or math than minority women. Clearly, it is more common for students to

leave the biological sciences and closely related fields than it is for the

biological sciences to attract students who enter college planning to major in

nonscience fields.

Physical Sciences and Mathematics

The combined fields of physical sciences and mathematics attracted

larger numbers of prospective majors among entering freshmen than the biological

I.. or,
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sciences, except for Chicanas who were more likely to express an early

interest in the life sciei,as. As Table 29 shows, half the white students,

37 percent of the black women, and all three Hispanic women who entered col-

lege planning to major in a physical science or mathematics did so. Almost

half (47 percent) of the black women, 38 percent of the white women, and 35

percent of the white men who, as freshmen, said they planned to major in these

fields ended up with a degree in what we are calling nonscience fields: the

arts and humanities, business, the social sciences, and other fields. While

these attrition rates into nonscience majors parallel those found in the

biological sciences within a few percentage points, business attracts a

larger proportion of the pilysical than of the biological science defectors.

Women who leave the physical sciences and mathematics are less likely to

enter the arts and humanities than women who leave the life sciences. The

science retention rates in both the biological sciences and in the physical

sciences and math are highest for white men and lowest for black women. The

retention rate for white women in the biological sciences is only slightly

higher than Oat of black women, but almost as high a proportion of white

women as white men who entered college planning to major in the physical

sci-Inces or math remain in science fields.

Fewer women but more white men earned degrees in the physical sciences

and mathematics than planned to do so at college entry (see Table 30). Of

those students who did graduate with majors in these fields, two of the three

Hispanic women, 56 percent of the white women, half of the black women, and

41 percent of the white men had planned to do so as college freshmen. Almost
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TABLE 29

Field Distribution at Graduation of Siudents who Entered
College Planning to Major in a Physical Science or Mathematics

(in percentages)

Women

White Black Chicano
Puerto

Rican
White
Men

Field at Graduation (186) (28) (5) (2) (229)

Arts and humanities 6.9 10.0 -- 50.0 7.6

Biological sciences 5.9 10.0 5.8

Business 9.9 10.0 -- 10.2

Computer science 1.0 .1, 0.9

Engineering 1.0 6.7 6.2

Environmental science

Physical sciences and
mathematics 49.8 36.7 100.0 50.0 50.2

Preprofessional 3.9 2.2

Social sciences 17.2 26.7 15.1

Other fields 4.4 1.8

r
P r)V0

/
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TABLE 30

Distribution of Students Who Graduated With a
Major in the Physical Sciences or Mathematics

by Field Plans at College Entry

(in percentages)

Women

Freshman Field
White
(181)

Black

(22)

Chicano

(2)

Puerto
Rican

(1)

White
Men

(276)

Arts and humanities 8.3 4.5 4.0

Biological sciences 6.6 4.5 50.0 8.3

Business 1.1 -- 2.9

Computer science 2.2 4.5 1.8

Engineering 0.6 -- 9.4

Environmental science 1.1 -- 0.4

Physical sciences and
mathematics 55.8 50.0 50.0 100.0 40.9

Preprofessional 10.4 18.2 18.1

Social sciences 9.9 13.6 3.3

Other fieldsa 3.3 7.2

Missing data 0.6 4.5 3.6

a
Other fields includes students who said they were "undecided."



one-fifth of the white and black women and 10 percent of the white men who

graduated with degrees in the physical sciences and math entered college

planning to major in the arts and humanities, the social sciences, or business.

The physical sciences and math appear to attract a larger proportion of their

black female and white male majors from nonscience fields than the life

sciences. Again, we find that the physical sciences and math are more likely

to lose prospective majors to nonscience fields than they are to recruit majors

from these fields.

Engineering

Only fourteen (0.35 percent) of the almost 4,000 women in our data

base reported that they planned to major in engineering when they entered

college, in contrast to 9 percent of white men. None of the Hispanic women

expressed an interest in this field, nor did any of them end up majoring in

engineering. Half of the women and 58 percent of the white men who, as fresh-

men, said they wanted to earn an engineering degree did so (see Table 31). Our

data suggest that white students who enter college with an interest in engine-

ering are more likely to remain in scientific and math-related fields than

those who express an interest in biology or the physical sciences and mathe-

matics at college entry: 70 percent of the white men and women who planned

to major in engineering graduated with a degree in engineering, computer

science, mathematics, or a physical science.

More women and fmer men graduated with an engineering deoree than

hoped to do so at college entry (see Table 32). Most students who ended up

with degrees in engineering entered college planning to major in engineering,

computer science, mathematics, or a physical science: 80 percent of black women,
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TABLE 31

Field Distribution at Graduation of Students Who Entered
College Planning to Major in Engineering

(in percentages)

Fielu at Graduation

White
Women
(10)

Black
Women
(4)

White
Mpn

(235)

Arts and humanities 20.0 25.0 4.3

Biological sciences 10.0 2.6

Business -- .... 6.8

Computer science 10.0 0.9

Engineering 50.0 50.0 57.9

Environmental science

Physical sciences and
mathematics 10.0 11.1

Preprofessional 01

Social sciences 25.0 8.9

Other fields
7.7

1.1

'4. ,
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TABLE 32

Distribution of Students Who Graduated
With a Major in Engineering by Field Plans at College Entry

(in percentages)

Freshman Field

White

Women
(12)

Black

Women_

(5)

White
Men

(198)

Arts and humanities -- -- 4.5

Biological sciences -- -- 0.5

Business 8.3 -- 1.0

Computer science 8.3 -- 0.5

Engineering 41.7 40.0 68.7

Environmental science 1.0

Physical sciences and
mathematics 16.7 40.0 7.0

Preprofessional 16.7 4.5

Social sciences -- 4.0

Other fieldsa 8.3 20.0 6.1

Missing data
2.0

a
Other fields includes students who said they were "undecided."



76 percent of white men, and 67 percent of white women. Of the 250 students

in the longitudinal data base who earned an engineering degree, only 6.8

percent were women. To put this in perspective, women accounted for 56 per-

cent of the survey respondents in the data base.

Summary

This analysis clearly shows that students who graduate from college

with degrees in science, math, and engineering are, for the most part, those

who enter college planning to pursue majors in these fields. Furthermore,

students are more likely to switch out of these fields to pursue other majors

than they are to leave nonscience fields in order to major in science. In

the biological sciences, we find that about two-fifths of the white and black

women and one-third of the white men who entered college planning to major

in biology ended up in nonscience fields, while only 16 percent of white women,

8 percent of white men, and 4 percent of black women who earned biology degrees

had originally planned to be arts and humanities, social science, or business

majors. The physical sciences and mathematics lose almost half their black

female, 38 percent of their white female, and 35 percent of their white male

freshmen recruits to nonscience fields and gain 19 percent of their white

female, 18 percent of their black female, and 10 percent of their white male

graduates from these fields. Engineering appears to lose just under 30

percent of its students to nonscience fields but recruits a small proportion

of its actual majors from these fields.

White men are most likely to remain in science after entering college,

followed by white and then black women. Combining all three science fields,

we find that three of the five Chicanas and one of the three Puerto Rican

women who hoped to earn a birlogy, physical science, or math degree did achieve

their goal. On the other hand, of the ten Hispanic women who graduated with a



science major, only one entered college planning to major in a nonscience

field.

Predictors of Undergraduate Success

We wanted to learn what personal characteristics and precollegiate

experiences contributed to successful completion of an undergraduate major

in the biological sciences, the physical sciences or mathematics, and engine-

ering. In what ways did students who graduated from college with majors in

these fields differ from their peers at the time of college entry? Obviously,

they were considerably more likely to plan to major in a science field at the

time of college entry, but that finding hardly helps us to vaderstand the

factors that contributed to their interest and success in these fields. To

establish a normative profile of the successful science major, we first con-

ducted three correlational studies using the sample of white students. The

dependent variables used for this analysis were graduation with a major in

(1) a biological science, (2) a physical science or mathematics, and (3)

engineerirg. The independent variables were responses to items in the survey

that students completed at the time of college entry, supplemented by the

addition of responses to a small number of retrospective questions about their

precollege education and environment that were asked in the 1980 follow-up

survey.

The significant correlates ( pe,.05) of graduating with a major in

each of these three subject areas are s!.own in Tables 33 (the biological

sciences), 34 (the physical sciences and mathematics), and 35 (engineering).

For white students, earning a bachelor's degree in one of these fields is re-

lated to high school preparation in science and mathematics, intellectual

self-confidence, overall academic ability (as reflected in high school grades,

(I /
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TABLE 33

Significant Correlates of Attaining a Bachelor's Degree in the
Biological Sciences: White Men and Women

(N=5852)

Variable

*
High school preparation in science .14 0
Grade point average in high school .09 0
Degree aspirations .09 0
Mechanical ability .08 0
Membership in high school honor society .07 0
Academic ability .07 0
Being male .06 0
Intellectual self-confidence .06 0
Father's educational level .06 0
Science fair finalist * .06 0
High school preparation in mathematics .06 0
No perceived need for tutoring in science .06 0
Father's occupation: medicine .06 0
Mother's educational level .05 0
Parental income .05 0
Participated in an NSF summer program .05 0
Mother's occupation: medicine .05 0
Athletic ability .04 0
Drive to achieve .04 0
National Merit recognition * .03 0
High school preparation in reading .03 0
Understanding of others -.03 0
Father's occupation: business -.03 .02
Father's occupation: engineering .03 0
Popularity -.02 .04
Public speaking ability -.02 .04
Writing ability -.02 .04
Won a varsity letter in high school .02 .03
Edited a high school publication -.02 .03

*These variables were measured at the time of the follow-up (1980). All others
were from the 1971 survey administered at the time of college entry.
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TABLE 34

Significant Correlates of Attaining a Bachelor's Degree in the
Physical Sciences or Mathematics: White Men and Women

(N =5852)

Variable

Mathematical ability * .25 0
High school preparation in mathematics .16 0
Academic ability * .14 0
High school preparation in science .14 0
Grade point average in high school .12 0
No perceived need for tutoring in mathematics .11 0
Mechanical ability .11 0
Being male .09 0
Intellectual self-confidence .09 0
No perceived need for tutoring in science .09 0
Membership in a high school honor society .08 0
National Merit recognition .08 0
Participated in an NSF summer program .07 0
Degree aspirations .07 0
Understanding others -.05 0
Participated in high school speech/debate -.04 0
Won a varsity letter in high school .04 0
Science fair fit .04 0
Perceived need for tutoring in English .04 0
Defensiveness -.04 0
Public speaking abiliv -.04 0
Social self-confidence -.04 0
Edited a high school publication -.03 .01
Athletic ability .03 0
Cheerfulness -.03 0
Drive to achieve .03 .02
Originality -.03 0
Popularity -.03 0
Writing ability * -.03 .01
High school preparation in writing -.03 0
Father's occupation: artist .03 .02
Father's occupation: college professor .03 .02
Father's occupation: elementary school teacher .03 .04
Mother's occupation: nurse -.03 .02
Artistic ability -.02 .04
Elected president of high school organization .02 .02
High school preparation in reading -.02 .04

*
These variables were measured at the time of the follow-up (1980). All others

were taken from the 1971 survey administered at the time of college entry.
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TABLE 35

Significant Correlates of Attaining a Bachelor's Degree in
Engineering: White Men and Women

(N =5852)

Variable r p

Mechanical ability .20 0
Being male .19 0
Mathematical ability * .17 0
High school preparation in science .11 0
Academic ability * .09 0
High school preparation in mathematics .09 0
Intellectual self-confidence .08 0
No perceived need for tutoring in mathematics .08 0
Father's occupation: engineering .06 0
Perceived need for tutoring in English .06 0
Political conservatism .05 0
Understanding of others -.05 0
Edited a high school publication -.05 0
National Merit recognition .05 0
No perceived need for tutoring in science .05 0
Won a varsity letter in high school .04 0
Published an article or creative writing -.04 0
High school preparation in reading -.04 0
Degree aspirations .0q 0
Father's occupation: elementary school teacher .04 0
Writing ability -.04 0
Grade point average in high school .03 0
Father's educational level -.03 0
Mother's educational level -.03 0
Drive to achieve .03 .02
Popularity -.03 .01
Public speaking ability -.03 .01
Sensitivity to criticism -.03 .01
Participated in high school debatespt.Jch -.03 .01
High school preparation in writing * -.03 .01
High school preparation in writing research papers -.03 .01
Membership in a high school honor society .03 .01
Parental income -.02 .03
Athletic ability .02 .04

*
These variables were measured at the time of the follow-up (1980). All others

were taken from the 1971 survey administered at the time of college entry.



membership in a high school honor society, National Merit recognition, and

self-ratings on academic ability), and degree aspirations. In other words,

the successful major in these fields enters college with a stronger academic

background, especially in science and math, greater confidence in his or her

academic and intellectual ability, and higher degree objectives than his or

her peers who major in other fields of study. Interestingly, freshmen's

self-ratings of their mechanical ability are among the highest correlates of

success in these science fields. Being male is also significantly correlated

With earning a degree in each of these three subject areas, and this relation-
,

ship is strongest in the field of engineering.

Personal academic variables have the highest correlations with success-

ful completion of an undergraduate degree in science, math, or engineering.

Although some family background variables (e.g., parental education, occupation,

and income) and affective measures are significantly related to these success

measures, these correlations are much smaller than those associated with

academic measures. College graduates in science, math, and engineering appear

to differ from their peers not so much in terms of socioeconomic background,

attitudes, or self-concept as on measures of academic performance, preparation,

especially in math and science, self-confidence, and aspirations.

Looking at specElc subject areas, we note that biology majors were

above-average students in high school, entered college with higher degree

aspirations than the average freshman, participated in science-related activities

prior to entering college, and had fairly well educated parents. Physical

science and mathematics majors entered college with the strongest background in

mathematics, were even better all-around students than biology majors, were not

particularly verbal or socially adept, and apparently came from "average" homes

(neither parental education nor income are significantly correlated with major-



ing in these subjects). Participation in a National Science Foundation

(NSF)-sponsored summer program for high school students was significantly

correlated with completion of majors in both the biological and physical

sciences. Engineering majors were well defined by these correlations as

being mechanical, mathematical and male. They are the one group whose

major is distinctly related to a parental occupation--having a father who

is an engineer. Parental education has a slightly negative relationship

with this major, indicating that engineering majors' parents tend to be

somewhat less well educated than the average freshman's parents.

Keeping in mind that these correlations establish a kind of normative

profile o: the successful major in each of these three science fields, we

now want to examine the variables that differentiate women who major in

these subjects from their female peers.

Predictors of Undergraduate Success for Women

Are the variables associated with successful completion of an under-
r-

graduate major in these subjects by women the same as those that differentiate

white science majors from their peers who major in other fields? The trend

anz.lysis showed that women are less likely than men to aspire to scientific

majors and careers at the time of college entry, and that minority women are

especially unlikely to express an interest in the sciences, math, and engine-

er g. Furthermore, minority students who do plan to pursue training and

cz -s in the sciences tend to have a weaker academic background that science-

bound white students. The numbers of minority women in our data base who

actually graduated with degrees in science, math, and engineering are very

small: 55 Blacks, 7 Chicanas, and three Puerto Ricans. Thus, it was not

possible to conduct separate analyses of success predictors for minority women.



Our analysis focuses on how women science, math, and engineering majors differ

from their female peers at the time of college entry. We hope that our

findings will suggest ways in which elementary and secondary schools can

increase women's chances of success in these traditionally male fields.

Half of the 444 women in our longitudinal data base who majored in

science, math, or engineering earned a degree in the biological sciences, 46

percent held degrees in the physical sciences or mathematics, and only 17

(4 percent) majored in engineering. Separate regressions were run to identify

the variables associated ith undergraduate success in each of they three

subject areas. The results of these analyses are presented in tables that

report not only the beta value and the multiple R but also, for purposes of

comparison, the simple correlation coefficients of each variable with the

dependent variable for women and for white students (the normative r). The

reader should also remember that the technique of multiple stepwise regression

compensates for problems of covariance.

Table 36 clearly shows that high school grades are the best predictors

of successful completion of an undergraduate major in biology for women,

Mechanical ability is a highly significant predictor of graduating with a

biology major, as is participation in an NSF summer program. Women who major

in biology tend to perceive themselves as less popular than their peers as

entering freshmen, and their mothers are better educated than average. They

also rate their mathematical ability higher than other freshmen women. To this

point, we find no striking differences between the variables that characterize

women biology majors and those that describe white biology majors. However,

the simple correlation coefficients tend to be somewhat higher for women than

for white students. This means, for example, that women biology majors had

even better high school grades and higher self-ratings on mechanical and
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TABLE 36

Standardized Regression Coefficients and Multiple and Simple
Correlation Coefficients of Significant Predictors of

Attaining a Bachelor's Degree in the Biological
Sciences: Women

Predictor B R

mult.
r

Grade point average in
high school .054 .119 .119

Mechanical ability .057 .146 .098

Participated in an NSF
summer program .059 .161 .079

Popularity -.045 .170 -.054

Mother's educational level .078 .177 .062

Mother's or-pation: doctor .044 .183 .054

Mathematical ability .039 .194 .106

Originality .045 .199 .053

No perceived need for tutoring
in mathematics .050 .203 .021

Published an article or creative
writing in high school -.032 .207 -.028

Degree aspirations .034 .216 -.064

Music contest participant -.033 .214 -.021

Academic ability .054 .217 .112

Writing ability -.036 .220 -.010

Mother's

occupation: college professor -.037 .222 -.021

Understanding of others -.036 .225 -.047

*
No significant correlation found for normative groups.

normative
r

.09

.08

.05

-.02

.05

.05

.07

*

*

*

.09

*

.07

-.02

*

-.03



mathematical ability than did white biology majors. In a group that is

already "above average" on these measures, women stand out as being especially

talented.

Some of the variables that were significant predictors of graduating

with a biology major for women were not significantlq correlated with this

outcome for the normative group. For example, women biology majors saw them-

selves as more original, as less likely to need special assistance in mathe-

matics, and were less likely to report having participated in a music contest

compared with other freshmen women, although none of these variables dif-

ferentiated white biology majors from their peers. Women biology majors also

felt less confident of their ability to express themselves in writing and

entered cz-Alege with lower degree aspirations than the average freshman women,

a reversal of our finding that white biology majors had high degree aspirations

than their peers.

Taking all the significant predictors into consideration, we can

account for about 5.1 percent of the variance between women who major in

biology and those who choose other fields. Given that our list of variables

includes only measures of family background, precollege experiences, and

self-concept and excludes freshman major field plans, it is quite useful.

The data suggest that educators can improve young women's chances of succeeding

in biology by as much five percent, if they encourage girls to work for and

maintain good grades, to develop mechanical skills and self-confidence, to

participate in extracurricular or supplemental science activities such as

NSF-sponsored summer programs, and to improve their mathematics skills by

enrolling in advanced courses.

Self-rating of one's mathematical ability is the critical predictor of

graduating with a major in the physical sciences or mathematics (see Table 37).

Since this self-rating was made at the time of college entry, it prcbably re-

1.
ci 9L .,
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TABLE 37

Standardized Regression Coefficients and Multiple and Simple
Correlation Coefficients of Significant Predictors of

Attaining a Bachelor's Degree in the
Physical Sciences or Math:

Women

Predictor B R

mutt.
r

normative
r

Mathematical abilty .206 .256 .256 .25

Grade point average in
high school .069 .264 .160 .12

Writing ability .-.045 .269 -.030 -.03

Academic ability .078 .273 .163 .14

Understanding of others -.039 .275 -.056 -.05

Music contest participant -.032 .278 -.019 *

Father's occupation: elementary
school teacher .035 .280 .040 .04

No perceived need for help in
mathematics .044 .282 .106 .11

No perceived need for help in
science .036 .285 .083 .09

Perceived need for help in English .031 .286 .038 .04

Artistic ability -.036 .288 -.023 -.02

*

No significant correlation found for normative group.



flects self-confidence as well as quality of high school preparation and

past success in mathematics. Past academic performance is also important

to graduation with a mjaor in these fields, but the simple correlation

coefficients underscore the importance of mathematics: mathematical ability

alone accounts for 6.6 percent of the variance and high school grades alone

account for only 2.6 percent of the variance. All the significant predictors

combined account for 8.3 percent of the variance between women who major in

these fields and their peers in other fields. Strong math preparation and

self-confidence in math is the overriding success predictor for these fields

and women's chances of succeeding in the physical sciences and math are sub-

stantially increased by a firm foundation in high school mathematics. Both

elementary and secondary educators can influence women's math preparation by

watching for signs of math anxiety and helping women to overcome this barrier,

by encouraging women to select the more challenging math courses rather than

general or business math alternatives, and by advising women to take advanced

elective coumes in mathematics.

The number of women in our sample who graduated with a major in engine-

ering is very small (17). Thus, we must exercise caution in generalizing from

the results of the regression shown in Table 38. Again, we find that fresh-

man self-ratings on mathematical ability are the best predictor of graduation

with a major in this field. Interestingly, the next best predictor is a below-

average freshman self-rating on sensitivity to criticism. The data suggest

that women engineering majors are not only good students, especially in math,

but are also able to withstand or ignore negative reactions to their decision

to enter such a male-dominated field. These women also rate themselves as

being more politically liberal than other women, in direct constrast to the

below-average self-rating of the normative engineer on this variable. For women,

I". I
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TABLE 38

Standardized Regression Coefficients and Multiple and Simple
Correlation Coefficients of Significant Predictors of

Attaining a Bachelor's Degree in Engineering:
Women

Predictor B R

mult.
r

normative
r

Mathematical abilty .046 .071 .071 .17

Sensitivity to criticism -.048 .086 -.04g -.03

National Merit recognition .047 .098 .056 .05

Mechanical ability .044 .106 .058 .20

Writing ability -.045 .114 -.035 -.04

Poltical liberalism .025 .119 .03 -.05

C./ :
t.d0



success in engineering appears to be related to academic talent (as reflected

in National Merit recognition, not high school grades), strong mathematics

skills and self-confidence, mechanical ability, and a fair amount of independ-

ence. All of these traits can be nurtured and developed by elementary and

secondary educators.

We were surprised by how few of our ninety-nine independent variables

proved to be significantly related to majoring in these fields and how relatively

unimportant measures of family background were. Academic ability and, especially,

mathematical ability emerged as the major predictors of women's successful

completion of majors in these fields. Measures of verbal, artistic, and social

skills, when they reached significance, tend to show that these science-oriented

women see themselves as less able to express themselvt., in writing, less

artistic, less musical, and less perceptive abuut understanding others than

women in nonscience fields. However, the major differences between women who

major in science, math, and engineering and other women college students are in

quantitative skills, academic performance and, to some extent, mechanical

ability or inclination. Socioeconomic background, including parental occupations,

and affective measures do not appear to contribute much to our ability to

differentiate these two groups of women. This finding indicates how important

the school influence in emphasizing mathematics and science preparation for

women can be in enabling women to succeed in these fields.

Pursuit of Advanced Degrees

This phase of our longitudinal analysis examines the transition from

college to graduate and professional programs. It looks at advanced degree

program attendance rates and major field choices of students who earned under-

graduate degrees in the biological sciences, the physical sciences or math,

0'.las.)
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and engineering. It also examines the undergraduate majors of women and

white men who enter graduate programs in these fields.

Biological Sciences

Of the students who earned bachelor's degrees in the biological sciences,

75 percent of the black women, 72 percent of the white men, 61 percent of the

white women, two of five Chicanas, and one of two Puerto Rican women went on

to pursue advanced degrees. As Fable 39 shows, all three Hispanic women, 59

percent of white men, 48 percent of black women, and 44 percent of white women

went into professional programs in medicine, dentistry, or veterinary medicine.

Graduate programs in the biological and environmental sciences attracted about

one-third of the white women, one-fourth of the black women, and one-fifth of

the white men. Thus, 78 percent of the white men, three-fourths of the white

women, 71 percent of the black women, and all three of the Hispanic women who

had earned bachelor's degrees in biology and subsequently went on to pursue

further education entered a program that was closely related to their under-

graduate field. The biology majors most likely to pursue advanced degrees in

fields totally unrelated to the sciences were black women, 29 percent of whom

entered graduate programs in the arts and humanities, business, the social

sciences, and "other" fields, compared with 18 percent of the white women and

16 percent of the white men.

Turning to Table 40, we find that about four-fifths of the students whn

entered graduate programs in i.r.? biological sciences had majored in biology

as undergraduates. Not surprisingly, very few biology graduate students report

that their college major was in a nonscience field. If we go even further back

in these students' educational careers, we find that their interest in scientific

quantitative fields was evident when they entered college (see Table 41).

e .
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TABLE 39

Advanced Degree Fields of Undergraduate Majors in
the Biological Sciences

(in percentages)

Advanced Degree Field

Women

White
Men
(165)

White

(114)

Black
(21)

Chicano

(2)

Puerto
Rican
(1)

Arts and humanities 0.9 4.8 -- 1.2

Biological sciences 28.9 23.8 18.2

Business 3.5 9.5 6.7

Computer science
1.2

Engineering 1.8 0.6

Environmental science 2.6 1.?

Physical sciences and
mathematics 4.4 3.6

Professional 43.9 47.6 100.0 100.0 58.8

Social sciences 6.1 4.8 6.1

Other fields 7.9 9.6 2.4
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TABLE 40

Distribution of Graduate Students in the Biological Sciences,
Physical Sciences and Mathematics, and Engineering

by Undergraduate Major

(in percentages)

Undergraduate
Major

Biological Sciences
Math and

Physical Sciences Engineering
WW

(42)

BW

(6)

CW

(1)

WM
(39)

WW
(58)

BW WM
(8) (95)

WW BW WM
(13) (4) (75)

Arts and humanities

Biological sciences

Business

Engineering

Physical sciences and
mathematics

Preprofessional

Social sciences

Other fields

4.8

78.6

2.4

2.4

4.8

4.8

2.4

--

83.3

--

--

--

--

16.7

--

--

--

100.0

2.6

76.9

2.6

12.8

5.1

5.2

8.6

--

75.9

10.3

100.0

2.1

6.3

2.1

2.1

09.3

1.0

1.0

3.1

--

15.4

15.4

46.2

23.1

--

25.0

75.0

--

1.3

1.3

2.7

73.3

12.0

4.0

5.4

WW = White women, BW = Black women, CW = Chicano women, WM = White men.
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TABLE 41

Distribution of Graduate Students in the Biological Sciences,
Physical Sciences and Mathematics, and Engineering

by Major Field Plans at College Entry

(in percentages)

Biological Sciences
Math and

Physical Sciences Engineering
WW BW CW WM WW BW WM WW BW WM

Freshman major (42) (6) (1) (39) (58) (8) (94)a (13) (4) (75)

Biological sciences 38.1 50.0 100.0 38.5 6.9 12.5 10.6 23.1 -- 1.4

Physical sciences
and mathematics 7.1 -- 7.7 51.7 50.0 44.7 23.1 50.0 9.5

Engineering -- 11.7 -- 25.0 64.9

Computer science -- 16.7 -- 12.5 7.7 -- 1.4

Environmental
science 2.4 -- -- 1.7 1.1 2.7

Preprofessional 26.2 33.3 -- 41.0 10.3 12.5 7.4 23.1 -- 4.1

Other fields 26.2 -- 12.8 29.4 12.5 24.5 23.1 25.0 16.0

WW = White women, BW = Black women, CW = Chicano women, WM = White men

a
Information on the freshman major field plans of 2 of the 96 white male graduate
students was not available.

vu



All six of the black women who entered graduate programs in biology entered

college planning to major in a science field, as did 87 percent of the white

men, 74 percent of the white women, and the one Chicana graduate student in

biology.

Physical Sciences and Mathematics

All three of the Hispanic women, 73 percent of the black women, 72

percent of the white men, and 60 percent of the white women who earned a bache-

lor's degree in a physical science or mathematics enrolled in advanced

degree programs. Just over two-fifths of the white men and women and half

of the black women entered graduate programs in the field of their under-

graduate major (see Table 42). interestingly, college graduates who majored

in the physical sciences or math are more likely to leave the scientific

and quantitative fields than are biology majors: two-fifths of the white

women, one-fourth of the black women, and 22 percent of the white men entered

graduate programs in the arts and humanities, business, social sciences and

"other" fields. However, these "defectors," who move mainly into business

and the social sciences, may well be math majors whose quantitative skills

would provide a strong and relevant foundation for success in graduate

programs in these fields. All three Hispanic women remained in the sciences,

but switched from the physical to the life sciences: two began medical

training and one went into a graduate program in the biological sciences.

The path into a graduate program in the physical sciences and mathe-

matics is as narrow as that leading into graduate programs in the biological

sciences. As Table 40 shows, all eight black women, 82 percent of the white

men, and 76 percent of the white women who entered graduate programs in the

physical sciences and mathematics had majored in these fields as undergraduates.

r
t:k
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TABLE 42

Advanced Degree Fields of Undergraduate Majors in
the Physical Sciences and Mathematics

(in percentages)

Advanced Degree Field

Women

White
Men
(186)

White

(108)

Black
(16)

Chicano
(2)

Puerto
Rican
(1)

Arts and humanities

Biological sciences

Business

Computer science

Engineering

Environmental science

Physical sciences and
mathematics

Professional

Social sciences

(.they fields

2.8

0.9

15.7

5.6

5.6

40.7

7.4

17.6

3.7

6.3

18.8

50.0

6.3

18.8

50.0

50.0 100.0

1.6

2.7

11.8

5.4

4.8

1.1

42.5

22,0

6.5

1.6
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Again, we find that very few graduate students moved into these fields from

a nonscience undergraduate background. Going back to their degree plans at

college entry (Table 41), we find that about half the white and black women

pursuing graduate degrees in the physical sciences and math and 45 percent

of the white men were planning to earn their undergraduate degrees in these

same fields. Somewhat larger proportions of graduate students in these fields

than in the biological sciences started college intendirg to major in a non-

science field or undecided about what field they would major in: 29 percent

of white women, one-fourth of white men, and one of he eight black women.

Engineering

Students who earned bachelor's degrees in engineering were less likely

to go on to graduate school than biology, physical science, and math majors:

their graduate school attendance rates were 52 percent for white men and 47

percent 'or women. Just over half (54 percent) of the white male engineering

majors who went to graduate school and three of the eight women (38 percent)

remained in engineering; business attracted another 30 percent of t} men and

two women (Table 43). Almost three-fourths (73 percent) of the white male

graduate students in engineering held undergraduate engineering degrees, as

compared with only three (18 percent) of the 17 women. As Table 40 shows,

most engineering graduate students earned their bachelor's degrees in scientific

and quantitative fields. Furthermore, 65 percent of these men entered college

planning to study engineering and only 16 percent expressed an interest in a

nonscience field (Table 41). In contrast, only one (6 percent) of the 17

women who pursued graduate degrees in engineering had expressed such an early

interest in the field and four (24 percent) weren't even planning to major in

science fields.
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TABLE 43

Advanced Degree Fields of Undergraduate Majors in Engineering

(in percentages)

Advanced Degree Field

White

Women

(5)

Black
Women

(3)

White
Men

(102)

Art's and humanities -- 2.0

Business 40.0 -- 30.4

Computer science -- 2.9

Engineering .40.0 33.3 53.9

Environmental science 33.3 1.0

Physical sciences and
mathematics -- 2.0

Professional 20.0 3.9

Social sciences
2.9

Other fields 33.3 1.0



Our data document the growing appeal of engineering among women in

this sample. Engineering is the only one of the three subject areas where

we find more women graduate students than undergraduate majors. Of the 17

women who earned an undergraduate degree in engineering, ten were "recruits"

who began college with other major field plans. Of the 17 women graduate

students, 14 were recruits who held undergraduate degrees in other fields.

Clearly, these women who entered college in 1971 considered the possibility

of a career in engineering much later than they thought about careers in other

science fields.

Summary

Students who earn undergraduate degrees in the biologic1 sciences

appear to go on to pursue graduate and professional degrees at somewhat

higher rates than physical science and mathematics majors. White men who

majored in these fields had higher graduate and pr:ofessional school attendance

rates than white women. Although our sample of minority women was very small,

the data suggest that these women were especially high achievers: black women

went on for advanced degrees at slightly higher rates than white males and two-

thirds of the Hispanic women entered advanced degree programs, a higher rate

than those of white women. Engineering majors had the lowest graduate school

attendance rate, about 50 percent for both men and women.

Most students pursue advanced degrees in the field of their undergraduate

major or in a closely related field. It is interesting to note that five of

the Hispanic women entered professional fields, presumably medical programs, and

one went into a graduate program in the life sciences, although three had earned

their bachelor's degrees in the physical ..,ciences. The physical sciences and

mathematics lost the largest proportions of their undergraduate majors to non-

science graduate programs, primarily business and the social sciences. However,



we suspect this higher attrition rate may be caused by math majors in

search of job-related training in fields where they can apply their quanti-

tative skills. Men appear to be somewhat more likely than women to remain

in science and technical fields, and engineering undergraduate majors are

least likely to switch into graduate programs in nonscience fields, assuming

that graduate programs in business represent an additional credential toward

careers in technical fields for these students.

Three-fourths or more of the graduate students in the biological

sciences, the physical sciences and mathematics, and engineering hold under-

graduate degrees in the field in which they are pursuing advanced degrees,

except for women graduate students in engineering. The students who are

recruited into these fields at the graduate level usually come from other

science fields. Furthermore, if we look back to see what fields these students

were interested in as college freshmen, we find that the vast majority planned

to earn degrees in science fields if not in the same field the:, are currently

pursuing their graduate training in.

Our iata do suggest that white women were more likely to express a late

interest i science, moving from nonscience to science undergraduate majors

and from nonscience undergraduate majors to graduate programs in the sciences

at higher rates than their male peers. Nonetheless, these late recruits

account for small proportions of the baccalaureate-recipients and even

smaller proportions of the graduate students in science, math, and engineering.

Most students who pursue graduate degrees in these fields entered college

expressing strong interest in the sciences.

CI 'b
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Occupational Choice

Finally, we looked at the jobs our science-oriented respondents held

at the time of the follow-up survey, over eight years after they entered

college. Our analysis examines the occupatfignal patterns of students who

entered college planning to major in the biological sciences, the physical

sciences or math, and engineering, of students who earned undergraduate

degrees in these fields, and of students who enrolled in graduate programs

in science, math, or engineering.

Biological Sciences

Not surprisingly, students who earned undergraduate degrees in the life

sciences were more likely to hold biology-related jobs than were all freshmen

who planned to major in biology (Tables 44 and 45). Five occupational cate-

gories had obvious linkages to the biological sciences: conservationist or

farmer which included foresters and ranchers, lab technician or hygienist,

nurse, physician or dentist, and scientific researcher. One-third of the

white men and women, 26 percent of the black women, and two of the five

Hispanic women who entered college planning to major in biology held such jobs,

as compared with about half of the white students, 36 percent of the black

women, and three of the seven Hispanic women who majored in biology. White

students appear either to look for or to successfully find jobs in these

categories at a higher rate than black women.

Looking more closely at these occupational categories, we find that

white men are far more likely than women to report that they are doctors,

dentists, conservationists, or farmers. Women, on the other hand, report that

they are ;ab technicians or hygienists more often than men. Women who entered

college planning to major in biology are more likely to become nurses than their
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TABLE 44

Occupations of Students Who Entered College Planning
to Major in a Biological Science

(in percentages)

Women

White
MenWhite Black Chicano

Puerto
Rican

Occupation (147) (19) (4) (1) (147)

Business person 15.6 31.6 25.0 W11 16.3

College teacher 2.0 2.0

Cooputer programmer or analyst 0.7 5.3 2.7

Conservationist or farmer 2.0 6.1

Elementary or secondary
educator 15.0 15.8 100.0 8.2

Engineer 2.0 1.4

Lab technician or hygienist 6.8 5.3 25.0 3.4

Lawyer 25.0 1.4

Nurse 4.8 5.3 25.0

Physician or dentist 4.8 5.3 12.2

Scientific researcher 15.0 10.5 11.6

Other occupations 31.3 21.1 34.7
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TABLE 45

Occupations of Students Who Majored in the Biological Sciences

(in percentages)

Occupation
,It

Business person

College teacher

Computer programmer or analyst

Conservationist or farmer

Elementary or secondary
educator

Engineer

Lab technician or hygienist

Lawyer

Nurse

Physician or dentist

Scientific researcher

Other occupations

Women

White

Men
(229)

White
(186)

Black
(28)

Chicano

(5)

Puerto
Rican
(2)

11.3

4.8

1.1

1.1

8.1

2.2

11.3

1.6

14.5

21.5

22.6

17.9

4.0.

3.6

__

10.7

....

7.1

- -

O.

14.3

14.3

32.1

20.0

OD ON.

.a.

- -

40.0

40.0

50.0

50.0

15.3

1.3

1.3

5.2

7.4

0.9

5.7

0.4

1.3

28.8

7.4

24.9



male peers and than biology majors, suggesting that students with an interest

in nursing switch from biology to nursing majors during the college years.

Women who earn degrees in biology appear to find employment in scientific re-

search at higher rates than white males. In sum, white men appear to go into

traditionally male fields at higher rates than women, while women are more

likely than men to end up in jobs where they are providing support services

for professionals.

The two other occupational categories that employed substantial pro-

portions of prospective and actual biology majors are business and education.

Although men who earned degrees in biology tend to enter these fields at

about the same rates as men who express an early interest in earning a degree

in biology, women who majored in biology are less likely to be in business and

education than all women who entered college planning to major in biology.

Elementary and secondary education attracted more women than men, although this

disparity is less evident among students who earned their degrees in biology.

Business occupations (accountant, actuary, business executive, owner, sales-

person, or buyer) were more popular among black women than white students,

and this difference is more pronounced among prospective than actual biology

majors.

Because so few members of our sample went on to attend graduate school

in the biological sciences, it is difficult to say much about the occupational

distributions shown in Table 46. Of the three student groups, those who go

on to graduate school are most likely to be involved in scientific research.

About eight years had passed since these students first entered college, more

than sufficient time to complPta d master's but barely long enough to earn a

doctorate. We expect that persons who report college teaching as their

occupation are graduate students working as teaching assistants or instructors,

since faculty positions in the sciences are scarce even for PhDs and usually

10')
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TABLE 46

Occupations of Students Who Entered Graduate Programs in the
Biological Sciences, the Physical Sciences or

Mathematics, and Engineering

(in percentages)

Biological Sciences
Math and

Physical Sciences Engineering
WW BW CW WM WW BW WM WW BW WM

Occupation (42) (6) (1) (39) (58) (8) (97) (13) (4) (75)

College teacher 16.3 -- 5.1 8.6 10.3 7.7 -- 4.0

Computer programmer
or analyst 4.7 16.7 -- 12.1 25.0 9.3 7.7 -- 2.7

Elementary or
secondary educator 9.3 33.3 -- 10.3 19.0 25.0 8.2 7.7 -- 4.0

Engineer 2.3 -- -- 1.7 12.5 6.2 30.8 75.0 69.3

Lab technician 4.7 -- -- 17.9 1.7 014 1.3

Scientific
researcher 32.6 33.3 -- 28.2 25.9 25.0 29.9 23.1 25.0 1.3

Other occupations 30.1 16.7 100.0 38.5 31.0 12.5 36.1 23.1 -- 17.4

WW = White women, BW = Black women, CW = Chicano women, and WM = White men.
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require several years of postdoc research experience. Thus, white women

are. either more likely than white men to pursue PhDs or, more probably,

women graduate students tend to end up working as teaching assistants and

men as research assistants (lab technicians). Our data suggest that black

women are more likely than whites to become educators, presumably high

school biology instructors who hold a master's degree. Combining the

categories of lab technician and scientific researcher, we find that white

men are better represented than women in positions that clearly reflect

involvement in research.

In brief, students who earned degrees in the biological sciences were

more likely to hold related jobs than were all freshmen who expressed an

interest in biology. White students were somewhat more likely than black

women to hold biology-related jobs, while black women were more likely to go

into business and education than their white peers. Men ended up working as

professionals at higher rates than women, while women were more likely to hold

jobs that provided staff support for professionals. Students who went on to

pursue advanced degrees were most likely to be working in research-related jobs,

with more white men than women reporting such employment.

Physical Sciences and Mathematics

The four occupational categories that are most logically related to

majors in the physical sciences and mathematics are computer programmer or

analyst, lab technician, physician or dentist, and scientific researcher.

About one-fourth of the freshmen who planned to major in the physical sciences

or math hold such jobs, as compared with 31 percent of the white women, 36

percent of the black women, and 37 percent of the white men who did major in

1 l"-i r)
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the physical sciences or math (see Tables 47 and 48). White female majors

lag behind their male and black female peers in finding jobs related to their

undergraduate fields. White women and black men majors go into jobs in

the computer fields at higher rates than white men, while the men are more

likely to become doctors and dentists.

Substantial proportions of the prospective and actual majors in the

physical sciences and math hold jobs in business, education, and engineering.

Business attracts more prospective than actual majors. Among whites, more

prospective than actual majors and more women than men end up working as

school teachers, administrators, and counselors. Black women were most

likely to become educators and more actual than propsective majors went into

education. Engineering also attracted more black women than white students.

If we compare the occupational profiles of students interested in

biology with those of students interested in the physical sciences and math,

we find biology-oriented students were more likely to become conservationists

or farmers, nurses, physicians or dentists, lab technicians and scientific

researchers. Students interested in the physical sciences and math were more

likely to end up in computer-related jobs, engineering, education, and, except

for white men and black women majors, business. Among students who earn

degrees in these fields, men become doctors and dentists at twice (in the

biological sciences) to three times (in the physical sciences) the rate of

women. Although women biology majors hold research-related and lab tech jobs

at much higher rates than their white male peers, this is not the case among

physical science and math majors where white men are somewhat better represented

in these positions than white women. Women, especially black women, are more

likely than men to go into education. Business and computer fields appear to be

especially attractive to black wcmen.
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TABLE 47

Occupations of Students Who Entered College Planning
to Major in a Physical Science or Mathematics

(in percentages)

Occupation

Women

White
Men

(225)

White
(204)

Black

(30)

Chicano
(1)

Puerto
Rican

(2)

Business person

College teacher

Computer programmer or analyst

Conservationist or farmer

Elementary or secondary
educator

Engineer

Lab technician or hygienist

Lawyer

Nurse

Physician or dentist

Scientific researcher

Other occupations

25.5

2.9

13.7

0.5

21.1

5.9

2.0

1.0

0.5

2.0

7.4

17.7

30.0

10.0

26.7

16.7

4. 4..

WO*

all.O.

16.7

--

100.0

50.0

Wm ea

--

WOOD

50.0

23.5

4.9

10.2

0.9

10.2

7.5

1.3

1.8

0.4

4.9

8.0

26.6

1/4
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TABLE 48

Occupations of Students Who Majored in the
Physical Sciences or Mathematics

(in percentages)

Occupation

Women

White
Men
(276)

White
(181)

Black
(22)

Chicano
(2)

Puerto

Rican
(1)

Business person

College teacher

Computer programmer or analyst

Conservationist or farmer

Elementary or secondary
educator

Engineer

Lab technician or hygienist

Lawyer

Nurse

Physician or dentist

Scientific researcher

Other occupations

21.5

2.8

14.9

2.8

19.3

5.5

1.7

--

0.6

2.8

11.6

16.6

9.1

.1

18.2

36.4

13.6

18.2

4.6

.1,mb

50.0

50.0

- -

ft

100.0

13.8

5.1

11.6

0.4

7.6

5.1

1.8

1.1

8.7

14.5

30.4
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Looking at the occupations reported by students who ,ent on to pursue

advanced degrees in the physical sciences and math (Table 46), we again find

that these students are most likely to be involved in scientific research,

though less likely than graduate students in the biological sciences. On

the other hand, students who attend graduate school in the physical sciences

and math are much more likely than biologists to be employed as computer pro-

grammers or analysts and, except for white women, as engineers. As in biology,

we find no black women reporting college teaching as their occupation. How-

ever, black women are again most likely to be working as elementary and

secondary educators, and we find that white women who attended graduate school

in the physical sciences or math report this as their occupation at over twice

the rate of their male peers.

In sum, students who majored in the physical sciences and ma:h were more

likely tha1i all freshmen who considered majoring in these fields but less

likely than biology majors to hold jobs clearly related to their undergraduate

field of study. We suspect this reflects a wider range of life sciences-

related job opportunities for bachelor's degree-recipients than for physical

sciences and math majors. On the other hand, physical science and math majors

are more likely than biology majors to go into engineering which requires

quantitative skills, and into education. White women who major in the physical

sciences and math were less likely than their male and black female counter-

parts to hold related jobs. Students who went on to pursue graduate degrees

were most likely to hold jobs related to the physical sciences and math and

research positions.



Engineering

Prospective and actual engineering majors are most likely to hold

jobs related to their field of interest. Of the fourteen freshman women

who expressed an interest in engineering, half became engineers and three

(21 percent) held jobs in the related field of computer science (see Table

49). About half the white men who entered college planning to major in

engineering were working as engineers, computer programmers, or analysts.

Students who actually majored in engineering were even more likely to be

engineers: 88 percent of the women and 64 percent of the men. Of the

three subject areas, engineering is the only one in which women end up work-

ing in positions related to their major at higher rates than their white

male peers. This suggests that those few women who expressed an interest in

such a traditionally male field were both quite certain of their interest and

capable of achieving it. The remaining two women and 12 percent of the men

who earned degrees in engineering held jobs in the business sector. None of

the black women who were interested in engineering went into elementary and

secondary education, although the other science fields lost substantial pro-

portions of their black women students to careers in this field. Interestingly,

students who entered graduate programs in engineering reported a more diversified

range of occupational pursuits than engineering majors (see Table 46). Only

four of the thirteen (31 percent) white women who attended graduate school

were employed as engineers at the time of the follow-up, as compared with 69

percent of the white men. Women were, however, more likely than men to report

employment in scientific research.

11-6 -vti
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TABLE 49

Occupations of Students Who Entered College Planning to Major
in Engineering and of Students Who Majored in Engineering

(in percentages)

Occupation

Prospective Majors Actual Majors
White
Women
(10)

Black
Women

(4)

White
Men

(235)

White
Women

Black
Women

White
Men

Businessperson 10.0 16.1 16.7 11.6

College teacher 25.0 0.4

Computer programmer or
analyst 20.0 25.0 5.9 -- -- 2.0

Conservationist or farmer -- -- 0.8 -- --

Elementary or secondary
educator 10.0 -- 4.7 -- 2.0

Engineer 50.0 50.0 43.2 83.3 100.0 64.1

Lab technician 10.0 0.4 -- 0.5

Lawyer dm. 1.7 -- 0.5

Physician or dentist OD OM 2.1

Scientific researcher -- 3.0 2.5

Other occupations -- 21.6 16.7

1
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Summary

Students who actually major in the biological sciences, the physical

sciences or math, and engineering are more likely to be employed in jobs

related to their field of study than are students who plan to major in these

fields as college freshmen. Engineering majors are most likely to hold jobs

related to their field, followed by biology majors. If we compare the

occupational profiles of prospective and actual majors in these fields, we

find that students' occupational choices tend to reflect their freshman major

field interests, and that biologists find research-related jobs more often

than physical science and math majors. Women, especially black women, are

much more likely than men to end up working in elementary and secondary schools.

Students who go on to pursue advanced degrees are most likely to be working in

research, biologists more than physical scientists and mathematicians and male

biologists more than their female peers. Assuming that graduate school attenders

who report they are currently educators are math and science teachers, more

women, particularly black women, than men who Pursue advanced deprees in the

sciences and math are working in jobs that are clearly related to their academic

interests and backgrounds.

Conclusion

The longitudinal data presented in this chapter show that most students

who earn undergraduate degrees in science, math, and engineering enter college

planning to major in these or closely related fields of study. Many science-

oriented freshmen change their major field plans from one science or math-

related field to another during the undergraduate years and, to a lesser

extent, on entry into advanced degree programs. The sciences, math and



engineering also lose substantial proportions of their prospective and

actual majors who decide to major or pursue graduate degrees in nonscience

fields. However, the proportions of science, math, and engineering majors

and graduate students who switch into these fields from nonscience fields are

far smaller than the proportions of prospective and actual science majors who

leave the sciences. It is evident that precollegiate influences are the major

determinants of interest and success in sciences, mathematics, and engineering.

Men are not only more likely than women to enter college planning to

major in the sciences, math and engineering, they are also more likely to

graduate with a degree in their intended major and in science generally than

are women viho share their freshmen aspirations. However, it is encouraging

to find that white women who do earn bachelor's degrees in these science fields

are more likely than their male peers to be recruits from nonscience fields:

19 percent of the white women who majored in the physical sciences and math,

16 percent of those who majored in the biological sciences, and 8 percent of

those who majored in engineering were planning to major in the arts and human-

ities, business, or the social sciences as college freshmen, compared with 10,

8, and 10 percent, respectively, of the white males who received degrees in

these fields.

Our findings regarding minority women's persistence in and recruitment

to these fields are less promising. Black women who entered college planning

to major in the sciences switched to nonscience fields at higher rates than

their white peers of either gender, and this disproportionate attrition was

especially pronounced in the more quanitative fields (the physical sciences

and math and, to the extent that we can generalize from the behavior of four

women, engineering). Furthermore, a substantially smaller proportion of black

women (4 percent) than of the white students who earned degrees in the bio-
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logical sciences entered college planning to major in a nonscience field.

The science recruitment rate for black women in the physical sciences and

math is considerably higher and almost identical to that of white women. Of

the five black women who earned degrees in engineering, four entered college

planning to major in a science field. Ignoring our concern about how few

Chicano and Puerto Rican women even express an interest in science fields,

we find that half of the eight Hispanic women who entered college planning

to major in the sciences or math ended up majoring in nonscience fields, the

highest science attrition rate of any group. Furthermore, only one of the

ten Hispanic women who graduated with science or math majors entered college

planning to major in a nonscience field, the lowest overall science recruit-

ment rate.

The data do indicate that those black women who earn a bachelor's degree

in the sciences are high achievers: black women who majored :.n the sciences

and math had higher graduate and professional school attendance rates than

any other group. However, we suspect that this may reflect a kind of screen-

ing out or deselection from the science pool of all but the most talented and

determined black women. That is, the trends analysis showed that black women

were less likely than black men to express an interest in science majors and

careers as college freshmen. The longitudinal analysis shows that their ranks

are further reduced by disproportionately high attrition from the sciences

during the undergraduate years. This line of reasoning leads us to expect

that among science majors who go on to pursue advanced degrees, black women

would be most likely to remain in scientific and technical fields. While

the data for engineering majors do bear out our assumption, the numbers of

women are too small to draw any conclusions. In the physical sciences and

math, black women majors' rate of attrition from the sciences into nonscience
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graduate programs is substantially below that of white women and only

slightly higher than that of white men. However, black women who graduated

with degrees in the biological sciences entered nonscience graduate programs

at a substantially higher rate than white students. Thus, the sciences

continue to lose talented black women in the transition from college to

advanced study at a higher rate than they lose white men and, in the biological

sciences, white women.

Of the ten Hispanic women who earned undergraduate science degrees,

two-thirds went on to graduate or professional school. Thus, they were more

likely than white women but less likely than white men and black women to

pursue advanced degrees. They were the students most likely to remain in the

sciences: five went to medical school and one entered a graduate program in

the life sciences. Clearly, engineering, mathematics, the physical sciences

(except as a route to medical training) and research held little appeal for

Hispanic women.

In brief, white men were most likely to enter college planning to

major in science, math or engineering in 1971. They were more likely to

remain in the sciences than were science-oriented women, especially minority

women. They went on to pursue advanced degrees at about the same rates as

black women but at higher rates than Hispanic and white women. They were also

more likely than white and black women to enter graduate and professional

programs in scientific and technical fields. When we compare the occupational

profiles of scienc'i majors, we find white men were much more likely than

women to become medical professionals (doctors or dentists). The trends data

suggest that women who entered college in subsequent years may be better

represented in this field. Although male and female biology majors went into

teaching careers at comparable rates, women who earned degrees in the physical

11.1')4,



sciences and math, especially black women, were much more likely than white

men to pursue careers in elementary and secondary education. Engineering

majors are the students most likely to be employed in jobs closely related

to their undergraduate field.

Looking back at high school influences, we find that preparation in

mathematics and science are the best predictors of majoring in science, math,

and engineering during college. Strong precollegiate preparation in these

subjects is essential to completing an undergraduate degree, pursuing graduate

training, and entering careers in these and related fields. Most students who

major in science enter college planning to do so. The pool of prospective

science majors simply becomes smaller during the undergraduate years, while

the pools of prospective social science, arts and humanities, and business

majors increase in size. If high school mathematics and science preparation

through coursework, extracurricular and supplemental activities, and counsel-

ing is strengthened and a special effort is.made to reach women, it logically

follows that the pool of prospective science majors will expand, become more

diversified, and the success rates of these students will improve.

In order to understand more about the influences and dynamics that

lead women to pursue training and careers in the sciences, the third and

final phase of our study involved in-depth interviews with women scientists,

mathematicians, medical professionals, and engineers.
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Chapter 4

Profile of the Interview Sample

The study design called for interviews with thirty women pursuing

careers in science, mathematics, and engineering. The purposes of the inter-

view phase of the project were to help us understand and interpret the survey

findings, to provide us with a more in-depth picture of the dynamics influencing

educational and career choices, and to supplement the small numbers of minority

women in the survey data base. Because the interviews were intended to

complement the survey research data, we wanted to talk with women who were

relatively close in age to the survey respondents in the longitudinal data

base. The age range for inclusion in the interview sample was defined as

26-34. Because an advanced degree is a prerequisite to achieving a professional

position in most scientific and technical fields, we sought to identify women

who had earned or were pursuing graduate or professional degrees. In keeping

with our sampling objective of identifying approximately equal numbers of

women from each of the four target groups, we interviewed nine white, seven

black, seven Mexican-American, and seven Puerto Rican women. To ensure some

measure of geographic diversity, interviews were conducted on the East Coast

(New Haven, New York City and northern New Jersey, and Washington and its

Maryland suburbs), in the Southwest (Albuquerque, Houston, and Los Alamos, New

Mexico) and in California (greater Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay

area).

The interviews were conducted over about six months, beginning in

mid-May 1981. We identified interview sample members through a review of the

questionnaires returned by the longitudinal analysis sample which yielded six

subjects; through a review of questionnaires that had been completed by
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recipients of Ford Foundation fellowships for graduate study who participated

in a recent study conducted by the Higher Education Research Institute,

yielding 11 subjects; through contacting professional associations, yielding

eight subjects; and through individual referrals which identified five subjects.

Only one woman who was invited to participate in the study refused, pleading

overwork and family obligations. The interviews were conducted in person with

the exception of one interview with a woman in Boston that was conducted by

telephone due to scheduling problems.

Interviews averaged about two hours and were loosely structured to

follow the interview protocol in Appendix C. The inte view covered each

woman's educational and work history; her family background and current

marital and parental status; the development of her interest in science,

mathematics, or engineering and in a career in one of these fields; and her

thoughts on why so few young women express an interest in scientific or

technical careers and about what might be done to counteract this tendency.

Although we can't generalize about women scientists and engineers based on the

individual experiences of 30 women, their responses reflect themes and ideas

that suggest how young women become interested in these fields and how their

interest can be encouraged along the way. They also provide information about

the educational experiences of women who have recently completed or who are

still pursuing degrees and about the early phases of their career develop-

ment. These data allow us to examine how successful efforts to eliminate bias

have been and what kinds of barriers, if any, must be addressed in order to

provide equal educational and occupational opportunity.

Age, Field, and Occupational Status

Thirteen of the 30 women interviewed were under age 30 and eight

had entered college in 1971, the year in which the members of the longitudinal
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data base were freshmen. Table 50 shows the age distribution of the interview

sample. Vetter points out:

. . . most aspiring scientists will find
an advanced degree is necessary for employ-
ment beyond the technician level. Engineers
and computer specialists, on the other hand,
can find employment opportunities with only
a bachelor's degree. (1980, p. 5)

Seventeen of our interviewees hold PhDs, and three are pursuing doctorates.

Three hold professional degrees in medical fields, and two, including one who

has earned a PhD, are pursuing medical degrees. Four have earned master's

degrees and two hold bachelor's degrees in technical fields, engineering and

computer science. As Table 51 shows, even without counting the medical

professionals, about half of the interview sample are in the biological

science fields. Women are better represented in the biological sciences than

in the physical sciences both in our sample and among recent doctorate-recipients.

Unpublished preliminary tabulations from the National Center for Education

Statistics show that, in academic year 1978-79, almost equal numbers of

doctorates were earned in the biological sciences (N=3,205) and in the physical

sciences and mathematics (N=3,185). However, over two times as many women

earned doctorates in the biological sciences (N=822) as in the physical

sciences and mathematics (N=392).

These women were following a range of career paths in a variety of

settings. At the time of the interviews, eleven were working as research or

technical staff members, six were postdoctoral fellows and one was a resident

physician, five rere students, three held tenure-track faculty positions,

three had moved into administrative positions within a scientific facility or

technically oriented company, and one was in the process of relocating after

completing a degree. Of the 24 who were employed, nine worked at a university
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Table 50

Distribution of the interview Sample by Age and Race/Ethnicity

Age Black Chicana
Puerto

Rican White Total

26-28

29-31

32-34

1

2

4

2

4

1

2

3

2

6

3

11

9

10
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Table 51

Distribution of the Interview Sample by
Field of Highest Degree and Race/Ethnicity

Field Bla,, Chicana
Puerto
Rican White Total

Biological Sciencesa 4 4 3 3 14

Anatomy
1

Biochemistry
3

Botany
2

Genetics
1

Ichthyology
1

Microbiology
2

Molecular Biology
1

Pharmacology
1

Physiology
1

Virology
1

Medical Fieldsa 1 1 2 4

Dentistry
1

Medicine
3

Physical sciences and
Mathematics 1 1 4 6

Chemistry
2

Geophysics
1

Mathematics
1

Physics
2

Technical Fields 1 2 1 2 6

Computer science
1

Engineering
5

a
One woman who is classified as a biological scientist on the basis of her

PhD is currently enrolled in medical school.

11 8
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or at a university-affiliated medical center, research institute or national

lab; six worked in government research facilities; seven were in the private

sector, including two who worked for a prime government contractor; one worked

at a botanical garden and the resident physician was employed by a hospital.

We are not qualified to judge how talented or "good" these women are as

scientists, doctors, or engineers nor did we seek professional evaluations of

their work or potential. Our impression, based on their educational and

professional accomplishments and their enthusiasm about their work, is that

they are, at the very least, highly competent in their chosen fields. Further-

more, having examined the data, we suspect that women who have pursued scientific

and technical careers despite the attitudes and pressures that militate against

these choices had to have considerable talent as well as the curiosity, the

love of science or math, and the stubbornness to which they attribute their

persistence and achievements.

Family Background

For the most part, these women report that their parents were neither

especially well-educated nor well-to-do. Three-fifths described their family's

financial status as "poor" to "lower middle class" during the years when they

were growing up. Only three white women said they came from "middle to

upper-middle-class" families. One-third reported that at least one of their

parents had earned a bachelor's degree and an eleventh woman said that one

parent (her mother) had received a B.A. two years ago. As Tables 52 and 53

show, white women's parents tended to hive completed somewhat more education

than the parents of our other interviewees. During the interviews, one-third

of the women mentioned that economic circumstances or

113
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Table 52

Father's Education at Time Interviewee
Entered College by Race/Ethnicity

Educational Level Blacka Chicana
Puerto
Rican White Totals

8th grade or less 3 4 3 10

High school graduate 1 2b 3 6

Business or vocational
training - 2 - lc 3

Some college - - 1 1

College graduate 1 - 2b2 3 6

Master's or professional
degree 1 1 1 3

a
One black respondent was raised by her mother and provided no

information about her father.

b
Three Puerto Rican respondents reported that their fathers had earned a

GED when they were children zi,...d one of them had gone on to earn his bachelor's
degree.

c
One white respondent reported that her father had left school after 8th

grade but had subsequently received vocational training.
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Table 53

Mother's Education at Time Interviewee
Entered College by Race/Ethnicity

Educational Level Black Chicana
Puerto
Rican White Total

8th grade of less 4b4 3 7

Some high school 2 - 2

High school graduate 2 1 2c 4 9

Vocational training (nursing) 1 1 2

Some college 1 1 2 4

College degree 1a. 1 1 2 5

Master's degree 1 1

a
Bachelor's earned when respondent was a child.

b
One of these women earned her GEO recently with her daughter's assistance.

c
One of these women received her bachelor's degree two years ago.
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prevented one of their parents from realizing his or her educational aspirations.

A Puerto Rican women reports: "My father was brilliant. Unfortunately, he

was poor. He got up to the 8th grade and later, in the army, he finished high

school. He bought us encyclopedias and I think that he'd read them before we

knew how to use them." One Chicana and one Puerto Rican woman reported that

their fathers had wanted to be doctors, a white woman said her father's

unrealized ambition had been to become a vet, and a black woman said her

mother had once dreamed of attending medical school.

Only two women, a black physician and a Chicana scientist, had fathers

who had worked in a scientific or technical field; both were engineers. About

one-third said their fathers were laborers or held skilled or semi-skilled jobs

(see Table 54). One-third reported that their mothers had never worked outside

the home and another six said their mothers had stayed home to raise their

children before entering or reentering the labor force. None of the black

women had had nouworking mothers and only one reported that her mother had

waited until her youngest child was in school before seeking a job. As Table 55

shows, all of their mothers had chosen traditionally "female" occupations,

although an interest in mathematics or science is reflected in four careers:

an accountant, a bookkeeper, a high school math teacher, and a grade school

science and math teacher.

These women grew up in families that ranged in size from one to ten

children. White women tended to come from somewhat smaller families and

Mexican-Americans from larger families (see Table 56). Like Malcom, Hall, and

Brown (1976), we found no particular birth-order pattern: eight were "only" or

first-born children and seven were youngest children. Of the 22 who had older

siblings, 14 had older brothers. In addition to the three "only" children,
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Table 54

Father's Principal Occupation by Race/Ethnicity

Occupation Blacka Chicana
Puerto
Rican White Totala

Blue collar 3 3 2 3 11

Small business owner 1 1 - - 2

Military or civil service - 2 2 - 4

Salesman or buyer - 2 3 5

Professional
? 1b1 1 3 7

a
One black respondent was raised by her mother and provided no informa-

tion about her father.

bTrained as an engineer, he left the profession to manage the family
business.
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Table 55

Mother's Principal Occupation by Race/Ethnicity

Occupation Black Chicana
Puerto
Rican White Total

Homemaker 3 3 4 10

Teacher or nurse 2 1 3 6

Family business 1 1 - - 2

Business sales or office work 1 - - 5 6

Laborer or low-skilled job 3 2 1 - 6

(reentered job force 1 2 3 6)

1') 1
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Table 56

Number of Children in Family by Race/Ethnicity

Number of Children Black Chicana
Puerto
Rican White Total

1 1 1 1 3

2-3 2 1 3 6 12

4-5 2 1 3 2 8

6-10 2 5
..

- - 7

1
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nine had no brothers. Of the 22 who had older siblings, three were the first

child in the family to attend college and an additional seven were the first to

complete a bachelor's degree. One black woman was raised by a single parent

and one reported her father died when she was 12. In two cases (a white and a

Puerto Rican woman), the subject's parents were divorced when she was in her

early teens.

Seven of the 30 women (four of them Puerto Rican) reported that their

families had made a major move during their precollege years. Only one of

the seven Puerto Rican women had been born and raised on the mainland (in

northern New Jersey), although two had moved to New York City during grade

school: one after completing first grade and the cther after sixth grade.

Two had attended school in Europe and on the East Coast as Army dependents

before returning with their families to the Island where they entered

junior high and remained through the undergraduate years. Two grew up in

Puerto Rican and didn't come to the mainland until they started graduate

school. The Chicanas were from the Southwest: four grew up in Texas, two in

California, and one moved to Los Angeles from Mexico after completing ninth

grade. Unlike Malcom, Hall, and Brown (1976), we found only one had been

raised in a small town or rural environment. The black and white women grew

up across the country. The black women tended to come from urban areas. The

only one who had lived in a small town moved to a city after her father's

death when she was 12. Four white women grew up in major cities, three in

suburban communities; three grew up in small to medium-sized cities; and two

were from small towns. In sum, the Puerto Rican women came from the most

mobile families, although their families and the Chicanas' families lived

within very specific regions of the country. Black women were most likely to

come from major cities.

12G
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Uniformly, these women report that doing well in school and getting an

education were family values. A doctoral student says: "My father felt that

the only way that people could get ahead was through education. He felt that

school was our job and there was no reason why we shouldn't do well in school."

This concern is reflected in the fact that two-fifths of these women--four

Puerto Ricans, three Whites, three Chicanas, and two Blacks--received some or

all of their precollegiate education in Catholic schools, although several

reported that this had strained family finances. Another two black women

reported that their parents were so concerned about the quality of the local

school that they were pulled out to attend schools with reputations for academic

excellence: one was transferred to an otherwise all-white public school, the

other was sent to a private university's lab school.

Only two women said that there was ever any question about whether or

not they would go to college and only one reported family opposition to her

desire to go to college:

They didn't think it was for a girl in the first place, and they
couldn't see the benefit at all. They thought it was a selfish
thing, that only rich kids go to college so that they can goof off
and not worry about making a living.

Their opposition gradually changed to pride as the customers at the store where

her mother worked as a grocery checker expressed their admiration for her

daughter's achievements. Two other women said their families couldn't understand

why they wanted to continue in school after earning a bachelor's degree. This

reaction appears to reflect both cultural and socioeconomic factors: all

were from Hispanic families and their parents had received little formal

education. They were concerned about whether pursuing such atypical educational

and professional goals would eliminate their daughters' prospects for achieving
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a satisfactory personal life. A black scientist reported that her mother had

expressed similar concerns but that her father strongly supported her decision

to go to graduate school.

Marital and Parental Status

Half of the women we interviewed were married--five of the Puerto

Ricans, four of the Whites, and three each of the Blacks and Chicanas--and one

was engaged. Of the fourteen single women, two had been married previously;

one of them got married at the end of her freshman year in college and the

other had married during her second year of medical school so that she could

adopt her niece, whose mother had died. Of the fifteen women who were currently

married, one had married at age 21, three had married at age 24 or 25, seven

at age 26 or 27, and four between the ages of 28 and 31. Six got married

while they were in graduate or professional school; one, while she was working

between advanced degrees; three, as they were completing their highest degree;

and five, after they had earned advanced degrees and entered the work force.

0: the fourteen single women, five were white, four black, four Chicano, and

one was Puerto Rican. With the exception of three black women, women who had

never married were still in their late twenties.

Motherhood was a role that these women had recently assumed or were

currently planning, for the mast part. Only two women had combined parental

responsibilities with being a student: the woman who had adopted her niece and

the woman who had married at 21. Both children were now ten-year-olds. Only

three other women had children and, of the five, only one had two children.

None had interrupted their career in order to stay at home with their children.

1 4-)r,4-4.0
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Conclusion

It is evident from this demographic profile that the thirty women

we spoke with were high achievers. They were also articulate, dynamic, and

attractive. Regardless of differences in their family backgrounds, all of them

report that they were encouraged and expected to do well in school. As they

pursued their interests in their fields, each exceeded her parents' educational

attainments. Although the daughter's choice of a scientific or technical

field sometimes surprised her parents, they supported her decision even when

they had to keep asking what field she was in and what she did. Only one

woman, a Puerto Rican, reported that her family actively opposed her decision

to seek an advanced degree, firm in their belief that "it's a man's place to

become a professional, not a woman's." With the exception of this one woman,

who feels her parents are still upset by her nontraditional choice, these

women report that their parents take great pride in their accomplishments.

1



Chapter 5

Reinforcers of an Orientation toward Science and Math

Now did these thirty women happen to become interested in science or

math? What nurtured their interest and encouraged them to pursue careers in

scientific and technical fields? The interview data help us to understand

what people and experiences play important roles in encouraging and in discour-

aging an interest in scientific and technical fields.

Seven of the women we interviewed said that they couldn't remember a

time when they weren't interested in science or math and only seven report

that their interest developed as late as high school. Some can pinpoint a

particular experience that stimulated their interest: for one, being hospital-

ized several times during her preschool years; for another, being singled out

as "good in math" during third grade by the principal, a woman mathematician,

who encouraged her. Most attribute their interest in science or math to a

combination of influences that reinforced one another. The most frequently

mentioned influences were an early curiosity and fascination about how things

worked, where they came from, and why they were the way they were; family

support for and encouragement of these interests; discovering in school that

science or math was interesting and that they did well in these subjects; an

outstanding science or math teacher; school field trips or special science-

oriented summer programs that provided exposure to and involvement in conducting

experiments and seeing what scientists do; and watching television coverage of

the space program or reading books about scientists and science that captured

their interest.
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The elementary and secondary school years are critical in terms of

exposing girls to science and math and nurturing their interest. Although only

six of these women entered college with a specific career goal and only three

of them realized their original goal, their interest in science, math, or

engineering was firmly established by the time they left high school. Only

five report having ever considered a social science or humanities college major

and only two actually declared a major in one of these fields: one quickly

discovered that she neither liked nor did well in psychology courses, the other

had entered college planning to major in biology but was so intimidated at

orientation that it took her two years and several majors to build up confidence

in her ability to succeed in science.

Math and science do have a reputation for being difficult subjects and

our respondents feel that this is one reason why there aren't more young women

in scientific and technical fields. A geneticist who makes an effort to attend

high school career days reports:

Many of the people who advise them [girls] tell them that the
sciences and math are extremely hard and they won't be able to
handle it because it's too difficult. They're constantly fed that
kind of information and, sooner or later, they begin to believe it.
Naturally people listen to other people.

In fact, several of the women we interviewed regret having avoided or postponed

taking particular math or science courses that they feared were too difficult.

A pharmacologist who avoided physics until her senior year in college says she

would probably have earned her graduate degree in biophysics had she not felt

that she would have had to go back and complete an undergraduate major in

physics in order to get ahead in the field.

Half of our interviewees descri6ed their high school instruction in

science or math as excellent and nine participated in accelerated or honors
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programs in these subjects. Regardless of their current field, they emphasized

the importance of a strong math background. In reflecting on their educational

experiences, about two-thirds made remarks like "I've always been very good in

math," "I really enjoyed math," or "my math instruction was superior."

Not surprisingly, they see underpreparation in science and, especially,

in math as a major problem. An endocrinologist traces young women's lack of

interest in science careers to the fact that

very early in their school experience, they're not given courses in
math or encouraged to do things that prepare them for the "male"
fields. They'll avoid those courses until it's too late and they
don't have the background. It's very difficult to get a solid
background and compete if you start late. Math is especially
critical in all areas of science.

Our respondents feel that both teacherc and parents often expect girls to do

poorly in these subjects and don't seem concerned when they live up to this

expectation or avoid these subjects entirely. A mathematician says: "I think

we let up on girls. We say, 'You don't have to learn this--that's okay.'

That's not good. They do have to learn it." Fox reports that "more than half

the college-bound group of today's women are entering college without the

prerequisite mathematical background for entrance into the higher paying

technical fields" (1981, p. 14). The importance of a strong high school math

background for a growing number of fields is underscored by a survey of a

recent graduating class at ti.LA. Three-fifths of these graduates had majored

in fields that required three years of math before students could begin work in

the major (cited in Scully, 1981).

High School Advising

Whom do young women turn to for advice and guidance during these critical

high school years? The interview data suggest that school counselors were more
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often a hindrance than a source of assistance to women with nontraditional

aspirations. This impression is consistent with past research which has found

that counselors are "remembered by young and adult women more for their

discouragement rather than their encouragement of the pursuit of science

careers" (Fox, 1981, p. 25). Twelve women either couldn't remember ever

going to see a counselor or found them to be of little or no help. Eight had

received some educational or career guidance. Typically, it focused on

presenting the "how to's" of applying to college, but did little to help them

clarify or focus their interest in science or math. A graduate of a Catholic

high school that offered more services than most women recall explains why

well-intentioned efforts to provide career counseling weren't helpful:

They would bring in brochures and have career days, but they were
always the predictable ones--lawyers and doctors. The spectrum is
so much more varied. If you like science, you don't jLst want to
be a doctor or a "scientist." A scientist covers so many fields
from studying the stars to studying the atom. It didn't give you
enough background. You only saw these main categories and you
couldn't really relate to that at all.

The other women who had attended career days or received some kind of high

school career counseling concurred with her assessment.

Our interviewees identified this as a persistirst Problem and as another

reason that more young women never consider careers in scientific and technical

fields. An engineer says, "No one knows what an engineer does." A woman who

rediscovered her childhood interest in geology during college reports: "Geology

isn't taught in high school so I quit thinking about it as a discipline you

could go into." A black engineer pointed out that lack of information and

exposure to these kinds of careers is a special problem for young people from

low-income communities since they are unlikely to have any personal contact

with professionals in these fields: "There were no engineers on my street or
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in my community. My counselor didn't know anything about engineering, but she

was the head counselor and so we respected what she said." What she said when

this young woman told her that she wanted to major in engineering or math was:

"Those fields wouldn't be good for you. Those fields are for men and you're so

feminine."

Although that counselor simply tried to redirect her advisee's interests,

suggesting journalism as a more appropriate field, seven women--all minorities- -

reported that their high school counselors had tried to lower their educational

and career aspirations. The valedictorian of her high school class was

advised that the local community college might be a better place for her than

the university. A woman who had decided in fourth grade that she wanted to

become a doctor was told that, if she liked science, she should consider a

career in nursing. A high school freshman who needed a counselor's signature

to enroll in Latin reports:

She told me she was sick of people coming in with high ideas.
After all, I was colored and I was a woman and I should realize
that I shouldn't be going into science and that I couldn't make it
in science. I think she was trying to be helpful. She said if
people failed to realize that they had certain limitations in life,
they would never be happy.

She didn't get to take Latin and she never went to see a high school counselor

again. Her impression that the counselor was trying to be helpful is echoed by

a Chicana who said: "If you can survive counselors, you're doing well. Maybe

they see it as not encouraging people who won't succeed or who can't succeed

because of financial reasons but, if you want to try, they won't give you that

opportunity."

Counselors can help young women realize their aspirations, judging from

the experiences reported by two women who were encouraged by competent,
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nonjudgmental counselors. The one woman whose family did not want her to go

to college was advised to transfer to a public school by her parochial high

school counselor who explained that if she hoped to major in science in

college, she needed to take math and science courses that the Catholic school

did not offer. She entered the public school in twelfth grade and immediately

went to the academic counselor:

I wanted someone to tell me how to get into college. She was very
kind. I think she really liked working with students who showed
that much interest and follow-through. We worked together to lay
out plans for what to do that senior year. She even helped me to
apply for some scholarships and I won one. She made sure I took
all the right college admissions tests and helped me take them for
free. Thanks to her, I got into college. If it hadn't been for her,
there wouldn't have been anyone else.

The other woman who had received very helpful high school counseling hai

attended a Catholic girls' school that had an educational and career guidance

center with a 15-member staff. Yet she reports: "Even in my high school, the

big push was for secretarial and executive assistant roles. We weren't

encouraged to go into nontraditional jobs."

The people who are remembered as a source of information--and often of

inspiration--and advice are individual teachers. Twenty-one of the 30 women

mentioned specific teachers who had been instrumental to the development of

their interest in science or math. Another, who had received outstanding

instruction at Bronx High School of Science, was at a loss to single out an

individual teacher. Of the women who mentioned a particular teacher, 16

identified women; in three instances, the teacher's sex was not specified.

A black PhD who attended a segregated high school reported that the first

person to encourage her interest was a high school teacher who held a master's

degree in biochemistry:
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She encouraged all of our interests in science. I think her
teaching has led more minorities to become doctors and researchers
than anyone I've ever met or heard of. She was very good at what
she did, very talented, very demanding, and always encouraging.
She laid the groundwork for college: It was easy to make "A's" in
college.

Another woman vividly remembers her 10th grade biology teacher as a knowledgeable

woman whose love of biology made a real impression on her. She also remembers

the physics teacher who divided the senior class into those who would take

physics--theoretically an elective course--and those who would take typing:

Physics was a very good class. The nun was extremely stern--not a
warm person that you could talk to--but, in many respects, she
introduced the whole class to the scientific way of thinking: how
to be organized; how to present a scientific report; how to write
up your results from a lab; and how to go to the library, conduct
research, and get your citations correctly. That was very useful
later on.

The interview data suggest that one of the most effective ways in which we can

encourage more young people to consider scientific and technical careers is to

make high school teaching attractive to people who are knowledgeable and

enthusiastic about biology, chemistry, physics, algebra, and calculus.

It is interesting to note that, of the eight women who did not

recall outstanding high school teachers, three were essentially adopted by a

woman professor for whom they worked as undergraduate research assistants, one

by a woman graduate student who also worked for the professor who employed her,

and one by a male professor of her ethnic background. These mentors played

critical roles in the educational and professional development of these five

women. The sixth was assigned to a woman advisor when she decided that taking

a few graduate course, might improve her chances of getting into veterinary

school. The advisor's enthusiasm for and excitement about her work were

contagious and the personal relationship that developed was so strong that the

student moved halfway across the country when her advisor accepted a job at
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another university. The seventh woman was guided and encouraged by a male

student of her ethnic background who was several years ahead of her in professional

school. The eighth woman had spent four years in college trying and rejecting

one science-related major after another until a classmate suggested engineering.

She became actively involved in the school's minority engineering program and

in the student chapter of the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers. She

credits these contacts, as well as the tutors who were available to her through the

school's program, for her persistence through four additional years of college:

Being with a group of people who shared similar problems as a
result of a poor educational background in math and science meant
you didn't feel such a dummy. We also had tutors in math, physics,
chemistry, and engineering. I really think that a lot of my
success is because of how much help I got from the minority en-
gineering program.

This woman had by far the weakest high school science and math background of

any woman we interviewed. After immigrating to the U.S. from Mexico, she

received almost no math or science instruction from 10th through 12th grade.

Role Models

Our respondents feel that role models play a critically important role

in expanding the range of career options that girls consider. The individuals

they most often cited as their role models were teachers, usually high school

teachers, and older women students in their field.* Of course, one reason that

professors were cited as role models less often than teachers were is that these

women encountered fewer and fewer women as they proceeded to each higher educa-

tional level. Fourteen spoke of women science or math teachers they had had

in junior high or high school as role models and a fifteenth cited a woman lab

technician whom she had been assigned to work with as part of a biomedical

*
It is interesting to note that 12 of these 30 women attended a Catholic grade

and/or high school where most, if not all, of their teachers were women.

1
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careers program for high school students; eight were encouraged by women

professors during their undergraduate years, while ten don't remember there

being any women faculty members in their undergraduate department; and only

four had women graduate advisors.

Simply seeing or knowing about a woman who is succeeding in a particular

field can be important. A women whose two graduate advisors were men describes

carefully watching as a young professor in her field set up her lab, gained the

respect of her colleagues, and had a baby: "If I ever had any doubts about

being able to do it, that dispelled them." A second woman considered becoming a

geologist until the college geology professor told her that, as a woman, her

chances of working in the field or as a project director were slim to nonexistent.

She became a botany major because "there seemed to be opportunities for women:"

She had met a woman who taught botany at a university and she had heard about a

woman who had a national reputation in the particular subfield she was interested

in. How many young women don't know of women who have entered and succeeded in

nontraditional fields and are persuaded by this kind of "disinterested" advice

from counselors or teachers?

We often assume that an opportunity to work with a woman professor or

professional in one's field is among the most positive experiences a young

woman can have. The interviews suggest that this is not always how things work

out: the experience is either very positive or especially disheartening. Of

the four women whose graduate advisors were women, two were supported and

encouraged by women whom they admired and who became personal friends. The other

two report a difficult experience working under what they perceived to be unneces-

sarily strict supervision from a woman they were not able to get along with and

didn't like. Both advisors were "new" 'Iculty members, although both were

described as "older" women who had worked in the field for some time in other
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professional positions. Our respondents were their first graduate students and,

while their advisors were concerned that they do well, they also wanted to

insure that there would be no grounds for accusations of favoritism toward women

students. Both students recognized that, in many respects, their advisors were

in a more isolated and difficult situation than they were in, yet this provided

slight consolation. One chose to leave the institution after earning her

master's degree rather than continuing to work with that advisor.

If the first women scientist, mathematician, or engineer that a young

womam meets is defensive and unfeminine, has difficulty getting along with her

colleagues, has no personal or family life, and seems to resent her, the young

woman's immediate response is to wonder: Is this how I will or must become to

get ahead in the field? Even a few such unattractive characteristics would be

more than enough to discourage many young women. Fox reports:

A study by Stake and Granger (1978) found that among high school
seniors, males and females with the highest science career commitment
were those who had same-sex teacher models whom they perceived as
moderately or highly attractive; and students with the lowest
science career interest were those who had same-sex models whom they
perceived as low in attractiveness. (1981, p. 25)

One of our respondents remembers the summer that she first worked with a woman

in her field, a woman who clearly neither liked nor trusted her student assistant

and who refused to explain the purpose of the work that they were doing. The

student was distressed and discouraged when she returned to college that fall.

An elderly professor reassured her that she had had an unfortunate experience with

a particular individual and explainedlthat older women had had to overcome so much

resistance in order to enter and advance in the field that some had become tough

and defensive and resented the comparatively easy access and rapid promotion

enjoyed by young women. He was able, she said, to relieve her anxiety "without

13a
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dumping on women." There is still some rivalry among women, notes a young

physicist: "It wasn't so neat being the only woman, but at least you were

special."

A kind of corollary to this is that, for many young women, its essential

to know that pursuing a scientific or technical career doesn't mean that they

will have to sacrifice other aspects of their life. About one-third of the

women we interviewed cited relatives or family friends among their role

models. Though not scientists, these role models were strong, energetic,

interesting women who had successfully managed job and family responsibilities.

A black PhD explained why her mother immediately came to mind when she was

asked if she had had any role models:

I'm still impressed by she fact that she got an education when not
many women did and she had a master's degree. She had a family and
she worked. Everything these women talk about now as being so
revolutionary, my mother was doing back whca I was a little girl.

Certainly, men can also model this behavior and a few women reported that

their role models had been men. One identified her undergraduate advisor:

I wanted to pattern my life after his. I felt that if I had to be
like one of those guys who just do geology and work hard and are
always terrified about competition, I didn't want to do it. People
who have an emotional life, a personal life, a cultural life, and an
intellectual life beyond geology but who are also really good
geologists and devoted to geology are my role models--that's what I
want.

She had the good fortune of finding a similarly well-rounded and highly respected

scientist to work with in graduate school

Another woman, who had been guided and encouraged by a woman she greatly

admired during her undergraduate years, had a very different experience in

graduate school:

I became kind of disillusioned with research because of the
role model I had in my advisor: He was very gung-ho, always in
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the lab on weekends, and had no family life whatsoever. He was
very young and I always predicted that he'd die young of a heart
attack because he pushed himself too much. Then I looked around
and saw that most people were doing that. I always believed that
you could pursue a career, pursue research even, and still have a
somewhat balanced life. To me, it doesn't mean much if there
isn't something else balancing that out to meet the more social
needs you have.

She reconsidered her goal of becoming a faculty member and chose to begin her

professional career in a work environment that she considers to be less stressful

and demanding than a postdoc or assistant professorship and that offers greater

job security.

Lack of role models and a poor image of science and scientists led one

woman, an engineer, to dismiss the idea of a science career when it was

suggested during her high school yeai.s. After taking a battery of tests

at a private career advisement center, she was advised to consider a career

in oceanography. She described her response: "I thought they were crazy. I

couldn't imagine being a scientist. It sounded austere and I thought it meant

cutting out everything I'd enjoy." She didn't discover that she liked science

until her senior year in college and she spent the following year working at a

laboratory that gave her release time and paid her fees to take courses at the

local university. Once the deficiencies in her undergraduate background were

remedied, her employer sent her to graduate school. She reports:

The professors seemed to be able to see me as a woman but in no way
detracting from my being a professional engineer. That was very
important to me. Until then, I had seen my job as a good job until
the other aspects of my life--marriage and a family--came through.
I got past that as I interacted with the other women students, the
woman professors, and the male professors. It was the first time I
saw that a professional life and a well-rounded social and personal
life could go together.

Today, she regrets never having explored the idea of a career in oceanography.
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Asked why she thought so few young women consider scientific and technical

careers, she responded: "As a young woman, I saw myself looking more for an

image than for a career. I think engineering jobs are not seen as being as

prestigious as law or being a business professional." A PhD observed that

"science doesn't come off as a glamorous career as medicine and law do." Young

women find the stereotypic image of a woman scientist--"someone serious with

thick glasses and out of fashion"--distinctly unappealing, noted another scientist.

Thus, our respondents feel that early exposure to the range of career opportunities

in scientific and technical fields and to professionals, particularly women, who

are excited about their work is essential to overcoming these stereotypes about

science and scientists.

Some of the women we interviewed reported that they had found their role

models by reading biographies. Marie Curie was the most frequently mentioned

biographical role model, although the list included both male scientists and

women who had achieved in other fields. The astronauts were also frequently

cited either as role models or as having stimulated an early interest in science.

Several respondents commented on the impact that the media have in American

society. They feel that the media can play an important role in encouraging

scientific and technical achievement by presenting women (and minority) doctors,

scientists, and engineers in films, advertisements, and book illustrations.

Progress is being made on this front, particularly in children's books, but

there is still considerable room for improvement. A television commercial that

was being broadcast while the interview data were oeing collected began with a

woman in a lab coat announcing that she was a chemist. The picture expanded to

show her in a kitchen as she confessed that she wasn't really a chemist, but she

used a number of products in her kitchen that were made by the chealical company
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sponsor. Instead of challenging sex-role stereotypes, the advertising agency

and the chemical company (which does employ women chemists) simply used the

unusual" idea of a woman chemist to capture the audience's attention and then

presented a woman in the most traditional role and setting possible. A girl who

saw this particular commercial could certainly form the impression that it was

ridiculous to imagine a woman as a chemist.

Research Exposure

It would be difficult to overstate the importance of hands-on experience

conducting research: It exposes young women to scientists who are excited about

their work, tests and confirms their interest in science, gen'rates enthusiasm,

develops skills, and builds confidence. Four of our interviewees had partici-

pated in special science programs for high school students: two were summer

programs sponsored by NSF, one was a summer program supported by the American

Heart Association, and the fourth was a year-long government-sponsored

progral that combined coursework during the school year with a summer apprentice-

ship. Describing her experience in an NSF summer program, the molecular biologist

says:

It was an intensive exposure to science: we were immersed in it.
We may not have actually learned that much, but we learned whether
we wanted to go into science. . . . That experience was what finally
made me decide on a career in science. The people who taught were
not great scientists, but they really cared about science and that
impressed me.

These minority women agree that this high school experience was critical to

their decision to pursue careers in science.

An additional eight women had some kind of similar intensive, hands-on

experience during their undergraduate years: Six in summer programs, two of

which were again sponsored by NSF; one in a six-month off-campus program at a
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national lab; and one as a co-op student in a program sponsored by the Navy

that required her to work in a lab during the summer and alternate academic

terms for three of her five undergraduate years. One said it was this exper-

ience that showed her she would be happy doing research, another said she

learned that she wanted to be more than a technician, and a third said: It

made me think of myself more in professional terms and showed me that I could

make it." In an interesting variation on this theme, a ninth respondent

reported that she dropped out of graduate school after a summer laboratory job

confirmed her suspicion that she would not be happy pursuing a research career.

She accepted a job as coordinator of a summer program for minority undergrad-

uates who hoped to pursue careers in the health sciences. The exposure she

received as program coordinator renewed her earlier interest in medicine:

I discovered all the flexibility that medicine has. With an MD, I
could do a lot of things I wanted to do politically and scientifi-
cally and, in fact, it was the only way to combine the interest I
have in science with the interest I have in counseling people and
working with them.

At the time of the interview, she was in her third year of medical school.

Two of the women who had had off-campus research experience as under-

graduates and an additional five women held on-campus jobs during their college

years that provided similar exposure. One woman who was placed in a work-study

job with a woman biochemistry professor reports:

She was very encouraging. She gave me the confidence to go ahead
and apply to medical school, in spite of the fact that there
weren't very many women going into medicine then or very many
Puerto Ricans. But I was doing research with her and the research
was going well and I understood that. She even had me present a
paper and helped me get elected to [a professional society]. And
that was another piece of evidence I had that I was indeed able to
cope and compete in the sciences.

Eleven women worked on independent research projects while they were under-

graduates. For some, this was the experience nat confirmed their interest and

talent. One woman explained:
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The independent work was the most rewarding work I did. Coursework
never really fired me up: you're learning basics, but it's not
yours. I think this independent work was one of the biggest
reasons I went on. I was doing real research, the sort of
research I do now.

Thus, hands-on experience conducting resea.ch appears to play an important

role, testing and focusing a generalized interest in and liking for science.

Only eight of the women we interviewed had not had one or more of these

kinds of research exposure above and beyond the lab work required for courses

prior to pursuing an advanced degree. Of these eight, three were math majors,

two had some limited experience and exposure in summer jobs, one majored in

engineering, and one went into dentistry. The eighth discovered that her

employment prospects were no better after earning a bachelor's degree in

biology than they had been as a high school graduate. She decided to get her

master's degree and reports that she "just sort of got into doing research."

Conclusion

We don't know how the innate curiosity or the love of enzymes, bacteria,

surgery or computers that many women spoke of during the interviews is cre.ted

or where it comes from. However, an interest in science or mathematics can to

nurtured and developed by: family encouragement and support for educational

achievement, a strong instructional background in math and science, exposure to

and encouragement from a dedicated teacher, contact with a teacher or profes-

sional who truly loves his or--better yet--her work, and hands-on research

experience. School counselors can contribute to the effort to develop scientific

and mathematical talent by encouraging young women to enroll in elective math

and science courses and by introducing them to the range of scientific and

technical fields and career options. Perhaps, most of all, young women need
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role models: "They have to see that there are people doing these things and

leading relatively normal lives, enjoying themselves, and being successful."

Their fields and careers require dedication and commitment, our respondents

say. But, added one, doesn't any field?



Chapter Six

Higher Education Decisions and Experiences

This chapter examines the college and graduate or professional school

experiences of the thirty women we interviewed. It focuses on the educational

decision-making process, on the ways in which these women met their educational

expenses, and on the experience of being a woman and, for most of these

respondents, a minority student in fields where women--especially minority

women--are underrepresented among students and professionals. For the most

part, these women report that their interests in science, mathematics, or

engineering were neither perceived as inappropriate for a women nor discouraged

during college. Indeed, the support and encouragement of college faculty

members often played an influential role in their decisions to pursue advanced

degrees. Although these women tended to research their choice of a graduate

or professional program more carefully than their choice of a college, most

found adjusting to the demands, expectations, and environment of advanced

degree programs was more difficult than the transition from high school to

college.

The description of the graduate or professional school experiences of

these women discusses the transition to advanced study and the ways in which

sexism and racism were manifested at this educational level. We focus on

these issues not because they dominated these women's memories of their advanced

training or because they prevented them from achieving their educational

goals, but because they are related to preventable and sometimes unintentional

difficuls'-s that many of our respondents encountered. Furthermore, many of

these women remember other women or minority students who did drop out because

they didn't have the determination, and the confidence in their ability, or
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the emotional support that enabled our respondents to cope with or ignore

these problems.

The Undergraduate Years

The only definite educational and occupational plans these women had

made during high school were to go to college and, in most cases, to major in

science, math, or engineering. A few had dreams of becoming MOs and one hoped

to become an astronaut, but only one aspired to earning a PhD. The woman who

became an icthyologist describes not onl.:! her own situation as an entering

college student but that of many other respondents:

I wasn't sure what I was going to major in the first two years. I

was considering biology, biochem, biomath, and physics. I even
thought that I might as well go on to medicine, because almost all

, the other biology majors were premed students. I didn't start
learning about other professions until I began working in someone's
lab.

Thus, it was during their undergraduate years that most of these women identi-

fied the specific fields of study that they specialized in and recognized

their need for an advanced degree. Twenty-four entered graduate or professional

school immediately after college, although fourteen of them hadn't thought

about continuing their education beyond the bachelor's degree until their last

year of college. What were their undergraduate experiences like and what

influences shaped and guided their educational and occupational choices?

College Choice

All thirty women entered four-year colleges or universities and, as

Table 57 shows, three-fifths attended public institutions. The amount of

research and thought devoted to selecting a school varied widely from a few
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TABLE 57

Type of Undergraduate Institution by Race/Ethnicity

College Type
Puerto

Black Chicana Rican White Total

Public

Private

2 5a
6 5 18

5 2 1 4 12

acne Chicana attended a Catholic college for one year before transferring to
a public university.
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young women who had explored a range of alternatives fairly systematically to

others who had never thought of applying to any school other than the local

public university. The three factors most frequently cited as having influenced

college choice were cost or financial aid offer; parental restrictions on

whether their daughter could go away to college or if she could go to an

out-of-state school; and the institution's academic reputation or orientation

toward science and engineering. The relative importance of these factors and

the way in which these women went about selecting a school and meeting their

college expenses varied among the four groups.

Puerto Ricans. Five of the seven Puerto Rican women enrolled in public

schools and lived at home throughout their undergraduate years. Both parental

and financial constraints influenced their decisions, but only two considered

the idea of going away to school. One woman explained: "In Hispanic families,

at least in my family, women didn't move away from home until they were

married." Of the two women who did go away to college, one reported that she

was able to overcome her parent's objections only beciz,se the local public

school did not offer her financial aid while a private university did.

However, she added, they would never have allowed her to go to an out-of-state

college. The other woman attended a campus of the University of Puerto Rico

that was not in her hometown. Although she wanted to go to college in the

States and still wishes that she had, her parents told her that it was financially

impossible.

Paying for a college education posed no particular problem for the four

women who attended college in Puerto Rico. Tuition was minimal and their

parents paid it. Three of them never worked to help meet their college

expenses and the fourth began working her junior year. The two women who
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attended public colleges in New York City received state scholarships, lived

at home, and worked during both the summer and the school year. The one woman

who attended a private college received a financial aid package that included

scholarships, loans, and work-study support which she supplemented by working

during the summers.

Chicanas. Not one of the Chicanas applied to an out-of-state college and

five entered local colleges as freshmen. Again, the two factors that determined

their c, liege choices were finances and parental constraints. Of the two who

thought of going to out-of-state schools, one abandonned the idea when her

father pointed out that he didn't know how the family could pay for her to

come home for holidays and the other said her parents would not have allowed

her to leave home. These women had and maintain close ties to their "families.

Three lived at home until they graduated from college, although only one did

so at her parents' insistence. A fourth said her parents reluctantly agreed

to let her leave home her junior year when she transferred to another campus

of the state university. Two attended private colleges, both of which were in

th;ir hometowns, and a third went to Catholic school her freshman year.

Three Chicanas received no parental help with their college expenses,

although two did live at home, and a fourth received no financial assistance

from her parents after she married at the end of her freshman year. Only one

woman was able to complete college without working during the school year and

taking out a loan: she lived at home and attended a local Catholic school on

a scholarship. All seven women worked during the summers to help meet their

college costs. The two women who attended private schools received institutional

scholarships. Two women had state scholarships and the two youngest women, who

entered college in 1971, received federal grants.
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Blacks. Although the black women did not come from more affluent families, all

seven applied to private colleges and five applied to out-of-state colleges.

The availability of financial aid and the amount of aid they were offered were

major determthants of their final college choice. Nonetheless, a larger

proportion of black women than of any other group attended private schools and

four went to out-of-state colleges. Although none of them said that their

parents would not have allowed them to leave home, two applied only to local

colleges: one lived at home all four years and the other moved to campus

after two years of commuting. None of them applied to black colleges and, in

fact, all of them attended schools where blacks were seriously underrepresented.

The five women who attended private colleges received financial aid

packages that included a scholarship or grant, loans, and, with one exception,

work-study support. Two of them reported that the responsibility of meeting

their college expenses was entirely up to them, since their single parent could

not help them. One did live at home for two years "because I didn't want to

take out the world's largest amount in loans." Of the two who attended public

colleges, one lived at home and worked to meet her college expenses which she

described as very small. The other said her parents paid most of her educational

expenses at an out-of-state public university.

Whites. Four cl; the nine white women considered only local or state

colleges, one because her parents said she was too young (age 16) to leave

home and the others because their parents said they could not afford to send

them to out-of-state schools; all three families had at least two other

children in college during some or all of the time that these women were

undergraduates. Of these four, two received financial aid offers that enabled
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them to attend private schools. The other five women went to out-of-state

schools and two of them also enrolled at private colleges.

Although seven of the nine women said that college cost or financial

aid offers were factors that influenced their college choice, the white women

were less dependent on loans and less likely to report that they had worked

during the school year than were the Blacks and Chicanas. Six did receive

financial aid which their parents supplemented to varying degrees and a

seventh had to take out loans her last two years of college. The two other

women said that their parents had paid their college costs, including room and

board, at public institutions.

Of these thirty women, one black and three white women attended predominately-

male schools, three technical institutes and,one Ivy League college that had

just begun admitting women. Only one woman chose a women's college: a black

woman who went to the of the Seven Sisters. Two women, both Chicanas),

attended coed Catholic colleges, although one left after her freshman year.

u.
Interestingly, the three women who transferred as undergraduates were rosidents

of the same state and transferred to the same public university: two because

tney felt it offered a better science education than the schools they had

entered as freshmen and the third felt its degree was more prestigious and

certainly better known among local employers than that of the public out-of-state

school she had attended through her junior year.

The College Experience

These women report that it was certainly not "unusual" for women to major

in their field and most said that a substantial proportion of their classmates

1,ere women. The two women who majored in a field that attracted few other
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women (physics) said that they probably received more encouragement from

their professors than their male peers. Twenty-five described one--and

usually more--of their professors in their major field as supportive and

encouraging. Four of the five who felt that none of their professors had

taken a particular interest in them had attended large public universities and

had not worked with a professor as a work-study student or on required

independent research projects. Thus, they had never gotten to know any

of the faculty members. The fifth was a black woman who had attended a

predominantly-white private college in the South. She described her under-

graduate experience as "basically neutral," and added: "I certainly didn't

have an advisor who was interested in what my goals or needs were."

Only two women felt that professors gave their male students more

encouragement and attention than women received and both had attended

the same public university. One explained:

Originally, I would have said that I was treated the same as the
male undergraduates but, in a roundabout way, I was treated
differently. The university was so big that you had to bug the
professors to get attention. Men did and so they got more attention
and were seen as being serious. I think women really did have to
work twice as hard. All the TAs in the labs were men and they
encouraged women to team up with men. On joint projects they
tended to give higher grades to the man on the team.

A third respondent reports that women were definitely treated differently

than men at the technical institute she attended as a member of the first

class of women to be admitted. Although the majority of faculty and students

had opposed admitting women, she remembers her professors as encouraging. Some

did not know how to deal with women, Including one who would not call on women

in class because, she subsequently discovered, he was afraid they would cry if

they got the answer wrong.
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Four women did encounter a discouraging advisor or counselor. All four

were minority women who aspired to earning an MD. Three were advised that

their academic performance wasn't strong enough to meet medical school admissions

requirements and the fourth attributes her advisor's discouragement to sexism:

"He kept suggesting that I go into nursing or medical technology because they

were fields I could always get a job in if I had a husband to support who was

going through medical school." Two of these women ignored this advice,

although one did decide that she wanted a graduate degree rather than a

medical degree. Neither of the other women applied to medical school as

undergraduates, a decision they attribute to the lack of encouragement from

anyone, particularly these advisors. Instead, they pursued and earned graduate

degrees, yet neither felt that she was suited to or would be satisfied with

a career in pure research: it was "too isolated." Both applied to medical

school in their late twenties and are now realizing their initial career goal

of becoming doctors.

We asked the black, Chicano, and mainland Puerto Rican women if they

felt they had been treated differently from other students because of their

rape-ethnicity. Only two Blacks and two Chicanas felt that they had encountered

prejudiced professors, but prejudice can be expressed quite subtlely as one

explains:

The professor whose lab I worked in told me later that he hadn't
paid me the first summer because he didn't think that I could do
it. He expected the Chicano students in his genetics course to do
poorly and he never said anything when they did well or gave them
individual attention.

Two women, one black and one Chicana, said that, although their professors

didn't treat them any differently from other students as far as they could
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tell, students did. Both felt isolated and alienated at predominantly-white

campuses. Two Chicanas reported that majority students resented the special

treatment that minority students who were admitted through affirmative action

programs received. Several women remember how upset they felt when another

student and, in one instance, professors implied that their grade in a

particular course or their acceptance by a prestigious graduate or professional

school was due to their sex or race rather than the merit of their work.

In general, these women report that the men who were majoring in their

fields either accepted or welcomed their presence. They described those

men who resented women majors as "insecure about their own abilities."

Students in other fields of study tended to assume that women science, math,

or engineering majors were "brains," an assumption that made many of our

respondents uncomfortable. Several said they certainly never chose to tell

people what their major was in social situations if they weren't asked. They

weren't uncomfortable with the idea that women could be intelligent, they were

uncomfortable because they didn't believe that they were necessarily smarter

and because they didn't want to be treated as if they were somehow different.

The most frequently reported extracurricular involvement was membership

in the club or society related to their major field: over one-third said they

had been active in the biology, premed, chemistry, or engineering student

association. Other extracurricular activities that were mentioned with some

frequency included team sports (8 women), social organizations (7), band or

choral groups (5), minority students associations (4 Blacks and 1 Chicana),

student government (4), and volunteer work through a service organization (4).

Although participation in extracurricular activites reflects personality, it
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also seemed to be related to residential status and college size: students

who lived at home and attended larger schools tended to report the fewest

extracurricular activities.

The only regrets these women expressed about their undergraduate education

had to do with missed opportunities. Some wished that they had taken more

courses outside their major field rather than specializing as early as they

had. An engineer wishes that she had been less cautious as an undergraduate:

she would have graduated with a stronger background if she had enrolled in

science courses for science majors instead of those geared toward non-science

majors. Two women are chagrined to remember the lack of iniative they had

shown as undergraduates: neither sought out opportunities to work on faculty

research projects or got involved in the lab. One said:

When I took my lab courses, I just went in and did what I had to
do quickly and got out. It never dawned on me that it was something
that I'd be applying later on. Now I regret that I didn't get
more out of it for myself.

In part because of their lack of research experience, both women discovered

their interest in their current field only after leaving college headed in a

different occupational direction.' A third woman reported that she was almost

bounced out of graduate school during her first year because of her poor

undergraduate research background.

Post-College Plans

Four-fifths of these women completed college in four years, two finished

somewhat sooner, three took somewhat longer, and one was a full-time student

for almost eight years. Although only four women entered college with plans

to earn an advanced degree, 25 applied to graduate and/or professional

/
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school their senior year. Two of the oldest interviewees pointed out that the

idea of women planning for and having careers didn't come along until after

they had completed college. One explained:

I decided I would go to graduate school my senior year. I had
known that I wanted to go to college and be a scientist, but I
think younger women have it thought out better...those of us who
started earlier just kind of kept going.

Most had, of course, identified a particular field that they liked and wanted

to learn more about, although a number of those who applied to graduate

schools were still undecided about which subfield of physics or the biological

sciences they would choose as their specialization. Four of the biological

science majors were still uncertain about whether to apply to medical or

graduate school as late as their last year in college. All four ultimately

chose graduate school, although two applied to medical school and would have

gone had they been accepted. In retrospect, both feel graduate school was the

better choice. One explained: "I just think I'm happier doing this than I

would be practicing medicine."

The three factors that were most frequently cited as having led to their

decision to continue their education were: strong encouragement from under-

graduate faculty members; the realization that none of the jobs they might be

able to get with a bachelor's degree were interesting to them or that an

advanced degree was a prerequisite for the kind of work they wanted to do; and

the fact that most of their peers were applying to graduate or professional

schools. The relative importance of these three factors varied: a Puerto

Rican woman says she would never have had the confidence to apply to graduate

schools in the States had her biochemistry professor not almost insisted that

she do so and then guided and pushed her through the selection and application

15,3
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process. A black woman who received no particular encouragement from her

undergraduate professors says she began thinking about a graduate degree her

senior year after she started looking around for full-time employment and

discovered "a bachelor's wasn't much better than a high school diploma." In

most cases, all three factors came into play, as ther remarks of a chemist

illustrate:

I started thinking about going to graduate school my junior year
in college when it became apparent that you've got to think about
what you're going to do after your senior year. A lot of people I
ran around with were going to graduate school. It was a definite
decision by fall of my senior year. My advisor encouraged me to
go to grad school and I knew from technician jot, that I didn't
want to be a technician. I wanted to think. I went for a master's
and stayed for a PhD. I never really made a conscious decision to
have a science career, Ijust rolled with the punches.

Of the twenty women who have earned or are working toward a PhD, seven

aspired to a terminal master's when they began graduate school. Oniy one

woman lowered her degree aspirations after starting graduate work, an engineer

who says she realized after her first quarter that she couldn't last five

years in graduate school. She never applied for a transfer into the PhD

progrm as she had intended to do and left after completing a master's.

Twenty-four women did begin work toward advanced degrees immediately

after completing college, two worked for one year before going to graduate

school, and two worked for four years before returning to school. Of the two

engineers who do not hold graduate degrees, one began work toward a master's

through an in-house program sponsored by her employer but decided, after

switching jobs, that she could pick up what she needed through in-house

1)
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seminars. The second was just beginning her second year of employment but was

planning to return to school for a master's degree as soon as her finances

permitted.

Graduate and Professional Study

Few women described their experiences in graduate or professional school

as positively as they spoke of their undergraduate education. Almost all of

the women who pursued PhDs remember times they were worn out, emotionally and

physically, or discouraged because their research wasn't going well and they

thought about quitting, although not one had considered dropping out of

college. Many report that the demands on time and energy that advanced

degree programs make of all students, regardless of gender, were compounded by

sexism, a feeling of isolation or loneliness in an environment where there

were few other women or minorities, and, for some black women, racism.

However, individual experiences varied widely from women who report strong

support and encouragement to women who were discouraged and unhappy but who

simply refused to give up. A black PhD said: "I don't think I ever thought

about not quitting. It was miserable. I didn't quit because I was Black and I

thought, if I quit, it was because they wanted me to quit because I was

Black."

Institutional Choice

Three-fourths of these women applied to at least two institutions. They

identified the programs they applied to by reading brochures and catalogs, by

asking undergraduate professors for advice and recommendations, and, in some

cases, by examining the research literature to find out where the important

research in their field was being conducted and who was conducting it. Two

1G
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women attended a guest lecture during their senior year of college where they

learned about the program that they subsequently attended. Four women said

that the deciding factor in their choice of a graduate program was the reputation

of a particular scientist under whose supervision they hoped to pursue their

research. Six women applied to only one institution: Four to the same

university that they had attended as an undergraduate and two to an institution

that had agreed to accept their application although the deadline had passed.

In fact, three applicants got into graduate school as the result of personal

intercession on their behalf: the two late applicants and a third woman who

decided where she wanted to go after applications were no longer being accepted.

Eight women attended two institutions in the course of their graduate

careers, including all three who got into graduate school as a result of

personal intercession on their behalf and three of the four women who began

their graduate work at their undergraduate institution. Another two women had

attended two institutions, earning a graduate degree at one university and pursuing

a medical degree at another.

While their reasons for entering a second university reflect a number of

considerations, our data do indicate that the women who were more systematic

in their initial selection of a graduate program tended to remain at the

university they entered and to complete their degrees faster. Of the twenty

women who pursued PhDs, thirteen did all their graduate work at one institution

and two made a carefully coordinated transfer to a second university early in

their graduate career. They earned their doctorates in 3 1/2 - 5 1/2 years

and average time to degree was 4.8 years. Five said they had completed their

PhDs faster than their fellow students and only two said that it took them

slightly longer. Five women earned a master's degree at one institution
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before entering a PhD program at another university. They spent from 6-9

years in graduate school and average time to degree was 7.2 years. The latter

group includes four of the seven women who entered graduate school with no

definite plans to continue after completing a master's degree. It also

includes the only women who interrupted their graduate work: two were out of

school for one academic year and one worked for 4 1/2 years before entering a

PhD program. One women says she finished faster than anyone had ever finished

in her PhD program (5 years) but explains that, because she took one year off

after earning an MS and changed universities, she had had to take all the

courses she took during her two years as a master's student over again. Thus,

these women tend to describe their time-to-degree as average or better, except

for the one who spent a total of nine years in graduate school, "longer than

anyone else."

Finances

Availability, amount, and type of financial aid was certainly a concern

and sometimes influenced the final choice between two institutions that otherwise

seemed equally attractive. However, institutional cost was never cited as

having affected our respondents' decisions about where to apply for advanced

study and only one woman said that she kad not attended her first-choice

institution because it did not offer her financial aid. Several pointed out

that they could not have continued their education without financial assistance.

The on'y women who had to asssume responsibility for a substantial

portion of their educational expenses pursued medical degrees.

With the exception of one medical student who received a public health service

scholarship that she must "repay" tnrough three years of public health

service upon completion of her training, these women received financial aid

packages comprised of about equal amounts of scholarship and loan support.

1 C2
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Three women who held master's degrees in technical fields reported that

their envloyers had underwritten their graduate education. Two worked while

pursuing a master's at a local university and the third was granted a one-year

leave of absence to pursue her degree at an out-of-state university. Her

employer paid her educational fees and provided a stipend to meet her personal

expenses.

The twenty-two remaining women who attended graduate school (including

the engineer who originally panned to earn a PhD and the two women who later

entered medical school) had either received a financial aid offer with their

letter of acceptance or been awarded a Ford Foundation fellowship for graduate

study. Seventeen entered graduate school with institutional or departmental

support in the form of stipends, teaching assistantships, research assistantships,

fellowships, tuition waivers, and federally-supported traineeships or predoctoral

fellowships. Of these seventeen, three applied for and were awarded Ford

fellowships during their first year of graduate study. Five women had applied

for and received Ford fellowships during their last year of college. Not one

of these eight fellows ever interrupted her education, although one was the

engineer who decided she wanted a terminal master's degree. A ninth woman who

had interrupted her education after earning a master's learned about the Ford

fellowship program when she decided to return to school for her PhD. She

applied despite personal reservations about participating in a program for

which only minorities were eligible:

It was the first time I had ever applied as a minority and I had never
been in any program where I was classified as a minority student.

I

always thought it would just be better to do it on my grades and whatever,
but my husband and I were both applying to graduate school. We knew we
couldn't both be in school at the same time unless I got a fellowship.

Another Chicana also remembered that she had had "huge moral qualms" about

applying for a Ford fellowship: "I was against programs that excluded
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people out of principle." She finally decided that "some Chicanos were

going to get it and I might as well be one of them." The only other woman for

whom receiving support from a program intended to increase minority enrollments

was an issue had received an institutional opportunity award as a master's

student. She had graduated phi beta kappa from the institution and resented

the fact that all the black students received opportunity awards while white

students were offered teaching fellowships: "What was wrong with our getting

up and teaching too?"

The women whose families were in no position to supplement their fellowship

or institutional support often reported that finances had been a persistent

concern. One explained:

It was hard to live on $350 a month in [an urban area]. Middle-class
kids can do it, but poor kids have a rough time. They don't have parents
why are gong to buy them a car or get them new shoes when they come home
for Christmas or send them a check for their birthday.

AnfAher woman says that, if she had realized how expensive it was to live in

the city she moved to in order to pursue a PhD, she might have chosen another

university.

Four women said they had assumed loans or taken a job in order to

meet their expenses. A white woman whose husband was also a PhD student and

who had a child said they had had to take out several loans and her husband

had worked during vacations. The other three were black women from low-income

families that had not been able to help them with their undergraduate expenses.

One took out a loan prior to receiving a Fo'd fellowship and also held part-time

work-study jobs during most of her graduate career. One took out loans as a

master's student and taught at a community college while she earned her PhD.

The third worked off-and-on while she pursued her master's but received
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adequate support for her doctoral study. The latter two did apply for and receive

dissertation-year grants from the Ford Foundation.

Institutional Location

Some women did report that institutional location or distance from home

was a consideration in deciding where to continue their education. Several

women who had attended a local or state school as undergraduates said that one

of their criteria for selecting a graduate program was that it be in some other

region of the country. On the other hand, several women who had earned their

bachelor's or master's degrees at out-of-state institutions said they had

applied to institutions where they would be nearer to their families.

All seven of the Puerto Rican women attended institutions on the East

coast, although three did apply to and receive ac eptances from universities

in other parts of the country. Only one said that location was a decisive

factor in her institutional choice and she chose a school in the Bronx where

her family lived over one in Manhattan. Although four of the six Chicanas

who pursued advanced degrees attended universities in California, all four had

applied to schools in other parts of the country and only two were Californians.

The institutional choices of black and white respondents reflect no regional

concentrations.

Institutions Attended

These women attended some of the most prestigious institutions in the

country, as Table 58 shows. Many minority women said that the encouragement

of some individual to "shoot for the stars" was critical to their decision to

apply to such highly respected universities. The Puerto Rican women whose
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TABLE 58

Institutions Interview Sample Members Attended as
Graduate or Professional Students

Baylor University College of Medicine
Boston Universitya
Brown University

City University of New York
Columbia University
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Rutherford Campus
Florida State University

George Washington University
Johns Hopkins University

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine,
Milton S. Hershey Medical Center

Stanford University
Temple University
Texas A & M University
Texas Southern Universitya
University of Arizona
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Boulder'
University of Dayton
University of Florida
University of Houston
University of Illinois
University of Iowa
University of Michigana
University of North Carolina
University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus
University of Southern California
Yale University

Yeshiva University, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

a
Awarded no degree higher than a master's to any member of the interview
sample.

b
No degree awarded.
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undergraduate mentor had to convince her to apply to schools in the States

which the young woman thought were "way too high" explains:

I think all minorities have this idea that no matter how good you
are, your preparation isn't good enough to compete. So rather than
meet the challenge, you go the easy way. For me, it was key
people at the right times saying "you can."

She experienced no academic problems during the transition to one of the

nation's ranking universities and was told, when she completed her PhD, that

her advisor had described her to a colleague as one of his two best students.

Only three women said they would choose a different university if they

had their educational decisions to make over again. One was a Puerto Rican

woman who chose a school where she felt safer living away from home

for the first time and where she had-been warmly received on a visit rather than

a larger, more prestigious university that offered her more financial aid.

Today, she says she would choose "the best graduate school I could get into."

The second was a black woma; who attended a university that enrolled very few

black students and was located in a community that had virtually no black

population. She says that she would never again choose an institution where

she had no social or cultural support system. The third was a white woman who

says she succumbed to the glamour of a "name" institution without investigating

faculty attitudes toward women students. She never felt welcome at the

university and had considerable difficulty finding a faculty member who would

agree to work with her. Judging from the reports of other women who attended

the same institution, this attitude toward women was department-specific: it

was not a problem that women in the biological sciences experienced.

The Transition to Advanced Study

The transition to graduate or professional school went smoothly for most

of the women we interviewed. Only three felt they were academically under-
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prepared for the demands of a graduate program. Their difficulties appeared

to stem from their lack of undergraduate research and lab experience. One

explained:

I didn't know how you looked things up in journals. I didn't
realize that you had to read some of the journals. I didn't know
how to write a research paper or how to do research or statistics
or any of that--I was so lacking in graduate school skills. All
my advisor could and did do was be very supportive, but I could
hardly expect him to spoon-feed me...and you're always caught
between asking a question because you need the information and not
asking it because you don't want them to know that you don't
know.

In addition to trying to remediate their academic deficiencies, all three were

also adjusting to being away from home for the first time.

A fourth woman reported that her academic adjustment was complicated by

the fact that she found herself worrying about grades for the first time in

her life:

The most disheartening part of going to graduate school for me was
that I lost a bit of my freedom to try things out. You had to be
more productive. I could feel myself becoming reluctant to try
things out because they might not work rather than trying them out
because they might work.

She, too, found herself away from home for the first time and described

herself as "shell-shocked" by the transition from a small private college to a

large state university.

Two black PhDs said they had experienced a kind of cultural shock during

their graduate careers. One had moved from a small local college to a large

institution in the northeast where people seemed cold and aloof in contrast to

the outgoing Southerners she was familiar with. The second had earned her

master's at a black university in the South where she received strong support

and encouragement. She describes her move to a PhD program as "a difficult

transition from a warm environment, emotionally and physically, to a very cold
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one." A third, who had grown up and attended college in the South, vividly

remembers arriving at a Northeastern graduate school: She was greeted by a

man with a deep Southern accent who had an enormous Confederate flag hung in

his office and who asked if he could help the "little lady." It was an

intimidating and somewhat misleading introduction to the East coast and to a

school that she subsequently discovered was very supportive and strongly

committed to minority education.

Encountering Sexism

Sexism appears to be much more pervasive at the graduate and professional

level than at the undergraduate level. About half of our respondents encountered

biases against women as they began to pursue advanced degrees. Usually this

was the first time they had been discouraged or treated differently from their

male peers because they were women. Sexism was expressed in a variety of

attitudes, assumptions, and behaviors: the attitude that women simply didn't

belong in the field or profession; the belief that women just didn't have what

it takes, in terms of talent or ability, to succeed in the field; avoidance by

professors who were obviously uncomfortable with women and who gave male

students more attention and guidance; and exclusion from opportunities to do

field work or from informal social events. Our respondents discovered no

satisfactory responses to being asked if they seriously intended to pursue a

career, to being spoken to condescendingly, or to being informed that there

wasn't a "decent woman" in their field.

In some cases, individual bias was obvious and the respondent was able to

avoid working with the person(s) who expressed it. For example, one women

made an appointment with a professor she had been told had to be on her

committee:
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The first thing he told me was: "The Germans have done your
research so it's useless." And he was incorrect. The second
thing he told me was that women were made for going into the
kitchen and bearing children, and for taking care of a family. I

told him "thanks but no thanks" and that was the end of him as far
as my committee was concerned. If I had taken his advice, I would
have quit around October of my first year in grad school.

Another woman changed departments after her first semester because she felt

she didn't need to disprove all the negative assumptions about women that the

faculty members obviously subscribed to,

In other cases, bias was subtle and the respondent recognized what was

going on only as the evidence accrued and, often, only after first going

through a period of self-examination because :he thought that something was

wrong with her. One woman said she worried that she was becoming paranoid

until people around her began to comment on her advisor's behavior:

He would ask [a male student] to look over a manuscript and give
him feedback right in front of me, but he would never ask me. I

gave good journal presentations and, after two or three professors
had complimented me, he would walk in and say: "That was a little
too fast." When [the male student] and I were choosing our
committees for our oral comprehensive exams, he told [the man]:
"I'm not worried about you. You've got it cold!" But he didn't
ask me about mine so I followed him into his office and said: "I
want to schedule mine for such-and-such a date." He said: "Okay,
but make sure another time later in November is available." I

asked why and he said: "Well, just in case you fail, you can take
it over again."

She did extremely well on the exam and, from then on, her advisor sought her

opinion and treated her as well as the male student, but she says that she

will never forget those first two years.

She was able to identify two factors that contributed to the problems she

experienced those first two years. One was the fact that her advisor had never

had a female graduate student before. As increasing numbers of women pursue

advanced degrees in traditionally male fields, the likelihood that their
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professors will have known other women who have successfully completed degrees

in the field also increases. Our respondents' reports suggest that it can be

as difficult to overcome the reservations of a professor whose previous women

students have dropped out of school as it is to be a faculty member's first

woman student. Women who have entered advanced degree programs more recently

than our respondents are more likely to have been preceded by sufficient

numbers of women who successfully completed their degree requirements to

demonstrate that one cannot use gender to accurately predict scientific

promise and commitment. Thus, we would hope that fewer and fewer women

entering advanced degree programs will find themselves confronted by the

burden of disproving stereotypic assumptions about women.

The second factor that she identified as having contributed to her

problems with her advisor was her own behavior: She had been brought up to be

modest about her accomplishments and to be quiet and respectful toward persons

of authority and people who were older than herself. Two other Hispanic

women, who also attended highly competitive graduate programs, reported that

their own reticence had been a barrier to their early progress. They received

less attention from the faculty and often found themselves observing rather

than participating in the activities and exchange that lead to faculty sponsor-

ship of their students' careers. Faculty members need to recognize that there

may be a discrepancy between the behavior they expect and reward and the

behavior that women have been brought up to consider appropriate. Furthermore,

entering students should be informed about the faculty's standards and expecta-

tions for student behavior. Unarticulated faculty expectations can create

unnecessary barriers. For example, one of the women didn't discover that her
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advisor's policy was to help those students who helped themselves until her

self-confidence had ben severely eroded by the advisor's apparent preference

for those students who were good at self-promotion. Had she known that her

advisor was waiting for her to show her willingness to fight for what she

wanted, she could have avoided considerable personal unhappiness and developed

a strong, supportive relationship with her advisor far sooner than she did.

Encountering Racism

The Hispanic women rarely felt that their ethnicity had affected the way

they were perceived or treated by their professors or student peers. The most

notable exception was a Chicana who entered a graduate pr.( ram in a city with

a large Hispanic population:

There was a feeling--although it was only expressed by a couple of
people--that the reason I had gotten in was because I was Mexican-
American, that I'd gotten in on a special program, and that I
wasn't smart enough or as smart.

Another Chicana who attended graduate school in the northeast described it as

"tire freest environment I had ever been in" and explained: "For the first

time, I felt as if I had a chance to make it or break it solely on my academic

merits." A Puell'o Rican woman who said that people had treated her "special" in

a positive way because she was from the island added: "I don't think that

would have happened if I'd studied in New York where there's a less exotic

aura." The Puerto Rican women who were graduates of Island universities did

go to graduate programs that were farther from New York than those attended by

the mainland Puerto Ricans. One of the mainland respondents thinks she didn't

have to deal with bias against Puerto Ricans because her last name doesn't

sound Hispanic and few people knew she was Puerto Rican. While the other two
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did not feel they had been treated differently because they were Puerto Rican,

both said that their close friends were other minority students who provided

peer support and that they had been active in efforts to increase minority

representation at their respective campuses.

In contrast to the experience of the Hispanic women, four of the seven

black women encountered racism in the course of their graduate careers. Of

the three who did not remember encountering bias, one is not physically

identifiable as Black, one attended an institution that was demonstrably

committed to minority education, and the third, who attended medical school,

recalls bias against women entering the profession but not toward minorities.

Like sexism, racism can be expressed covertly or overtly. Two of the

black women said that the racism they experienced was always subtle--an "aura

of patronization," comments that they overheard, "little problems that didn't

have to happen," and remarks that implied that they were beneficiaries of

special admissions efforts to increase minority enrollments. Racism is also

similar to sexism in that it is often difficult to unuerstand what's going on

and why, as one respondent explained: "You can tell when people have trouble

relating to you, but then you wonder if it's because of your personality or

becauw you're a women or because you're black." The two other women had

dealt with a professor who was so evidently racist that they had no difficulty

identifying the sou ,e of their problem with this individual. One was assigned

to a graduate advisor whose research goal was to prove the genetic inferiority

of blacks. Ignoring the evidence of her academic proficiency, he insisted

that she enroll in remedial courses and set out to improve her cultural

background which he a' ) assumed was deficient. Unable to imagine how long it

would take her to earn a PhD under his supervision or if it was even possible
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to do so, she transferred to another department.

The interview data indicate that racism can create barriers to graduate

school success and, certainly, that it can create an environment where students

feel prejudged and unwelcome. The data also suggest that Blacks are much

more likely to encounter prejudice than Hispanics, perhaps because Chicano and

Puerto Rican populations have concentrated in specific regions cf the country

and prejudice is correspondingly regionally specific.

Conclusion

Almost all of the women we spoke with felt that, as undergraduates, they

were accepted on their individual academic merit and accorded the same respect

and opportunities as their male peers. As they proceeded to advanced degree

programs, many encountered individuals who seemed skeptical about their

promise as scientists and their professional commitment. As long as women and

minorities remain underrepresented among graduate students and professionals in

scientific and technical fields, many will feel pressured to prove their

competence and their career commitment by working harder than the average

student or professional. One woman who remembers occasional teasing about her

"double advantage" as a minority women says: "I worked very hard never to be

seen as an exception or a special case."

These women attribute their achievements in part to "luck" not out of

modesty or because they feel they are undeserved, but because they know that

there are a substantial number of equally talented women and minorities who

could also have become scientists, engineers, mathematicians, or doctors if

only they had received some of the critical opportunities, information, and

encouragement that they had received. Indeed, these women feel they worked

/
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hard--often twice as hard as their male peers--to earn every degree, every

scholarship or fellowship, and every job offer they have received. But some

one or more people along the way--in high school, college, or graduate school- -

provided the advice, support, and encouragement that they needed to raise or

realize their educational and occupational aspirations.



Chapter Seven

Choosing and Pursuing Careers

These thirty women grew up in the 1950s and 1960s, when the terms

"career woman" and 'professional woman" usually referred to teachers,

nurses, and executive secretaries. They were in college or graduate school

before the women's movement gained national visibility, before anyone began

to count the number of women engineers, doctors, research scientists, college

professors, or corporate executives and ask why women were severely under -

represented in these fields, before people began o question whether women's

concentration in low-status, poorly paid jobs didn't represent a tremendous

waste of talent both for individual women and for society at large. When did

these women who grew up without the benefit of programs designed to foster

career awareness begin to think about careers? How did they go about finding

jobs in traditionally male fields? Do they feel that affirmative action affected

their job search and its income? How do they feel about their work and what

career plans and goals have they established for the future?

Developing Career Awareness

To the extent that these women thought about the future during their

childhood and teenage years, they expected to work when they grew up. Two-

thirds said their mother worked and so they assumed that they, too, would

work. Three of the ten women whose mothers were homemakers said their father

had strongly encouraged them to enter a traditionally male profession (law,

medicine, and veterinary medicine, respectively) and a fourth said: "My

father drummed into me that I had to be able to support myself. He felt very

strongly that you should have a career, some sort of profession that you

1'1"U
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could call your own." The only woman who said she expected to work but

only until she married came from an upper-middle-class family, had a non-

working mother, and said her father discouraged her from pursuing a graduate

degree because he thought that she was avoiding facing reality.

Early career interests reflect one's exposure to occupational alter-

natives. The most visible science-related career is medicine and almost half

(14) of our respondents said that they had once planned to become a doctor.

One-third of the minority women but none of the white women said that they had

identified a specific occupational goal prior to high school. It is interesting

to look at where these early aspirations came from: one woman wanted to be an

astronaut (she was so fascinated by the televised coverage of the space program

that her father called her "sputnik"), one planned to become an engineer (a

career her older brother was pursuing at the time); one who had read biographies

of Marie Curie and Pasteur had set her sichts on becoming "a scientist"; two

planned to become doctors (one hoped to be able to help her paren,_ who were

often ill, the other was influenced by a popular television show and, as the

image of its doctor hero wore thin, she renounced this goal and informed her

family that she would probably become a biologist instead); and two thought

they would teach, the only professional occupation they were aware of for

women in Puerto Rico.

Just over half (16) of our respondents said they knew, by the time they

entered college, that they wanted to pursue a scientific or technical career

and three said they reached this decision during their freshman year. While

most said this decision had simply evolved out of their interest in science

or math, three of the four women who had participated in special science

programs during high school traced their career commitment to this experience.

However, except for those women who planned to become doctors or engineers,

these women had no specific occupational goal in mind nor did they necessarily
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know what scientific field most interested them. One explains:

Already when I graduated from high school, my aspiration
was to become a scientist. I had enjoyed my experiences
in the lab. At that point, I had no career goal or plan
to get a PhD. I was going to college and I wanted to be
a scientist and exactly what that entailed was not clear
at all.

Eight said their decision to pursue a scientific or technical career was

made during college. They simply hadn't thought about careers and about

what they would do after they earned a bachelor's degree until then. Three

respondents said they had enrolled in graduate school without ever consciously

making a career decision. It was not until after they had taken what seemed

like the logical next step in the educational process that they began to

think about possible occupational outcomes.

As these women fulfilled their undergraduate coursework requirements

and worked on research projects, their experiences reinforced, focused, or

led them to redefine their earlier interests and goals. By the end of her

sophomore year, the woman who knew she wanted to become a scientist when

she entered college knew that she wanted to be a chemist: "Physics didn't

interest me that much and biology didn't involve as much of the kind of lab

work that I wanted and enjoyed." Other women who were attracted to a general

field, like biology, discovered more specific interests in botany, genetics,

icthyology, and biochemistry. Some revised their career plans as they dis-

covered new interests. For example, one woman who entered college planning

to go on to medical school and become a pathologist subsequently decided to

become a chemist which meant that she had to take physics: "When I took

physics, I decided chemists didn't really know what went on in the atom,

physicists did. I decided to be a physicist."

Just as medicine was the most obvious early career choice for our

respondents, those who decided to pursue graduate degrees tended to aspire



to careers as 011ege teachers. Of the fifteen who entered graduate school

planning to earn a PhD, fourteen expected to become university professors.

One explained:

My only idea, in terms of a career goal, was that when I
finished my doctorate I would be a professor at a univer-
sity. This was what I thought there was: you taught and
worked in the lab. And that was a perfectly fine thing.
I thought that if you went to work in industry, they would
dictate what you would do and where and how.

The fifteenth woman said she got most of her information on careers from

reading brochures about graduate programs:

Teaching was the career they talked about most--teaching
and research. At that time, my senior year in college, I
had been involved in research with one of the graduate
school professors and I thought that was very interesting
and I would enjoy that kind of challenging situation. So
my idea was to get a degree, return to Puerto Rico, and
do research through the university or [a research center].

Seven women entered graduate school planning to earn a terminal master's

degree: two hoped to teach at the college level, two were interested in

pursuing research careers, and three said they had had no career goal in

mind when they began their graduate work. All seven went on to pursue PhDs

and all considered the possibility of a university teaching career at some

point in graduate school.

As graduate students, these women confirmed or disconfirmed their

interest in teaching and research and expanded their knowledge of career

cptions. Of the eighteen women who were teaching assistants in the course

of their graduate careers, eight found that they really enjoyed teaching and

working with students. One says this was a major factor in her decision to

return to graduate school for a PhD: "I still want to teach, preferably at

a :our-year college where you have science and nonscience majors. I like

working with kids who think they hate science Ind showing them how it relates

to what they do every day." Much as they enjoyed teaching, two of these
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women found academic research "too isolated" and subsequently entered

medical school. However, one did complete her PhD "because I really

enjoyed teaching and wanted to take advantage of the future possibility

that I might want to go into academic medicine." On the other hand, five

women said their experience as teaching assistants confirmed their interest

in research careers that were unencumbered by teaching responsibilities.

Our respondents' interest in nonacademic jobs increased during graduate

school as they learned more about opportunities in other settings, as they

met people who worked in industry, federal labs, and museums, and as they

became clearer about what kind of job would best suit their interests. Three

women said that conditions in the academic labor market prompted their decision

to find employment elsewhere. They had watched postdocs who applied for

faculty positions year after year without success, the annual turnover of

young assistant professors at the institutions where they were doing their

graduate work, and the problems that even tenured professors were facing in

the competition for increasingly scarce research funds. A fourth woman

attributes her growing interest in working in the private sector to her dis-

illusionment with the pettiness and politics of academic science. Whatever

career paths these women have taken or plan to take, they have chosen jobs

that interest them and that offer opportunities for continued professional

growth.

As our respondents' knowledge of scientific and technical careers

expanded, their career goals changed and became more focused. As they moved

through the educational system, they chose particular fields and tested out

their interest in teaching and research. As they proceed along the career

paths they have chosen, they continue to examine their alternatives and to

establish new goals.



Entering the Labor Market

With the exception of four of the youngest respondents who entered

college in 1971 and who were still completing or had just finished their

training, all of our respondents had worked. In looking at how they went

about finding jobs and what kinds of positions they sought and found, it

is important to distinguish among those who sought employment after earning

a baccalaureate, a master's degree, or a medical degree or doctorate.

Bachelor's Degree Job Seekers

Seven women entered the labor market after earning a bachelor's degree:

*three engineering majors, three math majors, and one geology major. Six had

already begun to think about pursuing advanced degrees: two wanted a break

from school, two would have gone on had they had the funds to pay for further

education, and two sought and found jobs that enabled them to pursue their

master's while working. Two of the math majors became secondary school

teachers: one taught high school math for four years before returning to

graduate school, the other taught part-time for a year and then accepted a job

as statistics officer at the university where she was taking graduate courses.

Two of the remaining five women never actively sought jobs. One was an

engineer WAO had worked for several companies as an undergraduate; her last

employer invited her to remain with the company. The other was the geology

major who was offered a job in the petroleum industry by a division geologist

she met through a friend's father during Christmas vacation of her senior

year in college. Reluctant as she was to go into industry and to return to

her hometown, the lack of alternatives and an offer for "more money than I

believed I would ever make" helped her to overcome her reservations. She was

An eighth woman whose applications to veterinary school and medical school
were not accepted spent one year working as a waitress before enrolling in
graduate school.
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also strongly encouraged by one of her professors who felt that every

geologist should work in the petroleum industry and that she had to stay

in the field if she hoped to enter graduate school later on.

Three women actively sought first jobs in traditionally male fields:

two engineers who began their job searc through college placement offices

and a math major who wanted to become a engineer. One engineer did inter-

view widely but admits "in my heart, I ally wanted to go home." She looked

for a position with a company that offere a program where she could work and

go to graduate school. When a company in r hometown offered her a job that

allowed her to attend school full-time, she jumped at the offer. The second

engineer accompanied her boyfriend to a city halfway across the country and

then flooded the job market with resumes. She received two offers and

accepted the closest one since she ,..dn't have a car. The aspirins engineer

took advantage of a trip to neighboring state to visit a lab (a prime govern-

ment contractor) whose work she had heard about in her college courses. She

had her name added to the lab's campus recruitment list. Returning home, she

interviewed with companies doing work in energy fields and, just as she was

about to follow her parents' advice and look for a job in insurance, ,oe

recruiter interviewed her:

He decided he liked me and was impressed with my background
even though I didn't have the engineering background they
usually look for. He did everything in his power to get
me an interview at the lab. He encouraged me and spoke up
for me.

She was offered a job through the lab's affirmative action program that gave

her release time, first to take undergraduate engineering courses at the local

university and then to attend one of the nation's top-ranked engineering pro-

arams.

Of these seven women, two still work for their first employer, two

completed higher degrees before seeking another position, and three changed



jobs after gaining work experience but no additional educational credentials.

The math major who worked while pursuing her master's interviewed with a

NASA campus recruiter: "Working for NASA was always my dream since I was

ten years old. I thOught this was just a dream, that it was impossible."

When a job offer came through, she accepted it and moved to the mainland,

abandoning her partially-written master's thesis. The other two job changers

actively sought new positions. After over two years with her first employer,

the geologist wanted to find a position with a company that would provide

training in geophysics. She launched a brief but intensive local job search:

"I interviewed everybady and pulled all my connections and found out every

job that was available." She also worked with a head-hunter. The engineer

who had accompanied her boyfriend to one city returned to her home state one

year later when he was accepted by a medical school there. Anxious to have a

job, she accepted an offer before moving back: the commute which seemed

reasonable from several thousand miles away was too much and the work wasn't

challenging. After three months, she found another position through a college

classmate. Although she established contacts with head-hunters and inter-

viewed every few nonths "to keep in practice," she remained with the company

for four years. When the company laid her off due to financial difficulties,

she quickly found a new position through her head-hunter contacts.

Of the six women who held one or more traditionally male jobs, five feel

that aflirmathe action played a positive role in their search for employment,

especially in finding their first job. One of the engineers explains:

Tt forces employers to really cons-icier you. I was still a
very feminine character and I dressed up in frilly little
dresses. If there hadn't been affirmative action, I don't
think they would have taken me seriously.

After accepting her first job, the geologist learned that the man who hired her

had had to JO to the company's corporate headquarters and fight "because I was



a woman and because the,' never hired people without a master's which I

didn't have. But the biggest problem was that I was a woman." Not

surprisingly, the math major who wanted to become an engineer feels that

she wouldn't be where she is today without affirmative action:

I don't think that I would have had the stamina to pursue
a master's without the support and encouragement I got
from [her employer]. The affirmative action program
got me in the door. They never would have hired me other-
wise. ,

Once hired, these women found they had to prove that, although affirmative

action might have helped them get the job, they were as qualified to do the

work as any other employee. Occasionally, they had to overcome resentment

from coworkers who hadn't had similar "advantages." One engineer said:

I think the people who are not part of the affirmative
action pool feel negatively affected or think that maybe
you are not qualified for the job and you're just being
hired because you are a minority or a woman.

Hard work, competent performance, and patience overcame skepticism and

earned them the respec. of their colleagues even in such male bastions as

tracking stations and oil rigs.

In sum, the women who sought employment after earning a bachelor's

degree had majored either in fields that provided job-relevant training

(engineering and geology) or math, a field with no obvious connection to any

job other than teaching. They tended to look for jobs locally and only two

relocated to accept a job offer. The three enginee,s and the geologist held

a total of eight jobs, all in the private sector. Two found their first job

through personal contacts, one through her college placement office, and one

by circulating her resume among local employers. Professional contacts and

head-hunters were the key sources of assistance in finding subsequent jobs.

The three math majors held a total of four jobs, three in the public sector

and one with a prime government contractor. Two women found nontraditional



jobs by interviewing with campus recruiters, though one woman initiated the

interview. Of the six women who held one or more nontraditional jobs, five

feel that affirmative action helped them in their job search, principally

by "opening doors" that led to their first job in a traditionally male field.

Master's Degree Job Seekers

Five women sought their first job after receiving a master's degree and

an engineer who had worked while earning her master's degree subsequently

changed jobs. Two biology majors and a physicist had entered graduate school

planning to earn a terminal master's degree and, although all three were

considering going on for a PhD, they felt it was time for a break before making

a final decision. Two women had planned to earn PhDs, one in biology and one

in engineering, but left graduate school after earning a master's degree.

All three women with a master's in biology found jobs in education: one

taught biology as a Peace Corps volunteer, one taught high school science at a

Catholic girls' school, and one worked as a tutor, prehealth counselor, and

finally as director of a program for science-oriented minority undergraduates

sponsored by a university affirmative action program. The high school science

teacher had left home for the first time when she went to graduate school: "I

,)

thought with a master's I could come back and teach in one of the smaller col-

leges or the junior college." She was quickly disabused of this notion: "People

wrote back saying they'd gotten PhDs who were willing to take paycuts for these

positions... and suggesting I go on for a PhD." Nonetheless, she was tired of

school and, anxious to go home, she refused a job offer from a lab at a uni-

versity in the state where she had done her graduate work. She found her first

job through her brother who met someone who told him about the high school

opening. Similarly, the woman who worked for the affirmative action program

found her job through personal contacts. She had worked for the program as a
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volunteer and as a summer employee while she was in graduate school.

The high school science teacher was the only one of these three women

who changed jobs before resuming her education. After six months of teaching,

she applied for local summer jobs everywhere that had an electronmicroscope:

"I knew I wasn't getting any of my research techniques." She found a position

as a lab technician at a medical school and was invited to stay on in the fall.

Unable to accept because she had signed a teaching contract, she arranged to

continue working in the lab ten hours a week. When the school year ended, she

returned to the lab and remained there for three years. During the last two

years, she took classes with the medical students and, encouraged and pushed

to go on by the people she was working with, decided to enter a PhD program.

The engineer who worked in industry while earning her master's became

disillusioned with the private sector: "I wanted something more out of

working." Suspecting that perhaps teaching would be more satisfying, she

moved across the country to accept a faculty position at an historically

black college. Within less than a year, she found she missed industry which

now seemed a better choice. She was approached by a corporate recruiter,

interviewed, and returned to industry. She accepted the offer because the work

sounded interesting, the salary offer was very good, and the position was in

her hometown: "I wanted to come home but not +: just any job, so I saw it as

an answer to a prayer."

The engineer who entered the labor market after earning her master's

degree found a summer job in industry during graduate school through the campus

placement center. At the end of summer. the corporation's career place-

ment officer told her that the company wanted her to work for them as soon as

she earned her degree. She decided to accept the offer and never really

sought a job. She believes that affirmative action influenced her offer in



in that she came in at a higher salary than most of the men who were hired

at the same time: "I think they were afraid of losing a prospective candidate."

Thus, the only woman who found her first job by conducting a job search

was the physicist. Recently married to a fellow graduate student, she moved

to his hometown. She found a position in medical research at a hospital

through an employment agency: "I was essentially a glorified lab assistant,

although I was making good money." She discovered that "to do any kind of

research on the level I wanted, I was going to have to get the PhD." The

next academic year she and her husband returned to graduate school.

In summary, of the five women who entered the labor market for the first

time after earning a master's degree, four held degrees in the life or physical

sciences (in contrast with one of the seven bachelor's-level job seekers) and

the fifth was an engineer who had originally planned to pursue a college

teaching career. Including a sixth woman who began working after receiving her

bachelor's degree in engineering and changed jobs after earning her master's,

these women held a total of eight jobs, six in the public sector. Both women

who worked in the private sector were engineers and both were recruited for

these positions. The only woman who relocated to accept a job offer was an

engineer. As with the women who began working after receiving a baccalaureate,

these women looked for their first job locally or were offered local jobs before

they began seeking employment. Again, we find that personal and past work

contacts were particularly helpful in finding a first job; one woman found her

first job indirectly through a campus placement office; and one used an

employment agency. Of the four women who subsequently returned to school,

three said they were encouraged to do so by people they met througn their jobs

and by a growing understanding that they needed a higher degree to realize

their occupational aspirations and interests.



Doctorate and MD Job Seekers

Thirteen women completed doctorates and one finished all of her medical

training before ever entering the labo, force. Of the six women wno returned

to school after working for one to four vears, three 1 ere still students at

the time of the interview and thre' had reentered the labJr market with

doctorates. Eleven of the sixteen PhDs hold degrees in the biological sciences,

four in the physical sciences, and one in mathematics. Two accepted tneir

first job as early as 1974, and two as recently as 1980.

The academic career path. Nine women, all of whom had earned PhDs in

the life sciences, said that college teaching was still their career goal at

the end of graduate school. Since postdoc experience is generally a pre-

requisite for a faculty position in the sciences, six never considered looking

for anything but a postdoc. Two applied for both faculty openings and postdocs

and one applied for postdocs only after a survey of the job market in her

field failed to identify any curator or faculty openings. In lookirg for

positions, four of these nine women had to take their spouse's plans or job

commitment into consideration. Five women located postdocF pretty much on

their own by identifying and approaching scientists whose labs they wanted to

work in. One of the five reports that her department chairman did introduce

her to his professional contacts in the city where she was conducting her job

search, but none of the other four received such assistance. One of these

women turned down the postdoc offer she had worked so aard to get. She was

the only married woman who considered relocating on her own and would have done

so had she not been mugged shortly before she was to move. Unable to face a

strange city alone, she accepted a postdoc offer from a faculty member at the

local university. Two women learned about their postdocs from their graduate

advisors who sponsored them for the positions. Only two women found their

first job by going through more formal channels: one applied for site-specific
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postdoctoral fellowships that required formal research proposals and the

other responded to ads in Science and job announcements posted in her

department. This last woman received and accepted a position as an assistant

professor. A tenth woman, the MD, was also offered a faculty position. She

said that she had always had "a lot of educational plans but beyond that I

hadn't thought about what I wanted to do." As the end of her residency neared,

she sought her department chairman's advice about what she should do next. To

her surprise, he suggested she stay on as an instructor while she made up her

mind. She attributes this offer, which she accepted, to a very good report

from a surpervising physician. E4 ht of these ten women relocated: two left

the4r home state for the first time and one returned, having restricted her job

search to that state. Six of the eight postdocs were at a university, one

was in a government lab, and une was at a museum.

At the time of the interviews, four women were still completing their

first postdoc, two had begun a second postdoc, one had moved into a research

staff position in a government lab, and one had found a faculty position at

the medical school where she did her postdoc. The two women who started their

careers as faculty members had both been promoted. Of the four women who

changed jobs, three found their second job through personal contacts. Acting

on the department chairman's recommendation, one woman moved on to a second

postdoc at the university where she did her first postdoc. Although she had

planned to move, her plans were contingent on her husband's success in finding

a new job and his search yielded no interesting offers. The other woman who

took a second postdoc learned of the position she accep%ed at a government lab

from a graduate school friend. She had turned down research staff offers at

two government labs because sl. still wanted an academic career. She had also

refused "a fantastic opportunity' to set up and manage a university research

facility because she was offered a staff position with no assurances that it
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could lead to a faculty position: "Staff positions are easy for women to

get into, but hard to get out of." The postdoc who did move into a faculty

job attributes her offer to the intervention and advocacy of an assistant

professor in a related field: "It was the first time a woman stepped in

and made a tremendous impact on my career. She knew my work and suggested

to her chairman that they consider creating a position for me." The woman

approached both her own chairman and the postdoc's chairman who pooled their

resources to find the funds and space necessary to support the position. The

fourth job changer and her spouse decided to move back to the east coast,

choosing a city where they both would have job prospects. Having geographically

defined the area in which she would seek a job, she set out to find a research

position. She found a job in a government lab without help from her postdoc

advisor who was upset by her refusal to accept a job in another location that

he wanted her to take.

Informal channels were the route to jobs in the academic labor market for

most of these women. Some approached prospective employers on their own

initiative, others were introduced to prospective employers or recommended

for jobs by professional contacts they had made as graduate students or post-

docs and, in one instance, as a resident physician. Only two women thought

that affirmative action might have influenced the outcome of their job search

and both had found employment by going through more formal channels. The

woman who found a faculty position by responding to advertised openings says

she really does think that affirmative action helped: "The schools that I

applied to all seemed strongly interested in me because I was an affirmative

action candidate." The other who had written research proposals for post-

doctoral support observed that her employer's office of fellowships and grants

was staffed by women who might have encouraged the appointment of women.
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However, the other respondents felt affirmative action exerted little or no

influence in the academic labor market.

The nonacademic career path. By the time they earned their PhDs, four

women had lost interest in teaching, two were reevaluating their interest in

academic careers, and one who had strong prospects for either a teaching or

a research job in Puerto Rico had her career plans completely disrupted by

marriage to someone who worked on the mainland and who, furthermore, could

not pursue his career on the island. This last woman and one of the women who

was reassessing her interest in teaching held degrees in the life sciences,

four were physical scientists, and one was a mathematician. The three women

wno had not ruled out the possibility of an academic career did go through the

preliminary motions: one lined up a postdoc and two applied for faculty

positions. Each one also applied for one nonacademic job that led to an offer

they accepted: a research staff position in the private sector, a job as

curator of publications, and an application to become an astronaut brought one

woman the offer of her own research lab at NASA. The woman who entered the

corporate world attributes her job offer to the s'ronsurship of a graduate

school dean who pointed her out to the company as a promising young scientist.

The woman who became a curator had been doing some part-time editing and

research work at the organization that hired her.

Of the four women who were no longer interested in teaching, three

wanted to pursue research careers and the fourth--the mathematician--said that

she set out with an open mind to see what she could find in the local labor

market. It is interesting to note that the two married women both complete:i

their degrees a year before their spouse did and accepted interim teaching

positions at the institution where they completed their graduate work. Both

physicists looked for postdocs, using professional contacts to identify open-

ings. One said she also responded to ads in Physics Today and used employment



services at professional meetings. A scientist at a private research

corporation that funded postdocs saw her name in a professional association

registry and contacted her with a postdoc offer. It was, she said, her only

offer and she accepted. The other physicist said that she and her husband,

who was in a more specialized field, began their job search by identifying

organizations that might be able to offer both of them jobs. Their best

prospects outside of industry, where they preferred not to work, appeared to

be with a national lab. After refusing an offer from their first-choice

lab because her husband's application was turned down, she accepted a postdoc

at another lab that offered her husband a staff position. The chemist, who

was interested in "industrial-type research," was also married to a man whose

field offered fewer relocation possibilities. Howeve, this couple conducted

independent job searches, investigating local prospects for their spouse on

interviewing trips. Although she was offered two jobs with companies she

identified through the university career placement center, she received the

offer she accepted with a prime government contractor after completing a job

application that her husband brought back from a successful interview trip.

The mathematician also used her graduate school's career placement services

in conducting her job search. She narrowed her choice to a corporation and a

university-affiliated research organization. She chose the research organ-

ization in part because she did not want to do defense-related work, but

reports that she almost accepted the corporate offer because she wasn't sure

that her PhD was from a sufficiently prestigious university. A friend finally

convinced her that she would be foolish to refuse the job she preferred because

she was intimidated by the organization's reputation.

Thus, four of the women who took jobs outside of academe accepted re,

search staff positions, two took postdocs, and one became a curator. Four





were employed by the Federal government directly or indirectly, two were

in the private sector, and one worked for a botanical garden. At the time

of the interviews, two women were with a second employer, two had assumed

a different position with their first employer, and three were still in

their first job. Three of the four job changers were married: one was a

postdoc who moved into a staff position with her postdoc employer, one

moved to the lah where her husband was employed, and one had taken a sabbatical

from her job in the lab to work as a corporate recruiter. The only woman who

relocated was unmarried when her first postdoc ended. She responded to ads

and used her professional association's employment services to identify research

openings in the private sector and at national labs in the western states.

Two women were certain that affirmative action had not played any role in

their job search. One said:

Everyone assumed that women in science had it made,
but I never found that to be the case. A couple of
places wanted my resume to show the affirmative action
office that they had tried, but they didn't offer me
a job.

Two women who work as researchers in government labs would prefer to think

that their job offers were based solely on their academic qualifications and

that affirmative action was not a consideration,. However, one says she's

found nat "the possibility of just going in as an anonymous candidate and

being judged by the regular standards gets thrown out the window as soon

as it's found out that I'm female and Black." The other admits that she

"wouldn't be surprised if they were attracted by an opportunity to get a

person with good credentials who was also a woman and Puerto Rican." Four

women said that they did feel that affirmative action had influenced the out-

come of their job search, primarily by "opening doors" to interviews. The

woman who was essentially recruited by a corporation feels that affirmative
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action provided the impetus that led the company to seek her out and

invite her to visit their research center. The mathematician believes

affirmative action helped her get interviews with some companies that

would otherwise have ignored her application.

Summary. Sixteen women sought jobs after earning a PhD, thirteen

for the first time, and a seventeenth entered the labor force after complet-

ing her medical training. Nine of the eleven women with doctorates in the

life sciences entered the academic career path, accepting postdocs or faculty

positions, while all five women with PhDs in the physical sciences or math

sought research positions. All seven women who accepted positions outside

of academe formally applied for jobs, while eight of the ten women in the

academic career path either approached or were introduced to the individual

who offered them the job that they accepted. Only women who had formally

applied for jobs believed or suspected that affirmative action had affected

their job search.

Women who held doctorates were far more likely to seek and accept jobs

that required them to relocate than were women who sought work after earning

a bachelor's or master's degree. Thirteen moved to accept their firs} job: the

three who did their graduate work in their home state moved out of state and

only two women rewrned to their home state after doing their graduate work

elsewhere. Of the remaining four women, two accepted a position at the

university where they had earned their highest degree, one remained in the

same city, and the fourth sought work in the city she had moved to after get-

ting married and before completing her PhD. Doctoral degree-holders were also

much more likely to be married than job seekers with a bachelor's or master's

degree. Married women reported that their spouse's plans or job commitments

were a major consideration in their search for employment. This is clearly
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reflected in the job-seeking behavior of the eight women who had changed

jobs since entering the labor force: the two unmarried women were the only

ones who conducted a geographically unrestricted job search.

Work Experiences

Most of the women we interviewed spoke about their jobs in very

positive terms. They liked their work, they feel that their coworkers and

supervisors accept them as competent professionals, and they believe that

they have as much responsibility as their male peers. There are exceptions

and job experiences do differ by employment sector and type of employment.

However, the similarities of postdoc experiences transcend differences in

postdoctoral setting. Ten women held a total of twelve postdocs and most

describe their experience as productive and satisfying, professionally and

personally. The most notable exception is the one woman who did her post-

doctoral research at the university where she earned her doctorate because

her husband worked there, She feels that she wasted her time in a lab where

no one else worked during her first postdoc, and said her second postdoc was

equally isolated and lacking in collegial support until she managed to establish

a collaborative arrangement with someone in another lab. A second woman said

she did "interesting work and accomplished some things": as a postdoc, but had a

tension-fraught relationship with her advisor who exhibited little faith in

the abilities of his female students and postdocs. She had limited her search

for a postdoc to the university where her husband wanted to do his graduate

work. None of the other postdocs restricted their job search to one institution

and all of these women describe their advisor as supportive and say that there

was a great deal of collegial interaction in the lab.

,



Educational Institutions

Fourteen women had held at least one full-time position at a university,

one had worked at a museum and one at a botanical garden. Three women worked

at a university before going on for a higher degree. Two enjoyed their jobs

and said the encouragement and support of people they met through their work

was critical to their decision to seek a higher degree. The third held an

administrative job that she found routine and boring once mastered. Women

who held postdocs in academic settings were particularly pleased with their

opportunities for continued learning and their freedom to pursue research

in a supportive environment.

Six women taught at a university, although two did so only because they

were waiting for their husband to complete his graduate work and a third

returned to industry after one year. One of the women who accepted an

interim teaching position remembers that they didn't think a women could do

it." When the man who was offered the position turned it down, they changed

the teaching responsibilities and offered her the job at a lower salary. The

three women who remained in academe were assistant professors at the time of

the interviews. All reported having had to take an assertive role in monitor-

ing their career advancement. One said that, unlike her male peers, she had

had to personally negotiate her promotion and salary increases: "Men take

care of and fight for each other. I have not had that kind of mentoring." A

second women successfully filed a grievance for retroactive back pay when the

university hired two men with less teaching experience at a higher rank and

salary a year after she was hired. Two women ielt they had a heavier load

of committee and public service work than their male peers. One explained:

"Because I'm the only woman so-and-so around, I tend to get asked to do a lot

of different things, not so much by the department but by the school and
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outside groups, and it's hard to limit myself and say no." Both women

regret that they don't have more time for their own research. The third

woman had been able to concentrate on her research for two years thanks to

a faculty development award that freed her from some of her teaching respon-

sibilities. All three women like teaching and interacting with students,

enjoy working in an academic setting, and are actively involved in efforts

to improve the representation of minorities and women in their field and at

their institution. Indeed, one has assumed administrative responsibility

for looking after the affairs of nontraditional students and actively recruits

prospective female and minority students.

The curator also enjoys her work very much, particularly her professional

independence, and only regrets having so little time for her own research.

Although she once sought a faculty position and does teach through her employer's

adult education program, she has no interest in seeking a faculty position, nor

does she feel she would be competitive after almost four years outside of the

academic world.

Government Labs

Ten women had worked in a federal lab, a national lab, for a prime

government contractor, or for a university-affiliated lab that did government

research. They describe their work as challenging and interesting, and

especially enjoy the problem-solving aspects of their jobs. Regardless of

their work setting,'these women felt their experience, in terms of job responsi-

bilities and treatment on the job, was similar to that of their male peers.

One woman says she does wonder "if men have to defend and explain their work

as much" and another observes that being a woman brings added visibility to

her work including any mistakes that she makes.
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Several women did feel that they had had to stand up for themselves

and prove their competence to gain the professional respect of their col-

leagues in situations where a man would not have had to do so. One of these

women says she has been assisted by a supervisor who has become a mentor:

his confidence in her abilities and faith in her potential has "carried over"

and helped her gain the respect of her coworkers. She feels her professional

experience has differed from that of her male peers in that she has had to

learn how to deal with stress and conflict in a professional setting: "I'm

highly emotional and I don't like to argue. I've always regarded the fact

that my emotions were on the surface and that I reacted with them as a special

quality." She quickly learned, however, that being so emotionally reactive

was neither an appropriate nor an effective way to resolve work-related dis-

agreements.

The Private Sector

Six women had held at least one job in the private sector and a seventh

did her postdoc at a private research organization. Women appear to encounter

more difficulty gaining professional acceptance in the business world than in

academe or government labs. One woman who moved into a private sector research

lab after earning her PhD says:

You feel that once you get your degree and enter the
profession, things are going to be smooth sailing.
It turns out that the further you go along, the more
and more difficult it becomes to establish your credi-
bility, to be treated as a peer, to be respected for
your ideas, and to be respected the same way.

She found she often I.,ad to remind her colleagues that she was a member of the

research group and expected to be treated as one: "A lot of times, particularly

in a research environment, projects, ideas, and inventions come about when

people interact at a certain level socially and being a woman can exclude you



from a great deal of that interaction." Her frustration contributed to her

decision to take an administrative sabbatical after four years in the lab.

Four of these women were engineers who enjoyed their work and felt

their responsibilities were equivalent to those of their male peers. Two

feel that they have established their technical credibility once and for all,

one has orly been working for a year and is still struggling to do so, and

one, who works for a counseling firm, says: "What bothers me most in my

professional experience is feeling that, because I'm a women, I always have

to prove myself before I'm accepted." Like the PhD, one woman feels cut off

from the male communication ,network and is concerned about how this will

affect her professional advancement. She has adopted an assertive strategy

of making appointments with high-level managers to discuss her career goals

and seek information and advice. A second woman says that her immediate

supervisor had adopted her as his protege and is pushing her ahead. She is

extremely pleased with her joh and remarked: "The executive vice-president

is a woman and it may be coincidental but this is the first company [of four]

where I've felt no prejudice against women." In fact, this woman seriously

considered bringing a sex discrimination suit against one of her previous

employers who laid her off after four years while retaining the services of a

man who had been hired for a comparable position six months earlier.

Corporate attitudes apparently do affect individual experiences. The

woman who had worked in the petroleum industry reports that her first employer

made a policy decision "before I even arrived that I would be treated just the

way the men were treated. And they did, as far as I could tell." However, she

was less fortunate when she changed jobs. Despite warnings from a former

professor and over the strenuous objections of the head-hunter she was working

with--"She said the company I was considering had a horrible reputation for



dealing with women"--she accepted the offer because:

I was different. Those were other women. I'd had
a really good interview and I didn't feel it would
be that way. I'd had some terrible interviews with
companies that said flat out: "We don't want girls"
--it's always "girls"--or "We already have a girl."

She quickly learned that she wasn't different and after several incidents where

she was assigned to clerical work that none of the male trainees were asked

to perform, she left the company.

Summary

These women's reports reflect a high level of job satisfaction, although

the postdocs are anxious to move on to more permanent jobs. What they like

most about their jobs, regardless of their employment sector, are opportunities

for continued learning and professional development, independence, the fact

that their work is interesting and challenging, and interacting with colleagues

whom they like and respect. Women who work in academic settings particularly

like the interaction with students and their freedom to pursue independent

research. Researchers who work in government labs and for prime government

contractors find their work interesting and challenging; they enjoy applying

their skills to a research problem; and several spoke of the satisfaction they

derive from working on "important" projects that are advancing scientific

knowledge. Most of the private sector employees were engineers who especially

liked the problem-solving aspects of their work; they sought jobs that provided

them with opportunities for professional growth. No employment setting was

free of sexism, but women in the private sector were most likely to feel that

they had encountered problems gaining the respect and acceptance of their

colleagues. Women often feel cut off from the male communication network and

mentoring system and, thus, feel that they must assume a more assertive role

than their male peers in seeking out information and positioning themselves to

advance in their careers. Interestingly, none of the minority women felt that



racism had been a problem in their professional career, although sexism

had been.

Career Goals

Women who were working generally expected to remain and advance in the

career path they chose after completing their formal education. Those who

were still completing their training had seriously thought about their

career futures. Only one of the eight postdocs who originally planned to

pursue an academic career has lost interest in her earlier career goal. She

was always more interested in research than in teaching and, at the end of her

postdoc, she took a research staff position in a government lab: "I still

thought I wanted to work in a lab pretty much forever." She finds her work

interesting but underpaid and says she would like to move into an administrative

position in a private sector or government lab or research center: "I'dlike

a hybrid position that allows me to stay in close contact with what's going on

in the lab as well as getting my foot into administration." Her loss of

interest in academe stems in part from her feeling that the most exciting work

that's going on in her field is the applied research that's being done in the

private sector and in research institutes: "For the longest time there's

been snobbery between basic and applied research, but now applied seems to be

coming into its own."

The belief that basic research is "better" or a more noble pursuit is

reflected in the comments of women who aspire to academic careers, few of

whom have ever ventured out of academe. One asserts that "industry is a cop-

out because they don't care about pure science," while others feel that working

in industry would be "too limiting" or "restricted." One woman who took a

postdoc in a federal lab reports that she was really surpi sed to find that she



liked working there. While they perceive academe as a freer environment in

which to pursue research, most also want to teach and enjoy interactinj with

students. Several say they feel a real commitment to educating people about

how important science is and how much fun it can be. A medical student

who holds a PhD says she wants to go into academic medicine: "I feel

there's a great need for minorities in the educational system, not only

as role models but to do active things like recruit and retain students."

The five postdocs and the three students who aspire to academic careers

point out that the scarcity of faculty positions in many of their fields

will certainly affect their career decisions. Two of the three as.,istant

professors plan to continue teaching and hope to expand the scope of their

already impressive research activities, and the third, the MD, describes

herself as "leaning toward staying in academic medicine." What she regrets

about academic medicine is not having patients of her own, but she says

her ideal job uld be an administrative position in the department of her

medical specialization at a medical school.

In addition to the woman who left the academic career path and moved

into a government research lab, seven women have managerial aspirations.

They want to be less involved in the technical side of engineering, the

routine lab work, or the manipulation and analysis of data and more responsi-

ble for project management. The assumption of more administrative responsi-

bility is the clear path to career advancement in their job settings. Three

women dream of opening their own business once they have acquired the technical

skills and experience they need. Of these eleven women, the only one with a

degree in the life sciences is the woman who defected from the academic career

pato.



Four of the eight remaining women hold or are about to earn PhDs in the

biological sciences, three are in medical fields, and one is an engineer. One

PhD is a curator and, beyond devoting more time to research, forsees no

career changes; a second PhD hopes to become a curator and teach as an adjunct

faculty member at a local university. The two MDs plan to work as clinicians

serving low-income and minority patients. The dentist who says she consciously

chose dentistry over medicine because she wanted to have a family "and raise

my children myself," plans to go into private practice and hopes some day

to have an office in her home. Three women are less certain about their

career future. The engineer plans to spend several more years with her

current employer: "By then I should have accomplished a very good piece of

work that I could stand on and go anywhere from." A woman who was about to

complete her PhD admitted: "My career plan now doesn't go beyond doing my

postdoc. I don't know if I want to teach, do research, or both." While she

expected to have no difficulty finding a postdoc in her field, she pointed

out that other job prospects, especially in teaching, were not very good. The

third woman, who works as a researcher in a government lab, says:

I always have a dream of eventually return to Puerto
Rico when I'm a little bit mature in my science. I

wanted to get more experience because it's a little
isolated there, but I feel an obligation to return
and I think eventually we will.

Of the four women who grew up on the island, she is the only one who still

expresses interest in returning there to work.

With few exceptions, women with degrees in the life sciences appear to

gravitate toward academic careers, while those with degrees in the physical

sciences, mathematics, and engineering have moved into research and technical

staff positions in government labs and the private sector. Of the five women

in medical fields, two plan to pursue careers in academic medicine, two



plan to work as practitioners providing medical care to underserved populations,

and one plans to go into private practice. In talking about their personal

goals, women in the academic career path tend to mention making a contribution

to science, educating people about how exciting and fun science is, and helping

to train the coming generations of scientists. Women in research and technical

positions aspired to assuming greater responsibility for project manage-

ment. They feel that their technical expertise and the decisionmaking

and problem-solving skills they have developed in approaching research and

technical tasks make them obvious candidates for administrative positions

in government labs, research institutes, corporations, and even in their own

consulting firms.

Conclusion

There is something fortuitous and haphazard about the ways in which

these women arrived at a career focus for their interests in science and math.

Few had parents they could turn to for information and advice about careers

in scientific and technical fields and some say their parents still don't

understand what they do. They received almost no career guidance during

high school. Indeed, about half the minority women who went to high school

in the States were told by teachers or counselors that their aspirations were

unrealistically high or inappropriate. They kept taking courses in science

and math because they enjoyed these subjects and, as they proceeded through

the educational system, their knowledge of scientific and technical fields and

careers steadily expanded. Nonetheless, most women pursued their academic

interests without a very clear sense of how they could use their education in

the labor force or of what their occupational alternatives were.
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Women in the physical sciences, math, and engineering were more likely

to seek work before earning their highest degree than were biological scientists

and women with medical degrees: six of the twelve physical scientists, mathe-

maticians, and engineers began working before receiving their highest degree and

a seventh, who recently accepted a job after earning her bachelor's, is planning

to pursue a graduate degree in the near future, while only three of the eighteen

women in the biological sciences and medical fields (17 percent) interrupted

their education. Five of the six women who entered the labor market with a

bachelor's or master's degree in engineering or the physical sciences moved

into technical staff positions in the private sector. Five of the six women

who entered the labor market with a bachelor's in math or a master's in

biology report that their first job was teaching. When we look at the career

choices and plans of all thirty women, we find a very similar pattern: the

biological scientists and medical professionals tend to move into academic

careers and public service, the physical scientists, mathematicians, and

engineers go into research and technical staff positions in government labs

and the private sector. These choices appear to reflect personality, whether

or not one enjoys and derives satisfaction from teaching and interacting with

students, the extent to which basic and applied research are valued in one's

field, and how much one knows about job opportunities in different work

settings.



Chapter Eight

Conclusion and Recommendations

Not one of the thirty women we interviewed expressed dissatisfaction

or regret about her decision to pursue a scientific or technical career.

The mathematician said she felt "a certain amount of curiosity about whether

or not I could have gotten a PhD in psychology," a field she discovered she

had an interest in and talent for during her last semester of graduate

school. Three women said they might choose different specializations if

they had their educational choices to make over again. Interestingly, all

three held PhDs in the physical sciences: a chemist who feels she would be

better suited, temperamentally,for a career in engineering or computer

science; a nuclear physicist with an interest in cancer research who has

"toyed around" with the idea of adding an MD to her credentials at several

points in her career; and a chemist who thinks that an MD rather than or in

addition to her PhD would enable her to have a more direct impact on people's

lives.

We also asked each woman if she would recommend a career in her particu-

lar field to young women )n high school and college. Eleven wholeheartedly

recommended their field without qualification: four engineers, an MD, a

geneticist, a microbiologist, a pharmacologist, a botanist, a geologist, and

a data analyst. For the most part, these are fields with obvious practical

applications in the current labor market. For example, the pharmacologist

points out the "flexibility" that a PhD in pharmacology provides: "You can

go to work for drug companies, you can go into research, administration, or

sales, and there are opportunities in medical schools." Two women said that

while they wouldn't not recommend their field, they would recommend another

This question was omitted in the telephone interview with the dentist and
in a personal interview with a medical student.
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field more highly: a chemist who feels one's earning power and job mobility

would be greater in engineering and computer fields, and a PhD in anatomy

who said she would recommend an MD since that could lead to research or

teaching but "if things gnt hard, they could always practice medicine." Of

the remaining women, fourteen recommended their field with qualifications

and one urged young women "to take as many technically-oriented courses as

they can--all the math and all the science they can" to avoid prematurely

foreclosing their options.

The "qualified" recommendations were endorsements of the field followed

by additional comments to the effect that young women needed to make a decision

that was informed by an understanding of the dedication and commitment required,

of the job situation in the field, or of their salary prospects. A nuclear

physicist and a molecular biologist said the would hesitate to recommend their

fields to anyone whose career goal was a faculty position. They feel there are

interesting and exciting job opportunities in o..her settings. Two biochemists

and a botanist are less optimistic about employmnt prospects in their fields,

As one says: "From a personal satisfaction standpoint, yes, I would recommend

it. From a realistic perspective on the career market, I don't know." All

three women had entered graduate school with ar academic career as their goal:

one has chosen another career path at least temporarily, one continues to apply

for faculty positions as she nears the end of her second postdoc, and the third

anticipates two or three postdocs before she reaches her goal. Seven respondents

emphasized that, as personally satisfying as they found their work to be, it

required commitment, hard work and long hours and that persons interested in

entering their fields should examine the strength of their interest or commit-

ment before making a decision. A surgeon explains:

You have to love surgery because it does require a lot
of time, energy, and effort. It takes time that one



might want to spend with family. You have
to be committed to it I love what I
am doing. With all the complaints that I have
sometimes about not having enough time, I'd rather
be doing this than anything else.

An ichthyologist who hopes to find a position as a museum curator observes:

'It's something you have to love. There are few practical day-to-day applica-

tions." Four respondents noted that a PhD in science was probably not a wise

choice for someone whose goals included making a lot of money; but, added one,

"As far as being a satisfying, worthwhile experience, it really is and I really

enjoy it." Finally, three PhDs specifically warned young women that they

should be prepared to face biases against women in science: "There's still

a lot we have to ignore or overcome or fight."

Barriers to Scientific and Technical Career Choices

"Sciences aren't harder than any other field," said one respondent.

"I wish there were more women," remarked another when we asked if she would

recommend her field to young women. A third responded to the question by

saying: "I think women are great engineers." Our respondents believe that

young women must be provided with active encouragement and direction in order

to overcome the barriers that prent them from seeing scientific and technical

fields as "a viable alternative where they can succeed." The most frequently

mentioned explanations of why science, math, and engineering attract so few

young women have to do with their image and reputation, beginning with the

self-perpetuating nature of occupational segregation by sex. "The basic

problem," explains a botanist," is that we associate things with a particular

gender whether it's true or not." She went on to observe:

There's this attitude that math and science are for men
and the humanities and secretarial work are for females.
I think that kind of attitude is very damaging because
it blocks your options before you even notice them as
options. You just have to look beyond these attitudes
that would limit your world for you.
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Furthermore, our respondents agree that efforts to expand girls' perceptions

of their career alternatives must begin early: "By high school, it's almost

too late and, once you're in college, you can't major in science withuut the

high school background."

Poor teaching and inadequate science and math programs were identified

as factors contributing to the low level of interest in scientific and technical

fields. A physicist says she's convinced that "cultural discouragement" can be

overcome "if the motivation is there." However, she adds, the motivation comes

from discovering that science is interesting and fun, a lesson she feels the

public schools are doing a poor job of getting across to their students. A

biochemist reports:

In junior high, I had virtually no science and what little
I had was so boring that I hated every minute of it. The
quality of science and math teaching in the lower level
schools has to be improved to attract people.

Like so many of the women we interviewed, she had one outstanding high school

teacher: "I always looked up to my high school biology teacher because she

was so good . . . she always encouraged us."

A desire for social acceptance discourages girls from excelling in

science and math. An engineer who often speaks to junior high and high school

students about careers in mathematics fields observes: "Peer pressure focuses

on dating and appearance. Boys won't look at you if you're smart." A young

scientist remembers that she and her girlfriend were often the only two girls

in advanced science and math classes and reports: "We chummed around with the

guys because we were in their trig and physics classes, but they didn't ask us

out." Like several other respondents, she describes herself as lucky to have

had a girlfriend who shared her "oddball" status and says that having a woman

high school math teacher also helped. A doctoral student observed: "I think

a lot of girls are afraid to exhibit their talents because a lot of men don't



like that. I still want guys to like me and I feel nervous if they feel

threatened by me." She went on to emphasize the importance of introducing

both sexes to professional women: "Both boys and girls need to see that

women can be doctors, lawyers, professors, stockbrokers or whatever. Those

boys need to see that because they're talking to their girlfriends and

becoming fathers and raising daughters."

Several respondents pointed out that many young women still see their

choice as marriage and family or a career. One explains: "Even when young

women want to go into these areas, they don't see how they can combine that

with marriage and children." The Mexican-American and Puerto Rican women felt

these concerns and pressures were a particular problem for young women of

their cultural background. A Chicana engineer explains: "I was raised with

the belief that, as soon as I reached a certain age, I should get married and

have kids." Her family never encouraged her to go to college and she feels her

experience was typical of that of many ywing Hispanic women, although she

feels attitudes have begun to change recently. A Puerto Rican scientist

reports that her sister was forbidden to apply to medical school by her boy-

friend:

About 90 percent of the Puerto Rican males would not
tolerate their wife working and being strongly committed
to her career. That would be forsaking the family.
The technical part is just not feminine. Even if a
woman has the intelligence, the ability, the perseverance,
and everything that it takes to be successful in a technical
career, it takes so much dedication that it's assumed you
can't have a family too.

A ChicaLa scientist who agrees that science and math aren't seen as feminine

"especially by older Mexican parents," feels an equally strong factor is "the

social consciousness" of young women: "Science or math are not a way to go

in and help the people or, at least, that's the way people look at it. They

go into social work or bilingual education." Or, our data suggest, if they
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have a strong orientation toward science, they go into medical fields. The

two Chicanas we interviewed who decided to enter medical school after earn-

ing graduate degrees were strongly committed to improving the quality of

medical services in Mexican-American communities and the cultural sensitivity

of the professionals providing these services.

In sum, the flow of young women into scientific and technical fields is

restricted by the perception of science, math, and engineering as "male"

fields that are too difficult for women, the generally uninspiring quality of

science and math instruction in elementary and secondary schools, the lack

of peer support for excelling in science and math and the importance of social

acceptance to young women, and the belief that a career in these fields would

be too demanding to combine with marriage and a family. These barriers are

reflected in the underrepresentation of women among entering college freshmen

expressing an interest in scientific and technical fields documented in the

trends analysis, and by the higher science attrition rates of women as under-

graduates and in the transition to advanced degree programs documented in the

longitudinal analysis.

The interview sample suggests that women who have persisted and succeeded

in these fields are independent, determined, and highly talented. A recent

study by the National Research Council found:

On the average, as measured by college grades and high
school test scores, women scientists at receipt of
the doctorate show evidence of higher academic ability
than men and, in recent years, have completed their
PhDs as fast or faster than men. This finding supports
the inference that women may have been more highly
selected. (1979, p. xiii)

Our data indicate that this selection process begins very early and, although

many women are deselected or select themselves out of the pool of prospective

scientists, mathematicians, and engineers before they ever get to college,

their ranks are further and disproportionately reduced during college, the
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transition to advanced study, and in graduate school.

Recommendations

What can we do to encourage more young women to consider careers

in scientific and technical fields? The three recommendations most frequently

offered by the women we interviewed were: introduce them to role models;

provide information about career opportunities and about what professionals

in various fields do on the job; and improve their precollegiate preparation

in math and science.

Role Models

"I think you need to be in contact with people who are excited about

science and who encourage you. My life happens to have been filled with

people like that and I think that made all the difference in the world," said

one young scientist explaining her decision to pursue a science career. As

children and teenagers, our interview respondents looked to teachers and

older women students for corroboration that it was okay to be interested in

and good at science and math and for encouragement. They looked to their

mothers, aunts, and family friends for evidence that they could pursue a career

and have a family too. As they grew up, they turned to professors, to people

they worked with on research projects, and to the visible professionals in

their field for examples of successful women, for encouragement, and to

identify individuals after whom they could model their professional career and

personal life.

While men can be and were cited as role models, young women need to know

that women can and do succeed in scientific and technical fields, that they

like their work, and that they have pursued careers without sacrificing their

other interests, including marriage and children. Exposure to women scientists,
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mathematicians, engineers, and medical professionals also helps to dispel

misconceptions that only men succeed in these fields or that those women

who do pursue these careers are unattractive, dull, and pedantic. We can

think of no better role models than the women we interviewed and are en-

couraged by the fact that many of them do make an effort to participate in

programs designed to expand girls' career awareness.

We also urge men to assume greater responsiblity for encouraging girls

to pursue scientific and technical careers and to adopt women students as

proteges. In 1981, there were only 68 women chemical engineers who were full-

time college employees in the country, 79 astronomers, 111 mechanical engine-

ers, 161 oceanographers, and 490 physicists (NSF data reported in "Fact-File",

1982). Obviously, few young women who aspire to careers in these and a

number of other fields will have an opportunity to work with a woman advisor.

We hope that men will encourage and support their career development.

Career Guidance

"The educational system needs to help people avoid making career mis-

takes by defining opportunities early and by letting students know what

professionals do," says one interview respondent. The women we interviewed

received little career guidance and a substantial proportion of the minority

women were actively discouraged by counselors and teachers who felt their

goals were unrealistic or inappropriate, given their gender, their race or

ethnicity, and their socioeconomic background. Casserly observes that many

counselors lack an appreciation fot "the depth of a superior student's inter-

ests and aspirations," have little or no background in the physical sciences,

and often try to talk girls out of enrolling in industrial arts and shop

courses: 11

. . .science frightens many professional guidance counselors; and

the long studies and training required to achieve professional status in such
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fields seem even longer to them" (1980, p. 157). Our respondents point

out that ever r-,anselers who try to encourage women with nontraditional

interests anti 7.rairatirms often know very little about career opportunities

in scientific en6 technical fields.

Efforts are bring made to reduce conscious and unconscious counselor

bias, to expand their knowledge of ca - alternatives, to publish nonsexist

textbooks and guidance witerials, and to introduce career education into the

elementary and secondary schools. We strongly support these efforts and urge

teachers, counselors, and administrators to bring women in nontraditional

fields to the schools as guest speakers at school assemblies and career days

and to take students on field trips where they can see scientists, mathe-

maticians, and enaineers in the work place. If specifically asked, many

employers can arrange to introduce visiting students to a woman professional

although it might not occur to them to do so otherwise.

Precollegiate Education

"If you want to go into science, start taking science and math courses

as early as possible, even grade school. You can only help yourself by doing

that," says a scientist who explains that even if you decide not to go into

science you will have acquired knowledge and problem-solving skills. Our

respondents are convinced that many young women foreclose their career options

by avoiding science and math courses before they even know about the range of

exciting careers that require a solid background in these subjects. The

longitudinal analysis shows that strong preparation in math is especially

critical to undergraduate success in scientific and technical fields. The

interview respondents would also urge young women to enroll in industrial arts

and shop courses to develop their mechanical skills and self-confidence, to

gain experience building things and taking things apart, to become familiar
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with technical apparatus and with simply getting their hands dirty.

Parents, teachers, and counselors must encourage girls to take

science and math and they must not accept or excuse poorer performance from

girls than they would expect from boys. However, unless these courses are

taught by good teachers, they will have little impact on students' interests

and aspirations. Outstanding teachers, many of whom held advanced degrees,

made a tremendous impact on our interview respondents. These teachers were

knowledgeable and excited about the subjects they taught, good at communicat-

ing their own enthusiasm, demanding, and encouraging. Today, we face severe

national shortages of math, science, vocational and technical education teachers,

and there is concern about a drop in teacher quality as well. The trends

analysis documented a substantial decline in interest in teaching careers

among science-oriented college freshmen. The fact that starting salaries and

opportunities for advancement are greater in industry is certainly a major

contributing factor to the teacher shortage, but as a mathematics education

professor observes:

The whole image of public education is so bad
that no one wants to go into the field. Industry
can take off the cream uf the crop. Teachers used
to beget teachers, but the parents who are teachers
are so fed up they are advising their children against
it. (in Savage, 1982, p. 15)

The one interview respondent who taught in the public schools for several

years was urged to get her teaching credential by her parents, both of whom

were teachers, but reports: "Teaching today requires so much and more than

I had."

We must find ways to make teaching an attractive career option to

talented young adults and to professionals interested in career change. We

must find ways to update the knowledge and skills of persons who have entered

teaching careers and to recharge their energy and enthusiasm about teaching.

Although the Houston schools have reduced staff turnover by offering science
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and math teachers substantial salary bonuses, most school systems are

prevented from paying higher salaries to their best teachers or teachers

in shortage subject areas by collective bargaining agreements and, in

California, by state court rulings that forbid differentiated salary

schedules. The Houston schools are also planning to create a "teacher

technologist" postion to attract people with a background in computers who

would divide their time between teaching and assisting science and math

teachers who are less familiar with computers. We applaud their efforts to

confront the problem and search for creative solutions rather than simply

deploring the teacher shortages and saying that they can't compete with

industry.

We would also urge that a concerted effort be made to upgrade minority

students' precollegiate training in science and math. The trends analysis

indicates that minority students who enter college expressing an interest in

scientific and technical fields have a weaker academic background than white

students, on average. The longitudinal analysis shows that Black and Hispanic

women are wore likely than white women to switch from science to nonscience

majors during the undergraduate years.

The women we interviewed believe that if more girls only knew about

scientific and technical fields, knew that women could and do succeed in

them, had a solid high school background in science and math and understood

that "just because you can get an 'A' in English and a 'B' in math doesn't

necessarily mean you should go into English," far more of them would enter

scientific and technical fields. We believe that "hands-on" experience con-

ducting research or using math to address a real technical problem is also

critical to pursuing a scientific or technical career.
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"Hands-on" Experience

It's actively "doing" not reading science textbooks, memorizing

laws of physics, the periodic table of elements, or theorems, or working through

a set of problems at the end of a chapter that generates Pnthuciasm fnr

science, math, and engineering. The comments and experiences of our respon-

dents underscore the importance of involving young people in doing experi-

ments, working with practicing researchers, and being a member of a research

or technical team. Some remember high school teachers who allowed them to

work in the lab or to use computer terminals after school, others participated

in special programs for science-oriented high school students, often NSF-

sponsored summer programs. As college students, many had opportunities to

work on a professor's research project as a work-study student or volunteer,

were required to fulfill independent research requirements, or worked in labs

as summer interns, co-op education students, or as participants in an off-

campus program. They describe these experiences as invaluable.

Young people should be provided with these kinds of opportunities and

encouraged to take advantage of them. We are concerned that proposed cuts in

NSF's science education budget will severely curtail many opportunities to

participate in these kinds of programs. We are especially concerned that

elementary, junior high, and high school students have an opportunity to get

hooked on science and math so tha'c they will take the elective courses that

are prerequisites for undergraduate majors in scientific and technical fields.

Retention

What can we do to encourage young women who do express an interest in

scienLific and technical fields to pursue these interests during college and

gradudte school? Obviously, continued exposure to role models, career infor-

mation, and opportunities to work on research projects, technical teams, and



in labs are all important. We also feel that these young women should be

strongly advised to attend schools with good science facilities and active

research programs. None of the women ;le 4nterviewed had attended a com-

munity college and we are encouraged by the fact that the trends analysis shows

an increase in the proportions of minority students selecting universities

and private institutions. However, we anticipate that the cuts in student

financial aid programs proposed by the Reagan administration will result in

a dramatic shift in student enrollment toward the public sector and low-

cost community colleges, particularly among students from low-income families.

Some private colleges have already announced that they can no longer admit

students regardless of financial need, and tuition at private institutions has

risen to levels that are prohibitively high even for many middle-class families.

We must advise young people and their parents about the importance of the

college choice process, about the ways in which they might meet their share

of educational expenses, and about financial aid opportunities. Certainly, we

hope that the cuts in federal programs will not be as severe as anticipated,

because an opportunity to attend some college is not an opportunity to have

the kind of educational experience it takes to succeed in scientific and

technical fields.

Similarly, we are concerned about the effects that proposed cutbacks

in financial aid for graduate study will have, that reduced federal support

for university-based research is having on the availability of research and

teaching assistantships, and that the phasing out of programs like the Ford

Fellowships are having on enrollments in advanced degree programs. Few of the

women we interviewed could or would have pursued advanced degrees without sub-

stantial financial aid. Graduate education is expensive and far too time-

consuming to permit students to hold off-campus jobs.

r)1
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We believe that increased representation of women and minority

faculty members in scientific and technical fields will have direct and

indirect benefits for women and minority students. These faculty members

not only provide role models, but they often are especially concerned about

recruiting and retaining talented women and minority students. They can

influence departmental attitudes. It is ironic that the women we interviewed

who are interested in academic careers, committed to teaching, and who appear

to be very talented scientists completed their training at a time when the

academic labor market offered few openings. We hope that they will persevere

in their search for faculty positions and that colleges and universities will

actively recruit them, abiding by the spirit rather than the letter of affirm-

ative action. There is no question in our minds that these women are highly

qualified, competitive candidates for any faculty opening in their field. Un-

fortunately, there is also evidence to suggest that some d,partments hire

women only with great reluctance, that search committees sometimes collect

women's resumes just to show the affirmative action office that they tried,

or that, once a department has hired a woman, it may assume that it has met

its "quota."

Our interview respondents want to be assessed on their professional merit

without regard to their gender, race, or ethnicity. We wish that there was reason

to believe that this was how things worked in the world of work. Three recent

reports from the National Research Council (1979, 1980, and 1981) indicate

that woman doctorates face persisting inequities in the academic labor market,

in government jobs, and in industry.

Conclusion

Increasingly, women are expressing interest and pursuing careers in

scientific and technical fields. We believe that progress is being made in



the effort to reduce and eliminate the barriers that have prevented many

young women from considering careers in these fields. We are encouraged by

the still small but steadily growing numbers of women engineers, scientific

researchers, medical professionals, and college faculty members in scientific

and technical fields and by their enthusiasm about their work. There is still

much that can be done to encourage young women to expand their career aware-

ness and to acquire the skills and educational background necessary to pursue

scientific and technical training. We believe that educators_and educational

institutions can play a major role in this process. Young women should be

provided with enough career information, exposure to research and professionals

in scientific and technical fields, and a strong enough academic background

to enable them to make affirmative career decisions rather than leaving them

to choose among the alternatives that are left after they have prematurely

foreclosed their options.

cal
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YOUR NAME
i-?1471(4allENTi.INFO Ft M AT I 0.NiFORM.ta,

191944(please print) First Middle or Maiden Last

HOMVE STREET ADDRESS When were
you born? i

I

I
1

i
1

I

I
.......I.-....

( int)

CITY STATE Month Day Year
(01.12) (01 -31)(print) (print) Zip Code (of known)

Dear Student: -

The information in this report is being collected as part of a continuing study of higher education by
the American Council on Education. The Council, which is a non-governmental association of colleges
and educational organizations, encourages and solicits your cooperation in this research in order to
achieve a better understanding of how students are affected by their college experienc' . Detailed in-
formation on the goals and design of this research program are furnished in research eports available
from the Council. Identifying information has been requested in order to make subsequent mail follow-
up studies possible. Your response will be held in the strictest professional confidence.

1.,Sincerely yours, 0...v6.. Utr/ s S S.0.44,......
Log n Wilson, President

Gap.

00
00
00000000
00
00
00
0®

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000
0 0 0 0® 0 0 0 0
000000000

DIRECTIONS: Your resr;onses will be read by an
optical mark reader. Your careful observance of
these few simple rules will be most appreciated

Use only black lead pencil (No. 2% or less).
Make heavy black marks that fill the circle.
Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change.
Make no stray markings of any kind.

Yes No

EXAMPLE: Will marks made with ball pen or
fountain pen be prLgerly read? 0

1. Your Sex: 2. Are you presently married?
Male ....0 Yes 0
Female...0 No ...0

3. How old will you be 4. What was your average
on Decemher 31 of
this year? (Mark one)
16 or younger ..0
17 0 A- 0
18 0 Bf. 0
19 0 B 0
20 0 B. 0
21 0 Cc 0
22.25 0 C 0
26 or older 0 D 0

grade in secondary

school? (Mark one)
A or A+ .0

5. Where did you rank academically in your high
school graduating class? (Mark one)
Top Quarter 0 3rd Quarter 0
2nd Quarter 0 4th Quarter 0

6. Did you graduate from secondary school in the
class of 1971?
Yes 0 No 0

7. Are you a veteran? (Mark one)
No

Yes, I served on South 4st Asia

Yes, but I did not serve in Southeast Asia

0
0
0

8. Mark one: This is the first time I have enrolled in college as a freshman

I have attended this college before

I came to this college from a junior college

I came to this college from a four-year college or university

0
0
0
0

9. The following questions deal with accomplishments that might possibly apply
to your. high school years. Do not be discouraged by this list; it covers many
areas of interest and few students will be able to say "yes" to many items.
(Mark all that apply) Yes
Was elected president of one or more student organizations (recognized

by the school)

Received a high rating (Good, Excellent) in a state or regional music contest

Participated in a state or regional speech or debate contest

Had a major part in a play

Won a varsity letter (sports)

Won a prize or award in an art competition

Edited the school paper, yearbook, or literary magazine

Had poems, stories, essays, or articles published

Participated in a National Science Foundation summer program

Placed ifust, second, or third) in a state or regional science contest

Was a member of a scholastic honor society 0
Won a Certificate of Merit or Letter of Commendation in the National Merit Program . 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10. What is the highest academic
degree that you intend to
obtain? (Mark one)
None 0
Associate (A.A. or equivalent) 0
Bachelor's degree (B.A.,B.S.,etc.) 0

Master's degree (M.A..M.S..etc.) .0
Ph.D. or Ed.D 0
M.D..D.O..D.D.S..or D.V.M. 0
LL.B. or J.D. (Law) 0
B.D. (Divinity) 0
Other 0

11. How many miles is this college
from your home? (Mark one)
5 or less 0 51.100 0
6.10... 0 101.500 0
11-50 .. 0 More than 500 0

12. What is the highest level of formal educa-
tion obtained by your parents? (Mark one
in each column) Father Mother

Grammar school or less

Some high school 0 0
High school graduate .. 0 . 0
Some college 0 0
College degree 0 0
Postgraduate degree . . 0 0

13. Do you have any concern about your
ability to finance your college education?

None (I am confident that I

will have sufficient funds) 0
(Mark

Probably have enough funds) 0
Some concern (but I will

Major concern (not sure) will

be able to complete college) 0

//



14. For each item indicate if it
is a source for financing
your education. (Mark one
in each row)

Parttime or summer work

e
.2e02

at at 2
000

Savings from fulltime employment 000
Parental or family aid or gifts 000
Federal benefits from parent's

Military service 000
G.I. benefits from your military service 000

000Scholarships and grants

NDEA loans. federally insured loans

or college loans 000
Other repayable loans 000

15. What is your best estimate of the total income
last year of your parental family (not your own
family if you are married)? Consider annual in
come from all sources before taxes. (Mark one)
Less than S4.000 . 0 S15.00019,999 .. 0
54,000.55.999 ... 0 S20.000.524.999 ... 0
S6.000.57.999 0
58.000-S9.149 0 530.000434,999 .0
S10.000.512.499 0
512.500.514,999 0

S25.000529.999 ... 0

S35.000539,999 ... 0
$40,000 or more ...0

16. Are you: (Mark all that apply.)
White/Caucasian

Black/Negro/AfroAmeriez.r
American Indian

Oriental

MexicanAmerican/Chicano

Puerto RicanAmerican

Other

17. Mark one in each
column:
Protestant

Roman Catholic

Jewish

Other

None

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Religion in Your Present
Which You Religious

Were Reared Preference

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0 ...... ....0

18. In deciding to go to college, how im-
portant to you was each of the
following reasons? (Mark one answer
for each reason)

My parents wanted me to go

To be able to contribute more to my
community

To be able to get a better job

To gain a general education and

appreciation of ideas

O00
000
GOO

To improve my reading and study skills ....I:Doe
There was nothing better to do 0 @Cs

GO®
000

To make me a more cultured person
To be able to make more money

To learn more about things that interest me 000
GO®

GOO

To meet new au! interesting people

To prepare myself for graduate or

professional school
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19. 13ZioW is a general list of things that stu
dents sometimes do. Indicate which of
these things you did during the past yea
in school. If you engaged in an activity
frequently, mark C) . If you engaged in
an activity one or more times, but not
frequently, mark 0 (occasionally).
Mark 0 (not at all) if you have
not performed the activity .4.

aduring the past year. (Mark 4:6'2one for each item)
Voted in a stedeut election (XX)
Came late to class 000
Played a musical instrument 000
Studied in the library 000
Checked Out a book or journal

from the school library 000
Arranged a date for another student 00©
Overslept and missed a class or

appointment 000
Read about collegiate rights and

responsibilities of students

Typed a homework assignment
000
000

Discussed my future with my parents 000
Failed to complete a homework

assignment on time

Argued with a teacher in class

Attended a religious service

Demonstiated for a change in

some racial or ethnic policy

Demonstrated for a change in

some military policy 000
Demonstrated for a change in

some administrative policy of
My high school 000

Did extra (unassigned) reading

for a course

Took sleeoing pills

Tutored another student
Played chess

Read poetry not connected with

000
000
OC:)0000

a course

Took a tranquilizing pill

Discussed religion

Took vitamins

000
000
000
00e

Visited an art gallery or museum ....000
Worked Li a school political campaign 000
Worked in a local, state, or national

political campaign

Missed school because of illness

Smoked cigarettes

Discussed politics

Drank beer

Discussed sports

00
000
000
000
000
000

Read about civil rights and liberties 000
Asked a teacher for advice after class .000
Had vocational counseling 000
Stayed up all night 000

20. How would you
characterize
your political
views? (Mark one)

Far left

Liberal .0
Middli.oftheroad 0
Conservative 0
Far right 0

21. Mark only three responses, one in
each column.

Your probable career occupation.

/---Your father's occupation.
1 Your mother's occupation.

000
NOTE: If your father (or mother) is deceased,

please indicate his (her) last occupation.

Accountant or actuary 000
Actor or entertainer 000
Architect 000
Artist GO®
Business (clerical) 008
Business executive

(management, administrator) .00
Business owner or proprietor 0 0
Business salesman or buyer 0
Clergyman (minister, priest) 000
Clergy (other religious) 000
Clinical psychologist 000
College teacher 000
Computer programmer 000
Conservationist or forester 000
Dentist (including orthodontist) 000
Dietitian or home economist Oa®
Engineer 008
Farmer or rancher Gee
Foreign service worker

(including diplomat)
Housewife

Interior decorator

(including designer)

Interpreter (translator)

008
008
000
Gee

Lab technician or hygienist ....0
Law enforcement officer 004
Lawyer (attorney) Gee
Military service (career) 000
Musician (performer, composer) 004
Nurse 000
Optometrist Gee
Pharmacist 00e
Physician 000
School counselor 004
School principal or

superintendent 000
Scientific researcher Gee
Social worker 000
Statistician 000
Therapist (physical,

occupational, speech) 000
Teacher (elementary) Gee
Teacher (secondary) 000
Veterinarian 000
Writer or journalist ®04
Skilled trades 000
Other

Undecided 0
Laborer (unskilled) 00
Semiskilled worker

Other occupation 00
Unemployed



22. Rate yourself on each of the following traits asia
really think Lou are when comparedviiih the average
student of your own age. We want the most accurate
estimate of how you see yourself. (Mark one for each
item)

Above Below
Average Average

Highest 10
Percent AverageTrait

mic ...o...6

Lowest 10
Percent

Acade..

Athletic ability 0-0 0 ...0-0
Artistic ability .. 0 -0 0-0-0
Cheerfulness 0 .0 0 . .0. -0
Defensiveness 0-0 0 0. .0
Drive to achieve O. 0 .. 0 .0. 0
Leadership ability 0-0 0 .0...0
Mathematical ability 0...0 0 0
Mechanical ability 0-0 .. 0 0-0
Originality ...... 0 0. -0
Political conservatism O. -0 0 -0...0
Political liberalism 0...0 0 .0. .0
Popularity 0...0 0 .0...0
Popularity with the opposite sex.0...0 .. 0 .0. 0
Public speaking ability 0...0 .. 0...0...0
Self-confidence (intellectual) 0...0 .. 0...0...0
Self-confidence (social) 0...0 .. 0 ...0...0
Sensitivity to criticism 0.. .0 0 0- 0
Stubbornness 0...0 0 ...0...0
Understanding of others 0...0 0 -0.- .0
Writing ability 0 ..0 0.-0-0

23. Mark one
in each
row:

iAgree Strongly
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Disagree strongly

The Federal government is not doing
enough to control environmental

Pollution .
The Federal government is not do.

ing enough to protect the consumer
from faulty goods and services

The Federal government is not
doing enough to promote

sehool desegregation

There is too much concern in the
courts for the rights of criminals 0 -a -0.- 0

The death penalty should be abolished. 0 ...0...0... 0
The activities of married women are
best confined to th/e' home and family 0 -a -0- 0

The "generation gap" between me and
my parents is so great that we can
barely communicate

Marijuana should be legalized

Parents should be discouraged from
having large families

Women should receive the same salary
and opportunities for advancement
as men in comparable POsatsonS

JEo o.
1 .11w 1r o Q

0.. 0 ..0..

0 .. .0 ...0... 0

0 .0.. 0. . 0

O .0. .0 . 00 . 0 . 0 0
O .0 -0

O ..0 .0. 0
Everybody should be given an opportun.

sty to go to college regardless of past
Performance or aptitude test scores -0 0...0- 0

Realistically, an individual person can
do little to bring about changes in
our society O -0 .. 0 ...0
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24. Mark one
in each
row:

IAgree strongly
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Disagree strongly

College officials have the right to regulate student be
havior off campus

The chief benefit of a college education is that it
increases one's earning power

Faculty promotions should be based in part on
student evaluations

College grades should be abolished

Colleges would be improved if organized sports
were de-emphasized

I
ti 4

0... 0...0...0
0 . 0 0
o o ...o... oo 0-.0.-0'

.

Student publications should be cleared by college officials .0... 0 -0- .0
College officials have the right to ban persons with
extreme views from speaking on campus

Students from disadvantaged social backgrounds should
be given preferential treatment in college admissions

Most college officials have been too lax in dealing
with student protests on campus

Open admissions (admitting anyone who applies)
should be adopted by all publicly-supported colleges

Even if it employs open admissions, a college should
use the same performance standards in awarding
degrees to all students.

25. What is your best guess as to the chances that
you will: (Mark one for each item)

0.. 0-0- 0
0 . 0 -0. -0
0 0 . .0. 0
.0 O. .0. 0

Get married white in college? .
Get married within a year after college?

Vote in the 1972 presidential election?

Enlist in the armed services before graduating?
Change major field?

Change career choice?

Fail one or more courses?

Graduate with honors?

Be elected to a student office?

Join a social fraternity, sorority, or club?
:le elected to an academic honor society?

Make at least a "0" average?

Need extra time to complete your degree requirements?
Have to work at an outside job?

Seek vocational counseling?

Seek individual counseling on personal problems)
Enroll 'n honors courses?

Get tutoring help in specific courses>

Author or coauthor a published article)

Be more successful after graduation than most students
attendieg this college)

0 .. 0...0... 0
e re

c? rJr ,
D ec 4, 4,e ey

.1°
Z.% E.

.1
2.

4) eo

0 . . -0. 0
O .0 ..0... 0
O -0-0- 0
0 ...0...0... 0
O . 0-0- 0
0 ...0...0... 00 .0-0- 0
O . O.. 0... 0
0 ...0 ...O... 0
0 ...0...0... 0
O ..0 -0- 0
O ..0-0... 0... 0 . .0-0- 0
0 ...0...0... 0
O ..0 -0- 0

. 0 -0-0- 0
0 ...0... 0 .. 00 . .0. .0 . 00 . O.. 0 0
O 00 0Drop out of this college temporarily

!exclude transferring)? 0 0. -0. 0
0...0 -0 00 .. 0

Drop out permanently (exclude Iran:femme)?

Transfer to another college before graduating,
Be satisfied with your college?

26. Do you feel that you will need any special tutoring or remedial work in anyof the following subjects? (Mark all that apply)
English ...0 Mathematics .0 Science 0Reading ...0 Social studies .0 Foreign language 0

Ono
4 A., 0



27. Below is a list of 68 different undergraduate major fields
grouped into general categories. Mark only three of the 68
fields as follows:

C) First choice (your probable major field of study).
0 Second choice.
© The field of study which is least appealing to you.

ARTS AND HUMANITIES
Architecture 000
English (literature) 0 00
Fine arts 000
History 000
Journalism (writing) 0 ©©
Language (modern) C)
Language (other) 0 00
Music 000
Philosophy 000
Speech and drama 0 00
Theology 000
Other 000

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Biology (general) . 000

000
000
000
000
000

Biochemistry

Biophysics

Botany

Zoology

r

BUSINESS

Accounting 000
Business admin. 0 00
Electronic data

processing 000
Secretarial studies _000
Other 0O©

ENGINEERING
Aeronautical

Civil

Chemical

Electrical

Industrial

Mechanical

Other

000
000
000

...000
000
000
000

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Chemistry 0 00
Earth science 000
Mathematics 000
Physics 000
statistics 000
Other 000
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PROFESSIONAL
Health Technology

(medical, dental.

laboratory) 000
Nursing ..,,000
Pharmacy 000
Preden tistry 000
Prelaw 000
Premedical 000
Preveterinary 000
Therapy (occupat.,

physical, speech) 000
Other 000

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Anthropology
Economics,,,
Education
History

Politica' Science

(government,

int. relations) 0 0 0
000
000
000
000

000
..000
000
000

Psychology

Social work

Sociology

Other

OTHER FIELDS
Agriculture 000
Communications

(radio. T.V.. etc.) ©
Computer Science 00©
Environmental Science C) C)

Electronics

(technology) 000
Forestry 000
Home economics 0 00
Industrial arts 000
Library science 0 00
Military science 000
Physical education

and recreation 000
Other (technical) 000
Other

(nontechnical)

Undecided

000
000

Please be sure that only three circles

have been marked in the above list.

28. Indicate the importance to you personally of each
of the following: (Mark one for each item)

C Q

S. CI A, "PPtIP

,F
Becoming accomtnished in one of the performing arts .1°

(acting, danr;ng, etc.) 0000
Becoming an authority in my field 0000
Obtaining recognition from my colleagues for con
tributions in my special field 0 0©®

Influencing the political structure 0000
Influencing social values ®000
Raising a family 0000
Having an active social life 0000
Having friends with different backgrounds and

interests from mine 0000
Becoming an expert in finance and commerce ®000
Having administrative responsibility for the work of others . 0 0 00
Being very well-off financially 0000
Helping others who are in difficulty 0000
Participating in an organization like the Peace Corps or Vista 0 0 00
Becoming a community leader 0000
Makin& a theoretical contribution to science 0000
Writing original works (poems, novels, short stories,e to.) 0 000
Never being obligated to people 000 0
Creating artistic work (painting.sculpture.decorating,etc.) 0 0 00
Keeping up to date with political affairs 00©0
Being successful in a business of my own ® 000
Becoming involved in programs to clean up the environment 0 0 00
Developing a meaningful philosophy of life

Participating in a community action program

Getting married within the next five years

0000
0000
0000

29. Below are some of the reasons that might
have influenced your decision to attend
this particular college. How important was
each reason in deciding to come here?
(Mark one answer for each statement.)

My relatives wanted me to come here

This college has a very good reputation

Most of my friends are going to this college

Because of low tuition

Someone who had been here before advised me to go

Because of the special educational programs offered

I was not accepted anywhere else

My guidance counselor advised me to go

I wanted to live at home

DIRECTIONS:

The remaining circles are pro
sided for items specifically de
signed by your college, rather
than by the American Council
on Education. If your college
lies chosen to use the circles,
observe carefully the supple.
mental direr ions given you.

30.00 ©©O
31.00 ©00
32. ®®000
33. 00000
34.00©00
35, 010000
36, CXXXX)
37. ®0000
38. 0$0000
39. 00000

ra°

4, e
000
000
000000
000
000
000
000
000
DO NOT MARK

000
000
000

0TC:)
000
000
000
000000
000

0
0
0
O
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000000reheated by ORe* el Retouch. Amen Coin,* on Cducat." One Dupont Cod* tinhingion. D.C. 20036. Proceeseel by Intraes Corpyfstion, 4555 W.77th St., Msnnospobs. M.M. 56435
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FOLLOW-UP OF 1971 ENTERING FRESHMEN
-

79/80
" .t

rct
HIGHER EDUCATION RESEARCH INSTITUTE P.O. BOX 35559 MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55435

NAME & ADDRESS CORRECTION:
Your Name

DIRECTIONS: Your responses will be read by an optical mark
reader. Your careful observance of these few simple rules will be
most appreciated.

Use only a black lead pencil (no. 2% or less). . 4:First Middle or Maiden Last
Make heavy black marks that fill the circle.

Home Street Address Erase cleanly any answer you wish to change.
Make no stray markings of any kind.

I. Where write-in responses are necessary please confine your ":
City State writing to the limits of the lines provided.

EXAMPLE: Will marks made with ball-point or felt-tip pen be
properly read? 0 Yes No '.. 1ZIP Code

1

1. Please indicate: (Mark one in each column)
(0) the highest degree your spouse holds

(C) the highest degree you plan to receive

(B) the degree (if any) you are now working toward

(A) the highest degree you now hold

High school diploma (or equivalent)
Vocational training certificate
Associate's

Bachelor's

Master's (M.A., M.S. M.B.A., M.F.A., etc.) . (0'
Doctorate (Ph.D. or Ed.D.) (t.3)

Advanced professional (MD, DDS, DVM,
JD, LLD)

Not married ioj

2. From what type of high school did you graduate?
O Public high school in U.S.
o Private religious (parochial) high school in U.S.
(/ Private nonreligious high school in U.S.
O Public high school outside U.S.

Private high school outside U.S.

3. Were you in a college preparatory program in high school?
0 Yes 3 No w D on't remember

4. How many children do you have?
(; None T wo
C. One Three or more

5. What is your ci.:zenship status?

U.S. native

U.S. naturalized
4 Immigrant, permanent U.S. resident

Foreign citizen on temporary visa

G. Where were you and your parents born?

U.S. native

U.S. territory (e.g., Puerto Rico, Guam, Samoa) . . . 0
Foreign country r O .;

7a. Have you ever been married? (Mark one)

No

0 Yes, now living with spouse
0 Yes, but am now separated, divorced, or widowed

I I 1 I I 1 1 111111)111111

7b. When were you first married?

0 Before entering college in 1971 0 After leaving college
0 While I was an undergraduate

- -

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS (8-17) ARE ABOUT YOUR
UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE. UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED, COLLEGE REFERS TO THE LAST UNDER-
GRADUATE COLLEGE YOU ATTENDED. _k r.An

8. Write in the name of the college you
last attended as an undergraduate.

Name of College

City State

9. What was your last major in college? (Be
specific; for example, state which specialty
of engineering) 1

11

10. How many different colleges did you attend as an
undergraduate?

1.-2, One C Two L. Three 0 Four or more

11. Altogether, how many academic years did you complete:
(Mark one on each line) Less 4 or

than 1 2 3 more
1 yr. yr. yrs. yrs. yrs.College entered

in 19717 U. 0 C.) . 0
Last undergraduate
college attended? C 0 .

12. When you first entered college, how well prepared were
you compared to most other students at your college?

(Mark one on each row) Better

most.
.)

i
....z
.\

.)

t)

About as well
prepared
as most

00
0
e-%

0

Not as well
prepared
as most

0
l....i
(.'s
t -'s

r ")

prepared
than

Reading and comprehension
Writing
Mathematics
Natural sciences

Preparing research papers.

13. What was your average undergraduate grade? (Mark es)il4 9 0 A+,..A, A- 10 B-, C+ C C-, D+
0 B+, B r% C 0 D or less I/

1111111111111111111111111111



14. How satisfied were you with
the following at your last

. undergraduate college?
(Mark one in each row)

Career counseling

Personal counseling
Tutoring
Health services

Job placement services
Financial aid services
Ethnic studies
Women's studies

EOP (Educational
Opportunity Program)

College's academic reputation
Intellectual environment
Duality of classroom instruction . .

Faculty-student relations ...... . . . .

Variety of courses offered . . . .

Friendships with other
students . . ..

The administration

-2211-

0 4:7 "k:
4.6

^=2

C

tO
a-

vfc0;" e

15. Did you: (Mark all that apply)

C) Attend college part time for at least one term
0 Know at least one professor or administrator personalty
0 Take more than four years to complete your Bachelor's degree
0 Get elected president of one or more student organizations
0 Serve on a university or departmental committee
i Have a major part in a play
0 Win a varsity letter (sports)
C; Edit the school paper, yearbook, or literary magazine
Cr Belong to a scholastic honor society
0 Drop out for a period of time

16. Did you participate in any of the following? (Mark all that apply)
0 NSSFNS
C Ford Foundation Upper Division Transfer program
0 General Electric Upper Division program
0 Upward Bound
0 MESA

(Minority Engineering Science Association)
0 Talent Search
0 A summer enrichment program (educational)
0 Bureau of Indian Affairs program

17. Overall, how satisfied were you with:
(Mark one on each line) Very Somewhat Not at all

Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
College entered in 1971
Last undergraduate college attended.

IF YOU DROPPED OUT OF COLLEGE BEFORE EARNING
A DEGREE OR VOCATIONAL CERTIFICATE, PLEASE
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS (18 -1B). OTHER-
WISE GO TO QUESTION 20.

1R. What are the chances that you will return to college
within the next two years? (Mark one)
C Very good
(, Fairly good

Not very good
No chance 4

19. Do you now wish that you had stayed in college?
'`s Yes No

20. I am currently: (Mark one)

Employed full time
Employed part tirnt-
Unemployed, looking for work
Unemployed, not looking for work

21. Racial/Ethnic Group' (Mark one only)

AsianAmerican:Ode-plat
American Indian or Alaskan Native (tribe or bandi

Black /Afro-American

Chicano/MexicanAmerican
Puerto RicanAmerican/Puerto Rican

" White/Caucasian
:. Other (specify):

22. How would you describe the racial composition of the high
school you last attended and the neighborhood where you
grew t..p? Completely Mostly Roughly

non- non- half Mostly
High school White White nonWhite White

I last attended . . . ..... . . . .....
Neighborhood where
I grew up

Completely
White

23. How many of your close friends and associates at work
or school are White versus non-White?

All Mostly
nun. non. Mostly All

White White White White
Close friends .

r-Associates. . . . . .

THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS (24-32) ARE ABOUT WORK.
ANSWER EACH QUESTION ABOUT YOUR CURRENT OR
MOST RECENT JOB. IF YOU HAVE NEVER BEEN
EMPLOYED SINCE LEAVING COLLEGE, GO TO DUES.
TION 33.

24. What is your current (or most recent) occupation or job?

24 25
0: :0

sii:
.2.

02...Cr

01:,1

:a,3 31:3.

25. What was the first full.time job you had .4.4. 4 :4
after you last left college? (Name of

5
occupation or job) +

7 :7 2, 7
'Cs s.

9"9 9

; 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1_



26. (A) V:hat is your current annual income before taxes? If
self employed, indicate your annual earned income after
acijusting for business expenses.

(a) 'Nhat is your spouse's income? If not married, mark here-.-

(Mark one in each column) (A) (B)
My Income Spouse's Income

None

Below $7,000
S7,000- S9,999

S10,000-S14,999
S15.000-S19,999
S20,000-S24,999
525,000-S29,999
S30.000-534,999
S35,000-S39.999
S40.000 and over

-222-
32.

27. What two undergraduate fields of study would
you recommend for someone preparing
himself/herself for your present job?

{field)

MOW

28. Is your current or most recent job related to
your undergraduate major? (Mark one)

Yes, closely related
Yes, somewhat related
No, not related

29. Which category best describes the type of organization in
which you are employed? (Mark one)

Commerce. finance, insurance, real estate
Retail or wholesale trade
Ott:ar business or service establishments
Manufacturing
Thinsoortation or public utilities
Agriculture or forestry
Elementary or secondary school system
Human services organization (social welfare, health, etc.)
Cull. le, tlriersitV, ter;nnical institute or professional
::hoot

U.S. government, civilian employee
State, local or other government
U.S. military :;ervice, active duty, or Commission Corps
Other, (tpecifyi::

30. Approximately how many persons does your company
or organization employ? (Mark owl

I work alone
Fewer than 10
10-99
100-999

1,000-9,999
10,000-24,999
25,000 or more

31. How well did your college education prepare you for
your present job? (Mark one)

Very well
Well

Fairly well
C) Not well 231

How satisfied are (were) you with the
following aspects of your current (most
recent) lob? (Mark one in each row)

Overall
Income
Fringe benefits
Variety of activities

(...) .0
Working conditions (hours, location) .)
Decisionmaking power, responsibility ...
Competency of people you work with
Opportunities for promotion 'C) 0 .0
Job security

. .0
Opportunity to be creative r.) . .0
Opportunity to use training or sehooling 0 0 0
Opportunity to contribute to society 0 0 .0
Challenge 0 0 0

0

,

33. Mark one answer next to each statement:

The chief benefit of a college education
is that it increases one's earning power

Faculty promotions should be based in
part on student evaluations

College officials have the right to ban
persons with extreme views from
speaking on campus 0 0 0 .0

Students from disadvantaged social
backgrounds should be give'. nreferential
treatment in college admissions 0 0 0 0

Open admissions should be adopted by
all publicly-supported colleges 0 0 0

Even if it employs open admissions, a
college should use the same perform
ance standards in awarding degrees

;f At.te
',/t")= 41Y Oho Oh`

0 0 0 .0

to all students

Racial discrimination is no longer a
major problem in America

Colleges and universities should not
have responsibility for rectifying
racial injustice

Any inst. tution with a substantial
number of minority students should
offer an ethnic studies program , . .0 .. 0

Increases in minority enrollments
result in a lowering of academic
standards 2 :15) ..0

.0

0 . 1/42:

34. Rate yourself on each of the following traits as compared
with the average person your age. We want the most accurate
estimate of how you see yourself.
(Mark one in each row)

11111111111111111111111111

Academic ability
Artistic ability
Drive to achieve

Leadership ability
Mathematical ability
Popularity

5 ....
....

.7., Z, :.
t.; C. 0 :. '0i Akt
_=. 0 0 4 :1 ,

.0 .. 7 cr 7 *M cl" f

Popularity with the opposite sex .
Public speaking ability . .,.

Self-confidence (intellectual) ... ..-2.-

Self-confidence (social)
Writinn ability 0

o

_I s ;c
-. - .

. . - . .

-....
.

-.
.

. --

'.../ .... '..) ._.;
.......' . ,'...-% . :,, .c:0 .0 .

.0 ..0 ..0
1111111111111111111111'



35. How would you characterize your curron: political views?
(Mark one)

Far left Conservative
Liberal Far right
Middle-of-the-road

36. Indicate the importance to you personally
of each of the following:

-II(Mark one in each row)
Z.*

223-
40.

Influencing the political structure . .

Influencing social values ..... .

Raising a family

. .

.

4

. 0 .

.

-.4

.

.

Beingvery well-off financially k ; %) 0 0
Becoming a community leader 0 0 0
Being successful in a business
of my own C1.. .0..0

Participating in a community
action program 0 0

Helping others who are in difficulty . V Q. . 0 . . 0 . . 0
Becoming involved in programs to
clean up the environment 0 0 0 0

IF YOU HAVE EVER ATTENDED GRADUATE OR
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS (37-41).

37. Name your current
or most recent
graduate or
professional school
and your field/
major at that
school.

Graduate or Professional School

Ftelditilajor

38. How do you rate yourself azademically among the students in
your current (or most recent) graduate/professional program?

Among the best
Above average

About average
. Below average

39. As a graduate or professional student,
did you apply for or participate in
any of the following programs?

Fellowship (institutional funds)
Research assistantship

Administrative assistantship
Special fellowship:

Ford Foundation
Woodrow Wilson
Danforth
Other (specify):

National Fellowship Fund
Council on Legal Education
Opportunities (CLEO) 0 .. 0.. 0 23

How satisfied are you with the following at your current
(or last) graduate or professional school?
(Mark one in each row)

...
Fz? c,-.=

c,?e? Zc'7
Career counseling

0
2.13

Tutoring ."..: 0 0
Job placement --' 0 0
Financial aid , -N 0 0 . 0
College's academic reputation 0 0 0
Intellectual environment 0 0 0
Faculty-student relations..... ...' . 0 . . 0
Quality of instruction 0 0 0
Variety of courses offered 0 0 . 0
Friendships with other students 0 . . 0 . . 0
The administration 0 0 0
Accessibility of faculty 0 0 0
Faculty support of my work 0 0 0
Ethnic composition of student body. . 0 .. 0 . . 0
Ethnic composition of faculty 0..0 0

41. The following statements reflect patterns of minority and
White relations that have been observed on various college
and university campuses. To what extent is each present
on or descriptive of the campus of your graduate school
or professional school?
(Mark one in each row) 0

Trust between minority students and
Whit. students
The 'acuity
The administration

Trust among different ethnic
minority groups

Racial conflict
Faculty concern with minority issues

Social interaction between minority
students and

White students
The faculty
The administration

Open discussion of minority issues.

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
t?

. V U.

O

0
(1)

0

0
0 .

0
0
0

.

0 .0
0 .

0 .

0 ,.
0. .

0
0
0

. 0 ..

C.
4'
00

. 0
0
0

. 0

0
0
0
0

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING!
Please return your completed questionnaire in the
postage-paid envelope provided to: Higher Education
Research Institute, P.O. Box 35559, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55435.
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

1. When did you first become interested in [general field] and what was it that
attracted your interest?

2. At what point [and age] did you begin to seriously consider a career in
[field]? How did you learn about career options in [field]? When did you
arrive at a definite commitment to this career?

3. What people or experiences encouraged your interest in [field.] and in a career
as a [professionalj?

b) Were there any discouraging people or experiences?

4. Science and mathematics are often seen as "male" fields, if for no other
reason than because so few women have entered these fields. Did this percep-
tion or other people's acceptance of it ever cause you or lead others to
question whether a career in [field] was "right" or appropriate for you?

IF YES: [Probe for specific examples--family, peers, teachers, counselors, etc.]

IF NO : That's fairly unusual. Can you tell me why you think this was never
an issue?

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY

5. I'd like to go back to your experience in grade school and high school.
Where did you go to school and what kinds of schools did you attend?

[For each school, descriptive information should include: (a) urban or
suburban or rural (b) public or private and, if private, control and boarding
or day; (c) coed or single-sex; (d) rough sense of enrollment size; and
(e) extent of student and faculty multi-racial/ethnic representation]

6. How would you characterize the instruction in science and mathematics that
you received at the elementary level?

b) And at the secondary level?

7. Was educational and career guidance offered in your high school?

b) Did you receive this type of counseling and guidance? From whom?
And how useful was it?

8. When you graduated from high school, what were your plans for continuing
your education?

b) Was there ever any question as to whether or not you would go to college?
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9. How did you go,about choosing a college and what were the considerations
that influenced this decision? (e.g., finances, being close to or far
away from home, reputation or quality of the academic program, where your
friends were going to school or where family members had attended college,
scholarship offers, etc.)

b) Did you apply to more than one college?

IF YES: Do you remember what schools you applied to, why you choose them,
and where you were accepted?

IF NO : Do you remember why you applied to only one school and if you were
ever concerned about not being accepted there?

10. Did you enter college the fail following your high school graduation?

IF NO: What did you do during the time between high school graduation
and college entry?

11. As a freshman, where did you enroll in college?

[Verify the institution's (a) state, (b) control (public or private),
(c) predominant race/ethnicity of student body, (d) co-ed or single-sex
institution, and (e) approximate enrollment size at that time]

b) Were you,a resident or a commuter student?

c) Do you remember there being many women (minority) faculty members at
[name of college]? What about in the [field] department?

d) IF MINORITY IN A MAJORITY INSTITUTION: Were there many [race/ethnicity]
students on campus? What about in the [field] department?

12. Were any programs or services offered to encourage or assist women
or minority students who were interested in majoring in mathematics,
science, or technical fields?

-13. What was your college major? Was this your first declared major?

IF NO: What was and when did you change majors?

14. Do you think that you were ever treated differently from other undergraduates
in [field] because you were a woman?

IF MINORITY IN A MAJORITY INSTITUTION: Were you treated any differently because
you were [race/ethnicity]?

IF YES TO EITHER: How? Can you give me some examples?

15. Did undergraduates have opportunities to work on faculty research programs?
Did you?
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16. Did the fact that you were a [field] major affect how other students
perceived or responded to you?

b) What about other students in your major field?

17. Was your interest in [field] encouraged or discouraged in any way during
your undergraduate years?

IF YES: How and by whom?

18. Did you ever ask for or get advice or guidance from your professors
about what educational and career options you should consider once you
earned your bachelor's degree?

19. Did you work while you were an undergraduate?

IF YES: Did your work contribute to your educational experience in
any way beyond helping you to meet your expenses?

[Job-related information should include: (a) type(s) of work; (b) summer
versus school-year jobs; (c) full- or part-time work; (d) number of years
worked and which years; (e) on-campus or off-campus; and (f) relationship
of job to academic and career interests]

20. How long did it take you to earn a bachelor's degree?

b) Did you ever attend school part-time, dropout of school for a period
of time, or transfer to another college?

IF YES TO ANY: Why [for each that applies]?

IF TRANSFERRED: Where? When did you transfer?

21. As an undergraduate, were you involved in any extracurricular activities?

22. When did you first begin to consider going on for an advanced degree?
What or who started you thinking about it? When did you definitely
decide that you were going to go on for an advanced degree and what degree
did you decide that you were going to get?

23. Did you go directly into graduate/professional school after earning your
bachelor's degree? What year did you start?

IF NO: What did you do after college until you entered graduate school?

24. Tell me how you went about choosing a graduate/professional program and
deciding what school you would go to. What factors were important to
your decision and what resources and people did you go to for information
and help in making this decision?

b) What schools did you apply to? Why? Where were you accepted?

IF MORE THAN ONE APPLICATION AND ACCEPTANCE: How did you make your choice?
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25. You said that as an undergraduate you felt that your professors [did/did
not] treat you differently from other [field] majors because you were a
woman. Was your experience in graduate/professional school similar or
different and in what respects?

IF MINORITY IN A MAJORITY INSTITUTION: And do you think that you were
treated differently because you are [race /ethnicity]?

IF YES TO BOTH: Two characteristics differentiated you from the typical
graduate student in [field]. Do you think you were treated
differently more as a result of your sex or because you were
[race/ethnicity]?

26. Were there other women students in the [field) department/program?

b) Did any women teach in the department/program?

IF MINORITY IN A MAJORITY INSTITUTION: Were there other [race/ethnicity]
students in the department/program? Were any of the [field]
professors [race/ethnicity]?

27. How did other students respond to you as a [race/ethnicity] woman majoring
in [field]?

28. Did graduate students in [field) usually work as faculty research
assistants and/or receive fellowship support? And did you?

29. How did you finance your education and meet your living expenses while you
were in graduate/professional school?

IF WORKED: Could you tell me about the jobs you held?

b) Were finances a major concern or problem for you?

30. Did any professor take a particular interest in your educational progress
and career development?

b) Was this pretty much typical for the students in your department/program?

31. Did you ask for or receive any advice or help from any of your professors
about job or postdoc opportunities and what steps you should be taking to
advance your career?

32. Did you ever consider changing fields in graduate school, transferring to a
different institution, or dropping out altogether?

IF YES TO ANY: Why and what happened? (for all that apply)

33. Did your degree goals or your career plans change in any way during the time
that you were in graduate school?

IF YES: In what ways and why did your goals change?

34. Did you complete you degree before, at about the same time, or after the
majority of students in your entering class?
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35. Is there any aspect of your educational experience or anything that
happened to you during that period of your life that you feel was
important to your career interests or plans that I haven't asked
about?

36. What characteristics or qualities do you feel explain or contributed
to your success?

EMPLOYMENT
(IF STILL IN SCHOOL, SKIP TO QUESTION 43)

37. _I'd like to hear about your experience looking for your first job after
graduate/professional school. When did you begin looking for a job and
ho' did you go about it?

b) What kind of job were you looking for? When had you decided that this
was the type of job you wanted and why did you choose it?

c) Were you open to relocating anywhere in the country or were you looking
for a job in particular location or area of the country?

IF RESTRICTED: Why? Did this.affect the type of job you looked for or
the job options that were available to you?

d) What other factors influenced you decisions to apply for or accept a
particular job or jobs?

38. Do you think that affirmative action requirements had any effect on your
job search and its outcomes, in terms of the numbers of job interviews or
offers you had or in the types of jobs you were offered?

b) How did your job search experience compare with that of your male peers
from the [field] department/program? As far as you know, did you
receive a comparable number of job offers? Were you offered the same
types of jobs and were your salary offers equivalent?

39. IF NO LONGER IN FIRST JOB: Were you satisfied with your first job? How
long did you stay in it and why did you change jobs?

b) What was your next job? (IF SECOND JOB IS NOT CURRENT JOB, REPEAT THIS
ITEM UP TO CURRENT JOB).

40. How do you like your current job? What do you like most about it? Is there
any aspect of your work that you are dissatisfied with?

b) Are your responsibilities the same as those of men in equivalent posi-
tions with equivalent backgrounds and experience?

c) Do you feel that you're treated differently than your male peers?

IF YES: In what ways are you treated differently and by whom?
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41. Do you work with or have any regular contact with other women professionals?

IF MINORITY: Do you work with other [race/ethnicity] women? Men?

42. Do you think that you've had to deal with problems in your professional
experience that a man in your position would not have encountered?

43. If you had you educational and career decisions to make over again, would
you do anything differently?

IF YES: "Ask her to explain and after each ask: Is there anytRing else?]

44. Do you expect to continue working as a throughout your career?
How do you anticipate that your career will develop in the future? Is this
also what you would most like to have happen?

45. Would you recommend a career in [field] to young women in high school and
college? Why/Why not?

b) Why do you think so few women express interest in scientific and technical
fields? What could or should be done to encourage more young women to
consider careers in these fields and in 'interviewee's fieldj in particular?

BACKGROUND

46. Can you tell me about your family background and where you lived while you
were growing up?

[Information should include: (a) number of older and younger brothers
and sisters; (b) parents married or separated; (c) father's occupation;
(d) mother's occupation; (e) whether her mother worked while she was
growing up; (f) father's highest level of education; (g) mother's highest
level of education; (h) older siblings' education; (i)family's financial
status (j) language(s) spoken in the home and (k) presence of extended
family in the community.]

47. Did you know any women or any [professionals in her field] while you were
growing up whose accomplishments you admired and who you wanted to be
like when you grew up?

48. Did you expect that you would work when you grew up? Did your family?

49. What was your family's initial reaction to your interest in becoming a
[job type)? Did this change over time in any way?

50. Have you ever married?

IF YES: When did you get married?

IF CURRENTLY MARRIED: What does your husband do? Is he supportive of
your career? How are household chores shared?
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51. Do you have children?

IF YES: [,Number of children and their ages]
How did the arrival of children affect your career?

I've asked all of the questions that I wanted to be sure to cover. Do you
have anything that you would like to add?

SUMMARY INFORMATION

Name:

Academic Status: Field/discipline

Highest earned degree or degree working toward
Last/current institution

Employment Status: Job title
Employer

Current Primary Involvement: School (student) or work (professional)


